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Foreword

The precedent of national meetings of Sea Grant insti-
tutions was set in 1965 at Newport, Rhode Island. The se-
cond conference in Rhode Island �968! and the third in
Oregon �970! established the pattern of meetings where insti-
tutions with Sea Grant support  or an interest in the Sea
Grant Program! could discuss matterS Of common interest. At
the third conference, institutional representatives voted
to establish an Assaciation of Sea Grant Program Institutions
ta carry on these national meetings and to take charge af
oCher appropriate matters.

The UniverSity Of WiSCanzin invited the neWly farmed
assaciation ta hold the Fourth Sea Grant Conference in
Madison in October, 1971. In Novembe~, 1970 the Baard of
Directors accepted the invitation and recommended same of
the subjects for the conference. After discussian with insti-
tutional coordinators, a program was proposed to and approved
by the Board, and the session chairmen were selected to
structure the meeting.

Thi.s volume records some of the material presented
at the conference. The coverage af sessions differs because
session purposes differed. The Ocean Engineering Session,
far example, was designed as a working conference to allaw
various spokesmen to propose and discuss ideas without the
constraints of detailed reporting. The results are summarized
in PrafeSSOr Jahn Duffie'S report. Other sesaiOns are
recarded in more or less detail, as the chairmen requested.

Special appreciation is also expressed to the guest
speakers: the Honorable Patrick Lucey, Governor of Wisconsin;
the Honorable Ernest F. Hollings, U.S. Senator from South
Carolina; Robert White, Administrator, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration; Richard Balzhiser, Assistant
Director, Office of Science and Technologyt and David Potter,
Chief Engineer, Delco Electranics Milwaukee Division, G.M.C.
and former member of the Sea Grant Panel.

Gregory D Hedden
General Chairman of the
Conference

Jahn A. Knauss
President a f the A ssoc iati on
1970-1971

The Association officers and Board and the host insti-
tution wish to thank the speakers and the following session
chairmen for their help in planning and conducting the
conference: Jack A. Davidson; Jahn A. Duffie; William Gaither;
Joel MD Goodman; Water Gray; Theadare Green, III> H. Gary
Rnight; Nelsan Marshall; and John S. Steinhart.
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Sea Grant in Wisconsin

Welcoming Address

Honorable Patrick Lucay
Governor, State of Wisconsin

I am pleased to address the Fourth National Sea Grant
Conference an& welcome all of you to the State of Wisconsin.
I am glad that. you can spend these two days on this campus
and I wish you had additional time to visit the rest of our
beautiful state and the other campuses in our university
system.

After earlier conferences on the east and west coast,
it is particularly fitting that you should meet in the
Great Lakes Region--the location of our nation's great inland
coast. The 3,500 miles of shoreline on the Great Lakes is
equivalent to the area from Maine to Texas. The Lakes have
long served the people of two nations as an important ave-
nue of commerce and as a recreational resource.

It is also appropriate that a Sea Grant Program is lo-
cated at the University of wisconsin. Indeed, we expect
soon to have a Sea Grant College here. We look upon Sea
Grant as a logical extension of the Land Grant Concept and
of the famed "Wisconsin idea", a partnership between gov-
ernment and university in the service of the people of the
state. The Sea Grant Program is concerned with. research, edu-
cation and advisory services dealing with the problems and
opportunities of marine and Great Lakes resources.

As most of you are aware, univeristies have been and are
still in the midst of difficult times. Internal strife,
dwindling public confidences and a lagging economy have
caused major problems. Yet the people of our state still sup-
port a Sea Grant program. WJJ own budget, which of necessity
was austere, provided new money for this prcgram. I have
noted with approval that the Sea Grant program has pooled the
resources of the various campuses in a cooperative adventure.
A prime reason for the forthcoming merger of our tWo univer-
sity systems is to promote cooperation of this sort, rather than
the often wasteful and duplicative rivalry of earlier years.

I have also noted that the Sea Grant program is dealing
directly with the problems of this state, In my budget mes-
sage this year, I suggested that the university reallocate
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a portion of its research monies to areas of critical state
needs, such as urban problems, health sciences and environ-
mental areas. It is clear that the people of this state,
indeed the people of all your states, are going to demand
greater accountability from the universities and greater
concern with pressing public problems. The Federal Govern-
ment is moving in the same direction, with the establishment
of BANN, or ReSearch Applied to National Needs, a division of
the National Science FoundatiOn, as well as the research
programs Of the Environmental Protection Agency and the
Sea Grant program.

I do not wish to Spend much time on matters that many of
you are familiar with, but I would like to touch briefly
on several areas that are of interest to thi.s state and
university, and which have national and international im-
plications. I have noticed that these matters will be cov-
vered in greater detail later on in this conference.

We have all heard that the power demands of this country
are doubling every 7 to 10 years. This development is of
particular interest to the Great Lakes states, for the Lakes
are expected to provide the cooling water for the new plants
that will be needed to meet projected energy demands. Lake
Michigan, in particulap has been designated for the massive
development of both nuclear and conventional plants. The
effects of such development on our shorelines and our land-
scape are obvious. But of more immediate pressing interest
is the increased heat load on the lake. It has been esti-
mated that the waste heat load discharged to Lake Michigan
by the year 2000 will be at least 10 times the present rate.
The effects of this level of heat discharge must be carefully
analyzed. I realize that all the research has not been com-
pleted. I further realize that we may have to make some hard
choices long before such research is available. The recent
court decision in the Calvert Cliffs, Chesapeake Bay case has
substantially increased the pressure for environmental impact
statements. I hope that many of you will continue to address
yourselves to this important problem area. We need better
insights not only to environmental problems, but also into
such matters as actual energy demands, social costs, public
policy alternatives and their probable consequences, cool-
ing towers and cooling ponds, changes in rate structures, and
possible site locations.

A second area of compelling interest for this region is
that of water quality. The Great Lakes comprise the largest
fresh water resource in the world. This resource is vital
to our region for drinking water, recreation, much of our econ-
omy and many of the aesthetic values which enhance the quality
of our lives. The preservation of this resource is fundamental
to our existence. To date we have been fortunate. With the
exception of Lake Erie and parts of Lake Ontario and Michigan,
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the water quality of the region is remarkably high, a level
whiCh WiSCOnsin intendS tO maintain. HOWeVer, there are
threats from nutrient enrichment, heavy metals, pesticides
and other man-made chemicals such as PCB's. Already our
fisheries have received several serious setbacks and we are
anxious for information and policy alternatives to help
stave off additional harm.

Finally, we are concerned about our coastal zone. We are
watching the development of a vast megalopolis in the midwest
which may include as one of its main components a corridor
from Detroit to Chicago up through Wilwaukee and a consider-
able part of this state, Typically the majority of this growth
is being funneled into the coastal area. One wonders whether
qualities which make this coastal area so attractive may not
in the end lead to its destruction. How much of a load can
such a fragile area beari

ln the the near future, every state is going to have to
make fundamental decisions about its coastal areas. We shall
have to move to protect uniquely valuable resources such as
estuaries and marshes. We shall have to arrive at programs
which allow for both economic and environmental health. We
shall have to decide how to make recreational assets such as
our own Door County, available to the public far maximun use,
without creating fatal overloading. We hape to have the aid
of the legislation which your speaker, senator Hollings, and
many of you in the audience have been promating. In addition
we shall need the competent aid of our universities and the
wisdom of an informed citizenry.

I have touched upon our local programs and problems be-
cause they are most familiar to me. I am aware, however, of
the work which many of you have been engaged in, your work with
fisheries, shrimp production, aquaculture, coastal zone model-
ing, and the all important advisory services. I trust that this
important work will continue, and that the National Sea Grant
Program will prosper in the years to come.

All af the speakers here will provide you with charges for
the conference and for your own individual programs. I urge
you to continue ta build upon the good work you have already
done. I would also like to make a plea from my position as
Governor of a state. In recent decades, state government has
been under continuing attack. Frequently this attack has been
that the states have had the problems and the responsibility,
but someone else has had the power and the resources. We are
beginning to see signs of positive change in this situation. I
hope that all of you will double your efforts to provide your
states and local communities with the resources they need to
effectively deal with the increasingly complex problems which
confront them, a myriad of problems for which there are no
easy answers. I hope that bath as, teachers and citizens you



will strive to create an atmosphere of reason which will
allow us to approach these problems with wisdom, rather than
emotion or narrow self-interest. Thank you.



Can America Keep Pace in the Oceans Race?

Luncheon Address, October 12

Honorable Ernest F. Ho llinlts
U.S. Senator, South Carolina

I welcome this opportunity to be with you here today.
And I appreciate the company of this dedicated group of
professionals. I feel like the little fellow in school who
walks into his first Latin class and finds himself confronted
with all that erudition. Xt's an eye-opening experience.
So I'm not going to make an effort to speak of the latest
scientific developments, or to describe the technological
innovations which are helping unlock the secrets of the
oceans.

{}uite frankly, my friends, l think we have all got to
start taking a little different tack if we are going to get
a sound oceans program. The trouble so far is that too
few Americans are alive to the great promise of the oceans.
Too few understand how closely intertwined is the fate
of the human species and the fate of the oceans .

I' ve been in politics a good long while now, and I 've
Seen prOgrama Ccme and prOgrama gO. The Only prOgramS
that stay around are those that have strong popular sup-
pOrt behind them. Without that Support, we might just as
well throw in the towel right now. We can have all the best
plans, all the detailed blueprints, all the future techno-
logy on the drawing board � but unless Nr. and mrs. Average
American are behind us, we can forget about success. There
simply will be no sound oceans program unless you in the
sciences and we on the political end join forces to mobil-
ize the vast power of public opinion. A bill gets lost in
Congress mighty easily unless there is a constituency out-
side keeping an eye on committee and legislative develop-
ment.

For many years now, important problems confronting Am-
erican society have gone unmet. For many years, the prob-
lems of the city and the ghetto have been compound.inq.
Crime abounds . The narcotics problem has reached epidemic
proportional There are problems aCress the whole gamut of
American life . Each of these problems has a priority and
each deserves attention. So when we talk about developing
an oceans program, let's realize that we are competing for

15
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attention with some other very real and very urgent prob-
lems. The overlooked needs and unsolved problems of many
decades cry out for attentian.

Now yau know and I know that the development of the
sound aceans program deserves a high priarity. You knew
and I know that a comprehensive and well-funded pragram is
an urgent necessity for the United States. Such a program
would respond to both the inenediate needs and the long-
range gaals of the country. In a time af soaring jobless-
ness, it affers work. In a time of rapidly disappearing
technological superiority for the United States, it offers
the prospect af innovation and renewal. In a time of
national drift, it holds out challenge and opportunity.
In a time when the future of the species is by no means
guaranteed, it offers the hope of survival.

Within your profesaiOn, all thie ie the COnVentional
wisdom. You accept it as truth, and you go about the task
af developing a far-reaching program. Unfortunately, a ma-
jority of Americans da not share in your awareness of
what the oceans mean. They need to be convinced. And once
convinced--then we will have the clout needed to pass a well-
rounded and amply-funded plan for the maximm utilisation
and efficient management af the aoeans.

It is popular nowadays among our newspaper analysts and
broadcast commentators to talk about haw Americans no long-
er respond to challenge in the way they once did. How much
of the old vitality and the pioneer spirit has gone by the
way. Well, I submit that insafar as the challenge of the
acean goes, Americans da not yet know the challence exists.
So let's not spend our time running down the people for not
responding until they knaw why they should respond. And
that is a job for you as the experts in the field, and far
those af us in public life wha have an interest in the oceans .

The challenge to America an the aceans is not difficult
to see. It is military, but it is also economic. It is po-
litical but it also goes to the roots of future survival,
Other natians are responding to the challenge of the seas .
They are acting to transform potential into reality. We in
this country are, to put it bluntly, behind.

Admiral laban said that he who rules the sea rules the
world. Nahan spake in the 1890 's . But even taday, in the
age of racketry and space, he is right. Sea power affects
aur transpartatian, our natianal security, our way of life�
each day � every day. Are we just gaing to sit by while the
Russians, and the Japanese too, launch well-conceived, well-
planned and lavishly-financed oceans programs that spread
their military and economic influence? Zf sa, the future
will be1ong nat to America, but to others.
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Look at what the Russians are doing. Within the past
year the Soviet force of nuclear-powered submarines has in-
creased by 10, growing from 75 to 85. During that same period,
the American nuclear sub force increased by only 4, from 87
to 91. This year the Russians will without question pass us
by, and by 1975 they will have a nuclear sub fleet of over 150
while ours will total only 109. And these figures don't in-
clude the 235 diesel submarines the Russians can put up against
less than 50 for us.

With their gzowing armada, the Russians are flexing their
naval muscles all around the globe. In the mediterranean and
in the Indian Ocean, they are making their presence felt, and
the balance of power is tottering under the weight of Soviet
Sea power in these vital areas. The British have withdrawn
from the Indian Ocean. The United States has a small base at
the middle of the Indian Ocean for surveillance purposes but
with nO effeCtiVe miLitary Or naVal preSenCe. AS a reSult, the
Russians have threatened the movement of oil not only to
Western Europe, but also to Japan and everywhere else in the
world. An oil pipeline across Israel will not help the situa-
tion. The Russians have a fleet in the Hediterranean that could
easily interrupt the flow of oil by tanker to the Mediterranean
and Western European ports'

Hahan's dictum applies not only to fleets of the Navy. It
also applies to fishing, it applies to merchant fleets, it applies
to ocean research. The Russian fishing fleets, and some of
you have probably seen their ships off the coast, are highly
organized and range the world. During the 1960's the Russians
not only drew abreast of the catch that American fishing fleets
were bringing in annually, but they shot ahead--and now catch
more than three times what we catch. The Russians are doing
better in fishing off our coast than our own American fishermen
are. Their fishing fleet -- largest tonnage zn the worla -- has
over 4000 ships with a total gross tonnage of six million. What
do we have? Thirteen thousand ships totaling 500,000 toss! In
effect we are fishing with row boats while the Russians roam the
seas in up-to-date vessels and equipment.

The American merchant fleet shriveled to approximately 135
usable ships last year. National security has been needLessly
jeopardized. We have sacrificed our once preeminent ability to
move equipment and ordnance to American armed forces around
the world. Yet in recent years, the growth of the Societ mer-
chant fleet has been nothing less than spectacular. In 1950,
it ranked 21st in tonnage among the world's merchant fleets;
in 1958, it ranked 12th; and in 1968--5th. Compared to our
merchant fleet of 135 vessels, the Soviet fleet today exceeds
1766 ships. The growth in numbers of their tanker fleet has
been faster than that of any other nation. So here we have a
threat not only to national security, but also to Americas com-
mercial prosperity, And few of our leaders even pause to give
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a second thought to the problems

These matters of defense and trade involve the safety
and national security of the nation. They are serious mat-
ters, and we had better wake up to that fact and wake up to
it soon. Let's tell it like it is to the American public.
They can appreciate the needs for national security . And
if their conce n for national security can be joined to
the intelligent utilization of the oceans, so much better
for us all.

America is also being challenged in the area of re-
search involving the future development of the world 's
oceans. Last year, although we canmissioned the RESEARCHER
to perform both oceanic and atmospheric studies, we laid up
several ocean research vessels. And on top of that, the
Administration refused to build those for which money had
already been appropriated by Congress. while we refuse to
fund laboratories, the Soviets are quietly expanding their
own ocean research fleet and establishinq new maritime re-
search programs.

Look also at the Japanese . They are leading the way
in opening up the oceans to the needs of the future. The
Japanese are assembling an enormous ocean engineering cap-
ability to harvest the resources of the Pacific � and they
are aiming at the Atlantic, too. Their projects have the
strong and enthusiastic backing of the government. Their
scientific and technological research capacity is unques-
tioned. They have unique backing from the Bank of Japans
They have the commitment, the will and the determination
to act. And they are acting.

This is the country that many people feel will be the
most econlically powerful country in the world by the year
2000. Yet it is a country with a poverty of national re-
sources . Its lack of the essential ingredients of modern
industrialism contrasts sharply with the storehouse of na-
tural abundance that has always been America' s . Their po-
verty of resources has not discouraged the Japanese--it is
instead a~senora in them. They mast so i t* the oceans,
and they are gozng with a full-fledged and well-planned
development program.

Twenty-five percent of the total Japanese output of
coal is mined off-shore. They are now searching the Pa-
cific Ocean floor for manganese nodules � they are inter-
ested in the nickel, cobalt, copper, and manqanese content.
They are searching for oil offshore because now they are
forced to import more than 99% of the fuel they consume.
Soon they will be offshore for power plant siting. They
are well ahead in developing the technology and know-how
for constructing huge, floating platforms. These 'floatinq
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islands" can be used as deepwater harbors and offshore ter-
minals; they can be turned into nuclear power plants, air-
ports, and industrial centers ~

Last year, the Japanese regained the number one spot
in warld fisheries . Its shipbuilding industry has led the
world for years, growing from 2.2 millian tons in 1963 to
8 ' 2 million tans in 1968. Its two largest shipbuilding
campanies each produce annually mare ships than the entire
output af West Cwrmany. The Japanese have 26 major ship-
builders and 52 shipyards. By comparison, the United States
has 17 major builders and 39 yards, not all of which are
building yards.

When the Japanese want to move they can move fast and
bring enormous leverage to bear. It 's just as Taylor Pryor
of Hawaii told our subcommittee last year: "We can all re-
lax or at least just continue spinning our wheels, for soon
the Japanese will have accomplished everything we ever
dreamed of in the oceans ."

Science and technology is the name of the game in the
oceans, just as it is in space. We still have the poten-
tial of regaining our number one spot in technology . As of
today, however, the American monopolyholds only in computers
and aircraft . If we are to regain our preeminence, we will
have to expand our research and development and make a gen-
uine national commitment for the oceans

Let's face facts. Other nations have a1ready seen the
light, and are welL on the way to opening up the vast trea-
sures of the seven seas . It is only a matter of time until
we must do the same thing . We can either do it nov--ration-
ally, comprehersively--or we can wait until we are pushed in
by necessity and then we can imitate others and play the
game of following rather than leadinc. The time is here to
decide. It is not a question af can or cannot. It is a
question of will or will not.

If we nnve ahead naw, we will nat only be planning for
the future--we will also be improving the present. A na-
tionalcommitment to a sound oceans program would pay bath
long-term and shart-term dividends. Today 6.1% of the
American labor force is out of work. The unemployment rolls
include an armada of scientists, researchers, engineers and
technicians. People whose special talents cauld be har-
nassed to meet the challenge of the present are instead be-
ing sacrificed to the shopworn economic dogmas of the past.

Fourteen months aga, I criticized the Nixon Administra-
tion for not taking the lead in oceans development. I urged
that the President Create an independent National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Agency. Mlstary shove that an independent
NOAA was not created. The Administration compromised for
a smaller HOAA haused in the Department of Commerce . I have
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not lost interest in an independent NOAA. If anything, re-
cent experience points up the need far just such an aqency.

The Administration just is nat leading . It is goina
to have to be pushed into assuming an activist role . You
and I can meet at professional gatherings to cuss them out
and pour balm on one another's wounds. But until the public
joins us in an awareness of the challenqes and problems of
ocean development, we' ll sputter alonq without an all-aut
program.

Not that we are without successes. We have the Sea
Grant program. And right here at the University of Wis-
consin important research is being done concerning the ex-
ploitation of mineral deposits in the water; the problems
of electrical power production in the Great Lakes; and the
extension of the season in the St. Lawrence Seaway. Un-
iversities the cauntry over are engaged in similarly im-
portant research. And I am happy to report that in the
conference comnittee this year, we managed to increase the
Sea Grant appropriation by over 2 .5 million dollars.

Due to changing priorities within the Administration
and ta jurisdictional disputes in Cangress, progress on a
Coastal Zone Management Bill has been slower. Without going
into all the details, I can say that it laaks like we will
be able to bring the Coastal Zone Management Bill to the
floor af the Senate before the end af this session.

In addition, praspects lOOk favorable for an ocean
dumping bill getting out of cmnnittee and to the floor this
session.

All of these are important first steps. But while we
win some of these initial victories, we should be using the
time ta qather our armunitian and araanize for the larger
battles ahead.

What can you da? Well, looking at the professianal or-
ganizations in the oceans field, there are many different
groups working for an oceans proqram--but not always working
together. I think it would be desirable for the Marine
Technology Society, the National oceanography Assaciation,
the Association of Sea Grant Program Institutians, the
American society of Oceanography and other groups ta better
organize their efforts ta have an impact on Capitol Hill.
There should be one focal point in Washington through which
the organizations can gather snd disseminate the information
they desire. And a focal point to which Congress can reach
for information and support.

Secondly, you can help in the area of public relations.
Yau can help convey the substance and the excitement of the
oceans to Mr. and Mrs. Average American. You can talk
abaut what the oceans zman--food--jobs--recreation--and
ultimately � survival.
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So important do I deem this educational role, that I
am convening in Washington next week, October 18, the Inter-
national Conference on the Oceans. We will try ta mobilize
public interest--to present the challenge of the oceans as
it really is � and the promise of the oceans as they affect the
everyday well-beingaf curcitizens. Jacques Cousteau will be
there. Scott Carpenter wi.ll be there. Jn a second session
next month, Thar Heyerdahl will be there. Representatives
from the major industrial cauntries will be in attendance,
as well as members af our own scientific, professional, and--
i mportantly-- public media professions. I laok farward to
seeing some af you there--to help us enlist public support
for the substance of the superb programs you have helped to
formulate ~

I am excited at the prospect. The program I have intra-
duced and hope to see enacted holds before us the appartunity
of the future--the chance not only for survival, but renewed
greatness. We are adVenturers ta be envied--for in our
hands � yours and mine � is the challenge of enlisting aur fel-
low Americans ta the call af the real new frontier. We can
afford to do everything that needs to be dane. The ques-
tion is, are we up to the challenge?

Earlier this year, I introduced a bill, the Wational
Oceanic Act af 1971. It is a short bill, but one which I believe
can get the jab dane. It would amend the Marine ReaourCeS
and Engineering Develapment Act af 1966 ta autharize suf-
ficient money for marine science, technology, resource de-
velopment and management, and other related programs. It
would autharixe $24.9 billion over the present base during
the next five years ta take advantage of the promise of the
oceans, and to rectify some of the awful abuse that man
has been wreaking upon the sea.

My praposal calls for the izEnediate infusion of $1
billion over the President's Fiscal Year 1972 requests .
This will prime the pump. And it will give immediate
suppart to vital areas where new money is urgently needed.
It will also permit the agencies to plan well for the sharp
growth I hope for in the next five years.

I am not proposing just a program in ocean science.
It is a program that covers the braad range of aceanic can-
cern. Its federal spending would be spread through nine
departments and agencies. The faur-fald increase which
would come in government spending per year in the next five
years would qa a lang way toward the assertion af American
leadership in ocean development . We are talking about an
assault an marine pallutian. We are talking about new
applications of marine science. We are talking about new
grawth in industry, in universities, in fisheries, in re-
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source management. we are talking about a coastal zone
management program so that the 80% of our people who will
live within 50 miles of the ocean and the Great Lakes by the
turn of the century will have a habitable environment. We
are talking about farming the ocean floor for food and fuel
and minerals . And we are talking about utilizing our most
precious resource, more precious even than the bounty of the
seas--Man.

Jobs will come in areas like Burbank, Seattle, Long
Island, Charleston and many others. We ought to be planninq
the constrution of a "floatinq island" in an area such as
Seattle--it could be used as an airport, or to develop the
food and energy resources of the sea. And over the lonq
pull, !obs will be provided in cities and towns throuqhout
the nations.

In the final analysis, of course, the ultimate challenge
to man concerns not the pocketbook but the motivation of
the human spirit, The program I hope to see enacted holds
before us the opportunity of the future--the chance for re-
newed greatness . In the oceans is the challenge of know-
ledge--man must go where he has never been; man must do
what he has never done; man must dream what his father never
dreamed. Can we afford this programs We can afford nothing
less if we are true to the spirit of the american past.



Programmatic Research at Universities�

Lessons from Sea Grant

Dinner Address

David Potter, Chief Engineer
Delco Electronics. General Motors Corporation

I know I 'm supposed tatalk about the oceans and their
unique and inexhaustible untapped resaurces which will save
the warld; the Great Lakes and the immense challenge ta man' s
ingenuity in striving far solutions to the environmental
problems which they evidence . But I 'm not qoinq to do it .
That's a speech, which with variations, has been given ad
nauseam by me and by many of you in the audience.

But, as same of you know, I have been relegated to the
role af "bystander" in the sea business for the last few
years, and now that my term on the Sea Grant panel has ex-
pired, I am dropping my last activity directly connected
with t: he acean use and resource problem. I would like to
use this opportunity to talk about what has became, for me
at leaat, the central issue in our Sea Grant activities.
I have been impressed by the fact that technical problems
have generally been worked with skill and enthusiasm and a
considerable degree of success . The fact of the importance
af the technical problem ta some larger goal, thouqh, has
not always been well established. Some of the social rami-
fications of aur business have received attention, and there
are a few lawyers willing to examine the small grain issues
bothering communities trying to stave of f pollution or de-
velop a resource body of water with many small jurisdictions
along its shares.

In short, the human resources available in this country
and especially an the university campuses seem very capable
of generating workable solutions to adust of the problems
which come under the Sea Grant banner. The "central issue"
which I spoke of earlier is the great difficulty we have had
in trying to "put it all together." The long squabble in
the federal government on where even to put an ocean proqram
is just one example . Every university naw participating in
Sea Grant is in itself a further example of how difficult
it is to attack a multi-disciplinary pragram in any of our
educational institutions. In the short term, the general
principles of management which are evolving, and the can-
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tinued pressure to produce further advances, seem more im-
portant in a national sense than any of the individual
technical contributions. It is this facet of sea Grant
which I wish to talk about. I propose ta do this in part
by giving yau my quite biased view of what has happened
over the past five to ten years and relate this quasi his-
tory ta the needs as I see them. since I have no firm solu-
tion, you' ll be spared the hard sell at the end.

It is particularly apprapriate to address this subject
here at Madison because it was an this campus same years
ago that I received my first rude awakening to the mag-
nitude of the management problem which confronted the Sea
Grant people . That was the occasion of first meeting
Chuck Engman, an association we' ve enjoyed ever since  which
only shows that time and age can overcome an unruly toncrue! .
Since then my colleagues and I have spent hundreds of hours
debating this theme, and I am sure that many thousands of
hours have been spent by various university faculty groups
on precisely the same subject--"how to manage prograzmatic
research at universities ."

This ie a SubSet af the more general issue of how the
nation should handle the pragrams arising from concerns
about environmental quality, urban problems, and poverty.
For example, without adversely affecting some af the on-
gaing effart in matters of transportation, the utilizatian
of our ocean and our lake resources, and the like. It' s
a subject worth a little exploration because it often de-
velops that the federal prablems came through with far
greater clarity than the equivalent university problems and
thus serve to illuminate them.

In order to prosecute new large-scale programs and to
give them adequate visibility, the federal government has
found it necessary to modify and add to the executive ad-
ministration apparatus . We have seen the addition of agen-
cies, sometimes independent, and sametimes imbedded within
a departmental framework; the creation of new cabinet-level
departments, and the modification of existing departments
to accomodate the "new thrusts." These new programs seem
to be characterized by a high initial urgency follawed by
several years of great activity which should, in principle,
diminish in later years as the initial goals and require-
ments are met.

There is a distinct passiblity that after the current
period of confusion and change, some of these areas will be
perceived as having received the wrong kind of response.
For the federal government, the drastic changes within the
bureaucracy may prove to have been inapprapriate to the
longer range and continuing requirements.
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In simple terms it should not be necessary to carve out
an entity like the Coast Guard from one department of gov-
ernment and transplant it to another in order to underscore
a change in emphasis in our national objectives; then worse,
in a few short years, seriously contemplate uprooting it
once again because aur national priorities have changed.
Please understand, my quarrel is only mildly with the men
who have advocated these maves; they are realists and are
trying ta get a jab done. We have a system which forces
such a respanse, and I guess we aren 't fighting it hard
enough!

My first contact with the governmental problem was at
the state level when the late Benny Schaefer, wha was first
Chairman of the California GovernOr'S Cammissian on Ocean
Resources, coerced me into seeking a solution to the Cal-
ifornia problem of focusing state attention on ocean re-
sources--all this when the state governmental apparatus
seemed far more concerned with the fresh water sports
fishery, with saving the condors, and doing something about
the unemployment problem. ThiS was abOut twa crims back
in the long saga of "boom or bust" in the California aero-
space industry; Ftr. Brown was governor, and I was still on
speaking terms with some of my old academic cronies which
places all this a few years back .

Benny asked Wib Chapman to follow along and make sure
that I had the benefit of mature guidance  which was tanta-
mount ta a direct conclusion! in trying to unravel the or-
qanizational properties of California state government .
At that time it had something approaching 300 camnissions,
councils, and other advisary groups and was just as tangled
as the federal government.

Wib, as many of you know, was a great proponent of a
"Department of the Ocean" at the Federal level and for a
while we tried to reconfigure the state into such a pattern,
but when the cash crops are oranges, wine and Hollywood,
it's mighty hard to retain any real enthusiasm for anchovies.
The upshot of all of this was a compromise affair with what
became known as the interagency council on ocean resources
and a new legislative charter.

To show my naivete, I bought the drinks, and Vib, Benny,
and I sang a few verses of "Bow Down to Washington." The
long term effect was about as significant as Crazy Horse 's
victary at the Battle of Little Big Horn, and the Pale Face
bureaucrats went laughing all the way back to Sacramento .

Incidentally, it was one of the joys of our association
that we managed to rotate the chairmanship of the California
Commission armnq the three of us, all loyal graduates nf the
University of Washinqton. With a couple of drinks, we could,
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with such clarity, recall the green forested hiLls, the
white capped mountains, and the blue water of the fjords
up the inside passage of our native state while basking in
the delightful sunshine o f cali fornia.

The great message to me out of that experience was
that the federal and state governments had to develop a
new management technique to accomodate the pursuit of
constantly changing, relatively short-term objectives with-
out having to perform major organizational surgery.

The leap to the notion of utilizing the develaping
program management techniques of the aeraspace and mil-
itary electronic industries to this problem was in reality
a mighty small step taken by a number of people almast
simultaneously . Unfortunately, these ideas came along
much too late to have a real impact an the governmental
organization necessary to push ahead with our legitimate
concerns in the development of our ocean and Great Lake
resources.

Instead, we have witnessed such things as the great
battle between those who need a marine arm for purposes of
collecting duties and preventing smuggling versus those
whase missian is to mark navigable waters, maintain light-
houses, and generally promote trade; versus those interested
in rescuing Sunday sailors on their return from Catalina
or Green Bay; and, finally, those interested in research
and development programs to ameliorate the impact of oil
spills, mine far manganese and diamonds, and otherwise
promote the utilization af ocean resources. One could
only wish that the programmatic arms af these several groups
could be their sole concern instead of finding that the
chare af buying and maintaining a diverse fleet of vessels,
building and running theshore facilities, training the
personnel, deciding who will make Admiral, and running an
academy for providing the aperations and management team
of this activity will devolve upan the happy winner of the
current bureaucratic lottery, a lottery in which caup is
counted by those who awn the most, not those who do the
job the best.

The gaals and objectives of those who run functional
organizations are different fran thase concerned with getting
an with a particular program, and legitimately sa. If
I were a program manager responsible for develaping some
means af handling oil spills at sea, I would have little
interest in the sea arm carrying aut my experimental work
ather than it would be proficient and efficient. The ves-
sel overhaul schedules, recruitment of personnel, their
training and upgrading, would have interest for me only if
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there were an adverse impact on my program. I would also
be quite unconcerned about the continuing existence of this
sea arm beyond my period of immediate need.

This, incidentally, is one of the organizational prob-
lems which has forced program management in the more volatile
defense industries. A pragram manager who also runs a func-
tional group will inevitably reconfigure his whole program
and bend goals and schedules to keep his functional group
alive. The only way I have been successful in forcing a
program manager to use the right mix of functional resources
and to cut back as the job nears completion, is to take all
such resources away from him and put them in the hands of
functianal managers. He can now be pretty dry-eyed about
assessing his resource requirements .

This same problem of program management faces the uni-
versities . Unlike the federal government, the universities
have adequate time to adjust to the new demands. There is
time to modify administrative concepts so as to pursue with
effectiveness the ocean programs which are aur primary in-
terest in the face of sometimes more urgent problems af the
environment, urban renewal, mass transportation, or any
other "new thrusts' which came along.

Historically, the federal gavernmsnt has turned ta the
universities for help in illuminating the thearetical as-
pects of these "new thrusts" problems and for the pursuit
of research and development projects leading towards their
solution. In the past ten ta fifteen years, the class
problem faced by the federal government has changed from
a well-structured set, suitable for individual faculty mem-
bers, or at most, small groups, to a more amorphous and multi-
disciplinary set of problems not readily attacked by a
single contributor and, hence, nat satisfactarily directed
by a university with its strang disciplinary orientation.
According to the way I scored the game, the establishment af
the National Sea Grant College Program required the creation
of a new administrative apparatus in each of the universities
who chose to participate in the early years . In only two
af these universities was the initial management concept
found to be acceptable; in all other cases the management
concept and staffing required considerable strengthening and
modification after its initial inception. All of these uni-
versities who applied for initial grants had a long-term cam-
mitment to ocean or Great Lake research, had capable faculty
members pursuing their individual disciplinewriented re-
search programs, and yet in no case had the university admin-
istration found it either necessary ar desirable to offer
guidance or a management framework for focusing the research
towards the needs af the camaunity or state. Such a focusing
was left to individual contributors or in sazm cases depart-
ments wha often did surprisinglywell. but in na sense cauld
they draw on the total relevant resources of the university.
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sider that. the lack of such guidance in any way represents
a shortcoming of the university. Up to this point in time
university administrations have considered their objectives
to be the teaching and training of students and the pursuit
of desirable research by their faculty members. The desir-
able research has, as an experimental fact, become narrowly
defined--this narrow definition being enforced by the edi-
torial policies of the preferred professional journals with-
in a discipline, or the pedantic requirements of the text-
book . Professional credit and advancement come as a result
of the pursuit of these narrow objectives.

It has long been nated that the traditional notion of
a university as a community of scholars has given way to the
hardened compartmentalization of academic departments. In fact
it is hard to imagine cooperative multi-disciplinary pro-
grams when one recognizes that mathematicians would not only
choose not to cooperate with physicists but consider their
own research all the more desirable if it cannot be used by
the physicist: and, similarly, that the physics faculty mem-
ber takes creat glee in pursuing research which in his judge-
ment cannot possibly be useful to the engineer. Unfortunately,
these are not overstatements but can be heard on any campus
today. In those institutions which have attempted multi-
disciplinary research programs, it has usually been the fate
of the resulting institute or program management office to
find that it and its employees are regarded as second-class
academic citizens.

The federal government has a need for university parti-
cipation in the new social and environmental programs. In
certain specific cases this need has been expressed by the
Congress and by the various state legislatures.

In the case of the Sea Grant Program, the Congress has
very specifically expressed itself as desiring a total pro-
gram yielding results measurable in crass economic terms
and having an impact on saciety at large.

I would like to turn back the pages of Sea Grant his-
tory now to quickly review a few points which are important
to the conceptual develapment of the program. Athelstan
Spilhaus is generally conceded to be the inventor of the
catchy notion of "sea Grant", and as far as I know, it' s
true. Spilly and his cronies worked very hard to get this
idea pushed forward, and with the help of many, and a meet-
ing sponsared by the Rhode Island contingent--Jahnny Knauss,
Senator Pell et. al.--they gat something going. The West
Coast folk got tired af fighting among themselves on whether
ta go for a millian ton anchovy catch versus a two million
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ton allotment  incidentally, it took three more years to
get 75,000 tons! and came back to testify before Congress
that Spilly had a great idea.

The primary issues as I recall them were:

Should there be a requirement af matching
funds, and
The multiple choice question of what agency
should sponsor Sea Grant--
 A! The National Science Foundation
 B! The Smithsani.an Institute
 C! The Oepartment of the Interior
 D! None of the Above

�!

AS I remember, Bill Nierenberg Came baCk and testified
that the idea was great--it was even bigger than Scripps and
only the west coast management shauld be centered at LaJolla.

The only testimony that I preserved was my awn � so un-
fortunately I must quate it ta illustrate the fact that even
at that time the concern far pragram management was evident
and althaugh the basic idea was right, as usual I had lodged
the problem in the wrong place.

"Two points that I wish to mention have to do with the
administration af the program by the National Science
Foundation and also the need for funding of institutions
as distinct fram funding far specific projects. There
seems to be some reservation on the part of the NSF far
accepting this responsibility which is certainly under-
standable. Historically the foundation has maintained
the point af view that they should fund worthwhile pro-
jects conducted by men of stature and demonstrated com-
petence primarily in basic science.

"Further, the foundatian has preferred to take a pas-
sive role in the development of the field by choosing
fram amang programs presented ta them rather than the
active role af giving direction by soliciting propo-
sals in particular areas.

"Thia laat paint I dan't think has been mentioned be-
fore and may be the mast serious abjection to the
foundation. It is clear that the administratian of
the Sea Grant college pragram requires significant de-
parture from the present National Science Faundation
philosophy in order to be successful."

You vill nate that I imagined the NSF, or at least the
host activity, wauld be the logical program developer. As
it later developed, the far more Machiavellian approach was
adopted by Bob Abel and company which passed the responsibil-
ity for creating the complete program down to the universi-

I wish I could claim that I thaught of the idea, but
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then that's much too devious for people like me.

That Bill s.2439 was passed is an historic fact. Bob
Abel found that his luck had run out, and he transferred ta
NSF to run the show. He collected a few af his old drink-
ing buddies who owned white shirts and dark suits and form-
ed a panel meant to qive quidance and respectability to the
enterprise.

The first year was a shambles . The site visits were
a disaster. First-rate nationally known and respected re-
search people were paraded in front of the visitinq commit-
tees to talk about their projects. After all, fifty such
prajects at $20,000 a crack made up a millian dollar program.
It seemed to me to be demeaning to place these able men in
such a defensive positian, and for my part, I felt dirty
in having to participate in the resulting inquisition.

The initial results were so bad that there was a se-
rious debate among the panel members as to whether first
rate academic instituions should have a role in Sea Grant;
we were cancerned that it might not be in the instituians',
and hence, the nation's, best interest.

I reCall during a luncheon address at Newport, publicly
expressing the doubt that universities were the correct in-
strument for ~ogrammatic endeavars, and privately I felt
we should look elsewhere because it was more a certainty
than a doubt.

Well, universities are resilient and adaptive insti-
tutions. Program managers, institute directors, and so on
were named, the new vocabulary was readily mastered and
by the third year you had to know the institution ta know
you were gettinq a snow job.

It would appear that I am leading up to a proclamation
of success--I am not. Step ane has been taken, but that is
all. The changes in the university approach are all readily
reversible and withaut continuing pressure will reverse.
There are few results which would satisfy a congressman 's
requirements for an economic return ar far sn impartant im-
pact on the community at large. I get enough reports from
my old stamping grounds up and dawn the West Caast to assess
the impact there and I' ve been in New England recently
enough to gauge the success on that coast. I have taken a
good look at the Great Lakes region where I naw live and
the situation is similar there.

To have expected anything but a negative result this
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early was sheer foolishness on my part, yet I think that
five years ago many of us expected to be that far along.
Hone of us correctly anticipated the managerial problems
which are naw sa evident. A number of you in this audience
have been key figures in the establishment of bona fide
Sea Grant Programs at your respective institutians; you have
labored long, you have learned a new vocabulary, and as
you have privately cammunicated, yau have learned ta be
effective in spite of second-class academic citizenship.
You will nat have succeeded, however, until there are other
institutions and programs in other fields enjoying first
class citizenship, and, in fact, enjoying premium pres-
tige and reward in your institutions as do yaur industrial
counterparts.

I Choose not to make concrete recommendations to you
because certainly I have no magic formula or "right way"
for accomplishing these objectzves, Further, I suspect
that there is na "right way." The format faund ta be
effective will certainly be conditioned by the institu-
tional history and its awn internal institutional cul-
ture. Such things as what departments had fights over
the last twenty years and the particular arganizatian of
departments into schaols and colleges will make a world
of difference . There are, however, some general prin-
ciples which will underlie successful programs. There are
two that I would put right at the top of the list.

The first is the acceptance by the university admin-
istration, by department heads, and by the involved faculty
that some form of program management is necessary and de-
sir'able; that capable, creative faculty members are urged
to neve in and out af the institutions or program offices
as their interests and the needs of the program dictate.
In effect, this is a reorientation of at least a part of
the scholorship, research, consulting. and teaching acti-
vities of traditional departments directed toward collabo-
ration designed to undertake meaningful and substantial ef-
forts in national problem areas. These comnitments and
collabarations can be temporary and shifting and certainly
leave the possibility for desirable simultaneous attentian
to the more classic commitments of these departments neces-
sary to provide flexibility and strength far future adapta-
tians.

This first point is then that the university adminis-
tration and the university culture permit such commitments
to problemmriented research and collaboration across the
lines of traditional disciplines, to see to it that these
arrangements are encouraged, are respected, and are facil-
itated by staff selections. The insurance of cosmitrrents
must extend all the way fram providing the necessary phy-
sical facilities to adjusting the criteria for reward, and
must be made real, specific, and visible .
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The second key point is that the institutes or program
offices should nat staff the jab themselves and, in fact,
should bend over backwards to make as infreauent use of
full time staff as possible. Instead, they should make full
utilization of the existing departments where the goals af
technical strength and education can insure the success of
a program and its later dissemination through the education
process ta the ultimate users in government or in industry.
Most institutions seem ta be moving in a direction which
would achieve these goals.

There are many lesser "do's and don 'ts" which one can
worry about, but it is certainly nat my purpose ta write a
cook hook of my conception of program managezmnt. I feel
it is much more important for each of you who are respan-
sible at the various universities to write your own.

In settmary, where da I think we now stsnd2 Wib Chap-
man used to talk about a group he called the "Sea People."
Some of you may remember that he expounded on this theme at
his acceptance speech at Rhode Island an the occasion of
being named the first reCipient of the Sea Grant Award.
His thesis was that those who work in the sea, who accept the
privations and discomforts and misery have to lave the sea.
Such people are different fram landsmen and are bouved up
in moments of trial by an emotional response to the sea.
Many of you here are sea people just as I have considered
myself to be one during the technical wozking years of my
life. Yet, in spite Of a strang emotional attachment to
the sea and to all things that pertain to the sea, I would
have to judge that if sto d tada, the Sea Grant Program
would be shown to have a len s ort. Your institutions
would revert to their fozmer ways, and very little could be
claimed as a benefit fram the resources thus far expanded .
The payout in the senee of the congressional expeCtations
can only come with time a time much longer that I visual-
ized a few years aga.

In another and broader sense, though, I vould rate the
pragram as cost effective to date. The program is serving
as a pilot model far learning how ta da programmatic research.
It iS not alone in this role, but the Sea Grant funding has
been enough to involve a number of institutions, each ex-
ploring different appraaches to the same problem. More im-
portant, the Sea Grant staff people have had the vision ta
permit the experimentation and the strength of purpose to
insist on measurable progress toward the management goal .

The management techniquee heing utilized in the Sea
Grant Program are being scrutinized by other Federal fund-
ing agencies, and I feel certain that the effects will not
be confined to Sea Grant alone but will have a cansiderable
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irrpact on some of the National Science Foundation funding
policies as well as U.S. science policy at large.

In a sense, this capsule summation of the Sea Grant
Program progress is also a summation of my personal partici-
pation over the past years in matters of the sea and ocean
resources. The now evident incredible mistake of assuming
success in five and ten year time frames is appalling. Some
optimism, though, is necessary to a crusade of any kind, arid
for those who have followed the banner of Spilhaus et. al.
One haa to regard it aa a crudade. I 'm still convinced of
the essential soundness of the positions taken by those
who enthused me with the opportunities which the oceans
present. For those of you who are new or relatively new
players in the game, I would recosmend that you infuse ycur
expectations with a liberal dose of optimism.

In a more personal vein, let me acknowledge the great
satisfaction that has come from knowing so many of you and
of doing battle in the dual arenas of technical and manager-
ial combat. I consider that I have been privileged to
participate with the government and university people in the
Sea Grant Program, and I Certainly dO lock forward to an
occasional site visit which Bob Abel assures me my emeri.tus
status will permit.



Presentation of the Sea Grant

National College Award

The Sea G'z'ant Pational Cortege Awaz d ie presented to
an individual in recognition of hie outstanding con-
tribution to mankind'e vtiIieatian of' the ooeane.

Dr. Iauren R. Donaldson, professor of fisheries at the
University of washington, was named the recipient of the l971
Sea Grant National College Award. Dr. Donaldson, a leadinq
expert in fish breeding and culture, and an the effects of
radioactivity on aquatic animals, was presented the award
at the fourth national Sea Grant Conference at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin at Madison, Tuesday, October 12, 1971.
Dr. John A. Knauss, preeident of the AssociatiOn of Sea
Grant Program Institutions, and provost for marine affairs
at the Unrversity of RhOde Island, made the presentation.
The award carries with it a $500 stipend and a hand-engraved
silver plate.

The sea Grant award was the second national award Dr.
Donaldson received in little more than two months . On
August 10, he was presented an award by the Marine Technology
Society at its annual meeting in Washington,D.C.

The first National Sea Grant Colleqe Award, which was
gmnsored bythe University of Rhode Island Foundation in 1968,
was presented to the late Dr. Wilbert YcLeod Chapman. The
award presented to Dr. Donaldson was the first to be spon-
sored by the Association of Sea Grant Program Institutions
and it will be presented annually.

Dr. Donaldson was chosen by a selected canmittee of six
men from Sea Grant institutions, headed by Dr. Herbert F .
Frolander, director of the Sea Grant proqram at Oregon State
University.

During his years of fisheries research, Dr. Donaldson
developed a brood stock of rainbow trout with an increase
in rate of growth, survival and egg production about 20
times that of the usual good rainbow trout brood stock.

Re was also responsible for the introduction of coho
salmon into the Great Lakes, for which he received a memo-
rial award from the state legislature of Michigan.
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At the University of Washington, Dr. Donaldson directed
research experiments that established runs of chinook, silver
and sockeye salmon, and steelhead trout in the University's
holding ponds. His experiments involving the crossbreeding
of a select stock of cutthroat trout with a wild strain
resulted in the production of fish that mature rapidly and
grow to a large size.

Dr. Donaldson is also the former director of the Uni-
versity of Washington's Laboratory of Radiation Biology,
which has played a major role in evaluating the biological
effects of radioactivity since the early days of the United
States' first atomic bomb project.

Dr. Donaldson and his staff conducted field studies
on the amount, location and distribution of radioactivity
at Bikini, Eniwetok, Rongelap, and nearby atolls, and on
the long-range effects of this radioactivity on aquatic and
land plants and animals of these and adjacent areas of the
Southwest Pacific. He has also been a consultant in many
atomic tests in Nevada.

In l954, he was a special consultant of the U.S. Depart-
ment of State during the crisis resulting from the contami-
nation of the Japanese fishing vessel "Fukuryu Mary" result-
ing from atomic tests in the Pacific.

Dr. Donaldson has made several tours, inspecting and
lecturing at fish cultural stations, research centers, and
atomic energy establishments throughout the world. He
has done fisheries research work in Washington, Oregon,
Montana, Idaho, Utah, Wyoming and British Columbia, and has
published papers on fish nutrition, endocrinology, hema-
tology, radiation effects and histology.

Dr. Lauren B, Donaldson has been a member of the Uni-
versity of iVashington College of Fisheries staff since 2982.
He received his B, S. degree from 1ntermountain Union College,
Helena, montana, and the H.S. and Ph.D. degrees from the
University of gashing ton. Be was awarded an honorary D.
Sci. degree from Rocky Hountain College in 2958, and from
Hemline University in 2985. Dr. Donaldson is a native of
Tracy, minnesota. Before J'oining the University of wash-
ington faculty, he was a high school principle and teacher
of science and athletics at Shelby, montana, and a re-
search biologist with U. S. Bureau of Fisheries.



A Year of N.O.A.A.

Luncheon Address, October 13

Robert White, Administrator
N etio nai Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
U.S. Department of Commerce

It is always a great pleasure and, without exception,
stimulating to meet with people involved in one way or another
in NOAA's Sea Grant Program. It is doubly a pleasure. HOAA
is just a few days over a year old, and this occasion pro-
vides a rare opportunity to take a retrospective look at the
first year of NOAA's operation, and its stewardship of the
Sea Grant Program.

For NOAA, having been brOught together within the Depart-
ment of Cottsnerce from a wide diversity of organizations, it
has been an eventful year. It is a feeling which I know you
share; as NOAA is a young and dynamic organization, so the
National Sea Grant Association is also a new and vital add-
ition to the environmental scene. This Association brinqs
together those in the university community who have a parti-
cular interest in the problems, progress and prospects of
the National Sea Grant Program. It can be, and I know it
will be, an effective means for bringing the views of those
most directly affected to the attention of those in govern-
ment who are responsible for the program. Only through con-
structive interaction with qroups such as yours can we en-
sure that the government's programs are responsive and. rele-
vant to national needs .

I don 't intend to belabor the changes we have made in
NOAA's organization, except to say that we have totally re-
organized our efforts into a form which we believe will make
possible effective and innovative management of the Nation 's
civil progratas in the oceans and atmosphere .

After considerable soul-searching, we have defined our
major tasks as being four. They include the formulation and
execution of a national program for the exploration, conser-
vation, development and managetaent of our ocean resources,
including the problems of the coastal zone and the Great Lakes.

They include the development and operation of a nation-
al system for trzsnitoring and predicting the state of the
global environment, to protect man and all he owns from the
fury of Nature and to provide efficient and effective use
of environmental information in all of his commercial, in-
dustrial, agri ultural and public pursuits.
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They include the underetandinq, explaration and development
o f t;echniques for dealing with the consequences of the

modification of our atmospheric and oceanic environments,
whether that modification be intentional or inadvertent.

And they inalude the fastering and SuppOrt Of the NatiOn'S
scientific and technological capabilities needed to prosecute
effectively the tasks I have just mentioned .

We have spent a busy year in proqram formulation and in
creating the mechanisms necessary to make the programs work,
We think we are naw an our way. In an address to the Marine
Technology Society a year aga, the Undersecretary of Comnerce
said, "President Nixon is about to take a giant step far-
ward in assuring a national effort in the exploration, de-
velopment and preservation of the marine environment which
surrounds us ."

The kind of steps we shall take in all these areas I
have mentioned will, af caurse, depend on the financial
resources available to us . Our first year 's experience
has not yielded the full extent of the financial resaurces
that the President sauqht ta move «IOAA's praaram ahead.
However, it is also fair to say that the resources qiven ta us
have been substantial . We have received an increase of
approximateiy $40 million for all of NOAA's programs--a
9 per cent increase in our total budget. A lame fraction
of this amount may be consumed by inflation, nevertheless,
there are funds for new and increased proqrams both in
the oceanic and atmospheric fields. Let me characterize
it .as a start.

Naw, how did the Sea Grant Pmqram itself fare within
NOAA thiS pact year? EXtremely Well, relatiVely Speaking .
I have indicated to many of you that we attach the highest
priarity to the Sea Grant effort. The histary of our bud-
get cycle will let our actions speak for us .

Once having been allocated a $2 million increase over
its $l3 millian base in the President's budget, the Sea
Grant program never was considered for any cut. Indeed,
it was the only pragram in all of NOAA that did not suffer
in the budget. cycle once the Presidential alloCation had
been made . The Congress, happily for Sea Grant, added $ 2.5
million to the amount requested in the President's budget.
Sea Grant, therefore, will have $17 .5 million to expand
during Fiscal Year 1972--an increase of $4 ' 5 million aver
last year, or about 35parcent. While this may not be as
much money as all of us would like to see, we are glad
to find Sea Grant funding moving in the right direction.
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I know you are all mnderinq what the impact will be
of the President's new economic policies. As you know, the
President has decreed a cut of some $4.5 billion in Federal
spending, and has directed a cut in total Federal perscnnel
of about 5 per cent. While the full impact upon NOAA of
this action cannot be clearly seen just now, it is plain
that many praqrams will have to be postponed or cutback.
However, I feel that the impact of the new ecanomic policv
upon Sea Grant will be minimal--somethinq I cannot say for
the rest of the organization. I et me sum up the resource
picture by saying that we probably will be just slightly better
of f, NDAA-wide, this year than last, but that Sea Grant will
be measurably better off.

Before we loak further ta the future, let us look back-
ward over the year just past. In the Sea Grant Program, 12
institutional grants were awarded, six coherent projects
grants consummated, and 25 regular project grants initiated--
the tatal amounting to abaut $13 million. we have added
the Universities af Delawaxe and Louisiana State to our
Sea Grant institutional network--excellent examples, I might
add, of orograms which have develaped from individual pro-
jects to coherent projects to institutional status . It is
the kind of proqress we like ta see in the Sea Grant pra-
gram.

The Sea Grant Advisory Service has made much proqress
dux'inq the year. It was immediately clear to us that the
research and educational aspects of sea Grant had been
moving along well; we are now pleased to see the Advisary
Service functions cominq into their own. It is natural that
these should have developed somewhat later than the reseax'ch
and educational efforts;they axe not normally traditional
university functions. But it now appears that all the uni-
versities receiving institutional support have axso
develaped advisory service nraqrams. In all cases, they axe
warking reasonably well; in some, they are outstanding in
terms of their impact upon the people they are designed to help.

One hesitates to cite a number of reports issued under
the auspices of any program anywhere as indicatiiq proqress .
At the very least, it indicates activity and ferment, I was
pleased to learn that more than 400 reports have been is-
sued under the auspices of the Sea Grant Praaram. They
represent a hiqhly refreshing diversity of outlook and ap-
proach taward the many problems of the use and conservation
of marine and coastal resaurces .

Another product of the Sea Grant Program which has de-
monstrated achievement during the past year is Sea Grant 70's.
We have decided tO continue sponsorship of Sea Grant 0 s
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permit a chronological follow-through to the categorical
arrangement that comprised Sea Grant 70's last year, This

ill. permit the staff ann p'uuH~nat nn tn nate tha misnslla-
neous reports which have been issued sincethe appropriate
volumes of the publi.cation last year. At the end of the
next year, however, NOAA sponsorship probably will be ter-
minated in favor of more conventional sponsorship such as
an association, private foundation, or commercial enter-
prise.

The highlight of the year, of course, has been the
designation by secretary of Commerce Naurice H. Btans of
four universities as Sea Grant Colleges. I need not
belabor the importance of this designation, as historic
in its way as that of the first land grant colleges.

The designation followed almost precisely the re-
coaiaendations of the sea Grant Advisory Panel. I know
there has, inevitably, been some disappointment on the
part of sane universities--but let me point out that this
is only the beginning of the program, not the finish. We
intend to designate additional Sea Grant Colleges as in-
stitutions qualify and as they are recommended by the
Panel.

What does the designatiOn mean? The Panel was
crystal clear on the mutual coamitment by the government
and the designated Sea Grant College, On the part of
the government, it is a commitment to provide a base of
funding and support necessary to maintain the infrastruc-
ture of the Sea Grant Program within the colleges.
While this cocaaitment cannot legally be made except on
a year-to-year basis, since the appropriate process is a
yearly affair, it does imply a firm Federal cosmitment in
the absence of any upset in the normal congressional appro-
priations process. On the part of the Sea Grant College,
it is a ccmmitment to maintain a vigorous program meeting
certain standard of excellence . The designation is another
symbol that this Nation intends to move systematically and
unerringly tcacards a national policy for the development
and use of our ocean and Great Lakes resources, and to
bring into this process the talent and capabilities of our
university, industrial and state communities .

Over this year, which has seen so much activity and
reorganization, it may be worth noting that only the Office
of sea Grant, within NoAA, has been left undisturbed. If
things are going well, change for its own sake is useless.
And, in my estimation, the Sea Grant Program has been
going well. Indeed, I consider it one of the better
granting programs in the entire Federal structure.
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However, if all we had accomplished were ta change the
home af Sea Grant fram the National Science Foundation � which
got it off to such an excellent start--ta the Department of
Commerce, the change would have been meaningless. We have
taken steps, and will take further steps, to make sure that
the Sea Grant Program is in every sense integral to the to-
tal NOAA effort to explore, develop, conserve and manage
the ocean's resources. We See an unparalleled opportunity
to bring together, in the best sense of the word., the talents
and efforts af the universities, cansortia of universities,
state agencies and industries presently supported by the
Sea Grant Program, with other NCAA programs. I am thinking
of our iisheries, our nan-living resources, aur enviranmental
efforts, all of which can benefit tremendously from a can-
prehensive and well-rounded national program.

By w ay o f example, we are examining NOAA-wide pra-
grams in the areas of environmental monitoring, aquaculture,
advisory services and underwater acoustics to name several
at random. In the past, the Sea Grant Program has fostered
extensive work in each of these areas. We expect it ta da
so in the future, and, in turn, we hope and expect that you
will be participating actively in the farmulatian of NOAA-
wide programs.

we confront diverse, complex problems, requiring a broad
base of information--technical, legal and social--as we
face the task of developing and managing auz' marine re-
sources, particularly those af the coastal zones and the
Great Lakes.

It is important that we keep our efforts relevant to
national needs, that we have guideposts ta help us through
the years to come . President Nixon, dedicating the Ocean Science
Center of the Atlantic at Skidaway Island, Georgia, last
October had this ta say of the oceans:

"What we need is a two-pronged program: one that, on
the one hand, will develop the resources of the waters
around us for the future benefit and progress of mankind
but, on the other hand, will see ta it that as we use the
oceans, we do not abuse the oceans .

This philosophy, applied not only to the aceans but ta
all our environmental resaurces, guides us in NOAA. I be-
lieve it must serve as a baseline as we seek the scienti-
fic, technical, social and legal information on which de-
cisions must be made .

Our task, you see, is broader than the regulation or
cantrol of pollution; this is basic to man 's relationship
with the wOrld around him~ but it iS only a beginning. Our
task is to seek the best passible use of our resources in
the face of multiple, often conflicting, many times
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selfish, needs and desires. Fortunately, it is not necessary
for our society to make arbitrary, either-or sorts of choices
between the preservation af nature and economic or social
progress. We can have both, and leave the priceless legacy
of an unspoiled environment to our children. Possibly the
greatest single challenge facing the Sea Grant Program is
to help show the way in which we can best do these things .

There is no marine area af our natian which better
illustrates the urgency--and the camplexity--of moving
toward a workable resource management system than the Great
Lakes . This area exhibits to a stark degree all of the
promise, and all of the problems, which canfront us in
dealing with near-share marine resources .

HOAA is hea4ily involved in almost all aspects of the
Great Lakes problems through its Lake Survey which it inher-
ited from the Corps af Engineers, its Weather, Fishery, and
Data Services, as well as through its Sea Grant Proqrams.
It is the task of the Sea Grant Program to carry out ap-
plied research an all those problems an which increasing
information is required so that decisionmakers can be
adequately supported. In Sea Grant we have a mechanism for
translating information derived from basic research inta
the full spectrum of practical applications, the institu-
tional mechanisms which can bring together those from
law and economics, public administratian and sociology, with
the scientific and technological groups to focus on a set
of problems af great social importance.

Let's laok at some of the things the Sea Grant Program
is doing in the Great Lakes areas. Two years ago, a Sea
Grant was awarded to the University of Rochester for pros-
pecting and experiments relating to the assay and recovery
of sand and gravel deposits from Lake Ontario. One of the
largest grants we have made has been an institutional
grant to the University af Wisconsin far a multi-faceted
effort af research and development in the fisheries area,
in minerals, in waste abatement in the Lake environment,
and of educational and advisory services for the I akes
area.

At the University of Hichigan, the Sea Grant Program
has been attempting an innovative approach involving a
series of closely linked projects and experiments which
look at the full spectrum of man 's actions and operations
on the Lakes . Examining the interactions between the various
activities of man, this work will result in a full-scale
analysis of their consequences which will be useful to
local and state planners, industrial developers and all
those interested in the future of the Great Lakes. It is
visualized that this analysis will provide far decision-
makers all the relevant data necessary far arriving at
reasonable decisions, whether they concern zoning laws,
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~etc abatement procedures and laws, rights of navigation
and common usage, oz any of the many other problems that can
arise, It is expected that the University of Hichiaan analysis
vill provide basic data not now presentlv available.

What we are about is the development of a data base,
and concepts based upon the analyses of these data, which
will be useful in our management of the Lakes area. There
is na more important activity which NCAA can undertake than
these kinds of investigations. I should point out that NCAA's
activities in the Great Lakes areas are not confi ned to those
of the Sea Grant Program. As I indicated previously, our
activities in the Great Lakes area are comprehensive indeedy
It is obvious that the effective use of the Lakes area must
depend upon adequate charts of the Lakes, af adequate know-
ledge of the circulation of the Lake waters; this is done
by the Lake Survey of our National Ocean Survey. It is
equally obvious that operations on the Lakes are subject to
the fluctuations of the weather, which in this area is often
sudden and devastating. The routine weather forecast and
warning services pravided for the Great Lakes are indispen-
sible to any activities which may be conducted there.

However, we do not feel that our understanding of the
water balance and the water circulation af the Great Lakes
is adequate tO aur needs. When NOAA waS formed it inherited
the responsibility far the United States partion af the
International Field Year Of the Great Lakes . This pragram,
part of the International Hydrologic Decade, is jaint with
the government af Canada and has, as its basic purpose,
the basic study of the water balance of the Lakes area.
A very large field experiment is naw scheduled for the year
1972 on Lake Ontario. We plan to move ahead vigorously
with thiS program. It haS aCquired the necessary financial
resources from the Congress, Xt has been working closely
with its counterpart in Canada and with university groups
in the Lake area to design and mount the most comprehensive
field observation program ever undertaken for the Great
Lakes. Participating in thi.s International Field Year of
the Great I.akes will be the Environmental Protection Agency
and the National Science Foundation . We are encouraging the
involvement of univeraiti.es in this pragram. It is my hope
that the Sea Grant institutions in the Great Lakes area will
want to participate alSo. It is an extremely worthwhile and
relevant endeavor.

The Sea Grant Program is naw four years old. A total
of $33 million has been invested. At the end of next year,
we shall have reached the program 's fifth Year. This seems
a good tive to look back upon sea Grant's efforts to assess
the results, to review the procedures, to ask what, if any
changes are desireable.



I am askinq the Sea Grant staff, the Sea Grant direc-
tors and their colleagues to facus upon such an assessment
over the coming year.

what are some af the questians you might very well ask
yourselves � especially those in universities which have had
insti.tutional qrants for some time?

Have your technical programs been headinq in fruitful
directions, ar do thev appear to be dryinq up? Have some
af them struck dead ends? Have the past five years seen
sufficient changes in your environment to dictate a chance
in the themes of your proqrams? Do the results of yaur
initial projects lead you to the same conclusion?

I think you should examine very closely whether you have
been successful in truly blending the sacial and natural
sciences in your program, or whether these two aspects are
moving independently . It might be well to inquire whether
your economists, your attorneys, your public administratian
specialists and others like them are interacting effectively
and making real contributions to the solution af scientific
and technical problems--and vice versa.

Are your people working in teams or qainq in mare or
less alone? Have the graduates af your proqram found good
positions aS they have left--and if not, why not? Haw are
your advisory programs? Are your programs well accepted in
your regional cammunities? Are there new projects and
scientists you would like to involve in your Sea Grant
Pragram but cannat for lack of funds? This may be the time
to make hard decisions to substitute new efforts for on-
going activities--or perhaps not.

Many kinds of assesaments must be made to keep the Sea
Grant Program relevant and future-oriented, and in this area
we shall be looking to our participants and advisors for
wise counsel. For example, the Sea Grant Program now span-
sors 45 different projects in the field of aquaculture.
We regard this as having enarmous potential, and would like
ta See a national aquaculture program in which Sea Grant
projects would play a key role. Haw do these 45 projects re-
late ta one another--to what extent should they so relate-
and how can we best bring about the most effective relationships?

I say withaut reservation that the National Sea Grant
Program is one of the most exciting, one of the most val-
uable, one of the most grassrootswriented government
efforts that I know. We want to keep it that way--a vital,
changing program closely attuned to the needs of the American
people. With your help, I know we will.













Economic Growth vs. Environmental Protection:

What Will be the Outcome?

John S, Steinhart, Session Chairman
University of Wisconsin-Madison

We do not propose to ansver the question, how do we re-
solve the questions of economic development and environmen-
tal protection2 We will be forced to make difficult choices
in this area, and we vill be frequently forced to make them
before we have all the research we would like to have on the
topic. Nevertheless, it is increasingly s.mportant for Sea
Grant, as a primarily economic stimulation developsssnt pro-
gram, to address this question directly. Perhaps many of
us in our own programs will find it possa.ble to continue
work on the question itself . The difficulty is, in the pres-
ent public forum, questions of economic growth versus envi-
ronmental protection are qualitative arguments and frequent-
ly conducted in the arena of demonstrations, court cases,
and without much attempt to resolve, basically, a series of
difficult dilemmas.

For example, if I look at the growth of Chem Abstracts,
a youroal ruoy of you are fauiliar arith, aa a~taut~oh o
time, since its inception at the turn of the century, it has
grown larger and larger. If, instead, I look at how large
and how wide it has become, at the velocity with which it
is put into library shelves, I find that plotting the velo-
city on a semi-logarithmic plot fits beautifully. In addi-
tion, if this line is projected into Che next century to the
year 2025, the velocity with which Chem Abstracts is filling
library shelves reaches the velocity aF IiggK. That will
assuredly not happen. Tet many times our present short
term policies proceed exactly as though we expected that to
happen.

Now, looking at the producticn of sand and gravel in
the United Stat:es, again, as with many other variables, it
fits beautifully on a semi-logarithmic plot, implying ex-
ponential growth with a fixed doubling time . In that. case
we will not continue that growth beyond about 2235, because
this simple projection of the present growth rate - persis-
tent for the past 70 years or so - would imply that somewhere
around 2235 or so we would need to dig up and shovel around
the entire map of the earth.
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However we won't get that far. Somewhere past the
year 2200, again with this simple straiqht line projection,
we would find need to remove that part of the United States,
to meet U.S. requirements, which is abOve Sea level, and
redistribute it. It leaves a difficult problem of where
to stand.

These kinds af calculatians are consistently made and
provide as evidence that economic growth of the kind that
we have undergone for the past 50 or l00 years cannot con-
tinue. Of course, it can 't continue indefinitely . The
exponential growth in anything is insupportable over a very
long period of time. The question is, if it cannot, when
and haw can we get it under control.

Secretary Richardson has said if we were to fund one
of the bills which looks like it has a good chance in Con-
gress it wauld cost $20 billion a year of federal govern-
ment money. This is emerging, apparently, as a very high
priarity pragram in the public mi.nd. In additian ta these
damestic claims on aur future growth dividends, there is
great concern for the lesser developed countri.es of the
world. What kind of help can advanced nations be to Indo-
nesia, to certain I atin American or Asian cauntries, to the
larger countries of the world, mainly India and China, who
have faced desperate ecanamic problems? We have many dif-
ferent claims on the future growth dividends that we hope
are caning along.

Technically, some economists have been exploring the
possibility that if we correctly caunted our economic
growth, we would listas a negative item the dearadatian of
the environment that is gaing on. There have been compe-
ting estimates . I don't know enough about the budget to
know which one makes much sense. some have said if we re-
view the environmental degradation since the end of World
War II, it would cancel out the measured growth benefits.
Others claim this is absolute nonsense -- that the environ-
mental degradation cost is minimal, and whatever it is it
couldn't possibly be as big as the pasitive addition ta eco-
nomic growth and measured improvement in leisure.

Add the difficultiesC enviranmental protection most
economic developments carry with then--side effects which
we think are degrading or otherwise deleterious--and one
faces squarely a set of difficult problems, which are not
only relevant to the Sea Grant Program, but extremely impor-
tant offshore or in the coastal zone. Ta that end we have
with us this morning two economists who will try to pre-
sent some views relevant to this matter.
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Robert Lampman
Department of Economics
University of Wisconsin-Madison

As I understand it, you stand in your roles oftentimes at
a point of friction between economists and ecologists. Your
concern then is with the competing goals and the alternative tneans
to achieve those goals suggested by these two disciplines. It
might be useful, on this topic, to indicate briefly two points
of difference between these studies. One has to do with the end
of societal effort as seen by these two different groups. The
other deals with the means that are preferred or that are appar-
ently given priority.

It is sometimes said economists are people who know the price
of everything and the value of nothing. On that score one might
say ecologists are people who know about things that are priceless,
things of infinite value � life and death, the survival of the
planet, the qualitative matters that make life enjoyable.

If they have that difference, economists and ecolcgists have
a similarity -- both have earned the title, at some time or otherr
of dismal sciences. In Carlyle's time in England, economists
were thought of as people with very dismal proposals and predic-
tions concerning the future. Malthusian thinking is economic
thinking of a kind, and it certainly is among the more gloomy
forecasts. Malthus, however, by contrast to contemporary ecolo-
gists, sounded like a benign and hopeful person. He saw a problem
of human population increase outrunning the increase in food
supply. And he saw that people were likely to live at subsistant
levels most of the time. Beyond that, plague, war and pestilence
woqld correct the matter, and an equilibrium at subsistence levels
of living would be reestablished.

That was a benign prediction compared to Paul Ehrlich,
Dave Forrester and other current writers of ecology, who say that
if we upset equilibrium very far, the prospect of life on earth
will be endangered. It wasn't just a matter of hovering around
subsistence living as Malthus believed. In between Malthus and
Ehrlich have been other dismal forecasts. People have said we are
running out of irreplacable natural resources. When I was an under-
graduate I heard we were gOing tO run out of oil in 25 yeara,
timber in 10, iron ore in 50, and coal in 2000 years.

In each piece of Malthusian thinking, and in some of the
latter day resource economist's we have seen technology overcome
the hazard, at least in certain times and places. We have seen
the writing of the balance in favor of more hopeful possibilities
in the future. We have learned that Malthus wasn't entirely right,
at least in regard tO weatern ccuntrieS.
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In the short run, roughly 175 years since he wrote, we
have learned that people do have different patterns of
population grawth, do have different capabilities with re-
gard to increasing food supply. For various reasons Malthu-
sian predictions have not entirely come true. Because of
technological inventiveness, we have found substitutes for
certain key natural reSOurCeS. BeCauae Of the WOrkingS Of
the price system, we have seen self limits on the exploi-
tation of certain scarce resources.

Is it likely or plausible that some of the mare dire
predictions made by ecologists these days are altagether
right? 1 vill leave that as an open queation. What ie the
end of econamic growth, in contrast to the end for the en-
vironmentalists? Economic grawth is defined as increases
of output af things that people value, want to and are
willing ta pay far. Economic growth is a process of in
creasing inputs af land, labor, capital, technique and
management skills, education and many other things of a qual-
itative nature that go into the process of production of
goods and services . As a matter of fact, it is worth em-
phasizing that rrost people in the American economy now are
in the productian of services, rather than ccmmadities .
And the process is successful to the extent that we do pro-
duce things people want, with less input. So economic qrawth
means improvement of efficiency. It means we have a great-
er quantity of the things people want, with less effort
and with less utilization of valuable inputs .

Economic growth is synonymous with efficiency, ac-
carding ta ane definition af it. The largest. single cause
of economic growth, we think, is improved technology and
improved knawledge. And growth goes forward roughly at the
same rate as the accumulation of knowledge . It is very
hard ta stap ecanamic growth, and hard to stop man's efforts
to improve his efficiency. Yet some people have talked
about that as a desirable thing because of its environmen-
tal consequences. It is argued by some people that we must
work out a stable or zero growth situation.

To work out a zero growth situation with an increasing
population, we would have to accept lower living stan-
dards. Some pecple wauld have to accept lower standards
even though their preeent Standards are not very high. This
proposes many sacial and political issues in itself, and
also overlooks the fact that growth is a possible way to
improve the environment.

Growth is a means by which we can direct part af our
resaurces to improvement of environment, In aur system,
and in most systems araund the world--ccmmunists as well as
capitalists--qrawth has been seen as a necessary condition
for social advance. We have taken the benefits of growth
and applied them to education, for health, for better hous-
ing for people, ta more mobility for peaple, ta enlarging
the range of choices of individuals and of graups. One of
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the ends we may have is ta improve the amenities of living
that come fram a clean environment. one of the campeting
claims these days for the dividends of growth is the pro-
tection against the hazards of the various types of pollu-
tian, the various types of environmental deqradatian which
surround us. But one should clearly mention at the out-
set that this is only one of the passibilities for future
growth dividends .

There are very strong claims frcm people in the United
States and other countries as well, for redirection of same
of aur resources toward the elimination oz reduction of
poverty, the cantrol of crime and sacial disorder. overcaming
the lang blight of discriminatian against non-whites, against
women, against others who have suffered in the past. We
have seen strong pressure for more educational investments .
One issue having great strength behind it these days is the
pressure fax' child day care.

People have increased their social welfare as much by
increased leisure as they have decreased their social wel-
fare by environmental degradatian. In brief, the econo-
mic growth goal, or the economic growth purpase we have is
different fram the goal af the environmentalist who would
assert that we have to, as a matter of higher priarity,
preserve the gift of nature which enables life on the planet,
that we are endangering that very possibility by continued
economic growth and disregard of environmental degradatian.

What about the question of the means of environmental
improvement and the cantraversy We see thereg Economists
argue it is important ta use the price system to handle
the problems of environmental degradation. They say, for
example, we have managed the prabless af certain scarce
resources by means of the price system. We urge that there
is a self limit in the system. When resources are at a
scarcity they become mare expensive, and people work out a
way to conserve them. Yau don't have to have a set of laws
to get a desirable result. All yau need is a way of pric-
ing these appropriable resources . That is better than a
whole set of direct prohibitions, af direct limits on in-
dividual activity by governmental rule ar regulation.

The enviranmentalists for the most part have refused
to go along very far with this idea af using the price sys-
tem to manage the environment. They have tended to laak on
the problem not as one af optimizing, but as ane of max-
imizing. They have looked on these problems of environmen-
tal hazards as so seriaus as ta brook na limit on the direct
activity af government.

Economists, on the other hand, have tended to put this
into a larger context free their point af view, as saying
the environmental problems are very similar to earlier ones



we have had. For example, it's similiar to the problem of
handling industrial accidents. To limit industrial accidents,
one theory ia to charge industrial accidents to the employer,
and thereby let the product bear the cost of the blaad of
the worker. That particular method of handling the cost of
industrial accidents through Workmens ' Compensation is cited
by many economists as a forerunner for a new method of in-
ducing and requiring manufacturers and ather processors to
bear the direct charge of whatever environmental deqradation
they occasion . This will be built into their price struc-
ture and passed on, of course, to the cansumer. But, in
the mean time, you will set up signals to the various actors
on the economic scene so they will, withaut direct regulations,
undertake to minimize the environmental hazards .

This suggests a very important difference between econ-
omists as a group and environsmntalists as a group. Econo-
mists have tended to see prablems as marginal in character.
Yau can have a little bit more pollution or a little bit
less pollution, as you choose . You can move along these
cost lines in such a way as to find an aptimal amaunt of
pollutian .

It often shocks people when economists talk abaut an
aptimal amount af crime or an optimal amount of poverty, ar
an optimal amount of race discrimination . Many times people
see that these are bad things, and therefore the best amount
of them is zero . But from another paint af view, there is
an optimal amaunt of each of these. That is where the ben-
efits fram further efforts to reduce the hazard or the so-
cial cost or the benefits from it are equaled by the costs
involved in attempting to reduce it further. This view of
a marginal thinking and af an incremental approach to prob-
lems is such an issue in the debate among economists and
others concerning environmental problems, that ecalogists
haVe tended to see these problems as all Or nathing. They
see them, in some cases, as involving explosion points or
irreversibility, and hence they regard econamists insights
as not applicable.

If there is at least a possibility that by proceeding
with some kind of environmental degradation we will reach
a paint of na return, then, I suppose, it cauld be argued
that you can 't afford to faal around with a little bit more
pallutian. And yau can 't afford to calculate the extra so-
cial costs of reducing pollution a little bit. This is a
fundamental canflict in understanding the issue .

In summary, ecalagists and ecanamists in recent years
have been in rather sharp conflict regarding the importance
of economic growth and its role in a desirable social re-
sult. They have also been in much conflict over the par-
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ticular means to use in trying to achieve a desirable or
optimal amount of enviranmental degradation.

Wilfiam Lord

Department of Agricu Iturai Economics
University of Wisconsin-Madison

In amplifying some of the things Bob Lampman said, there
is a question, here, on the definitian of what is meant by
econamic development in the way things are counted--in gross
national product. There are many discussions of this in the
literature, but there are some curious anomalies in aur cal-
culations of gross national praduct. For instance, my work
in talking to yau is counted in GNP, whereas my wife's work
at home is not. If you buy an automObile that lastS ten
years, and I buy one that i.s much less well-engineered and
send it. to the repair shop more frequently, my automobile
is worth more than yours in GNP because I spend not only
the purchase price, but perhaps several times over that
purchase price to keep it running.

This obviously is a curious definition af productivity
in the economy. Similarly, the costs of ameliarating pol-
lution are included in the gross national product, even
though the casts represented by pollution may not be count-
ed adversely ar negatively in the first place . This brings
up one of the basic difficulties with the definitian of ecan-
namic growth in the ecanomist's point of view. These are
what economists call externalities, or third party effects.
They get slighted in these calculations . Bob Lampman al-
luded to this briefly when he talked about the several con-
flicting estimates that have been made on the importance of
these externalities in aur economyt how important pallution
effects may be. The reason these estimates are in conflict
and uncertain is that we are dealing with effects that don' t
pass through the market. We dan't get a chance to value them
in dollars, directly, the way we da automobiles, eggs, and
all the many things that are consumed. we have ta use some
kind of trick to put a dollar sign an them, if we are
going to consider them cottaeensurate with the ordinary mar-
ket outputs af the economy.

one thing Bob Lampman said was that our preoccupation
with increasing material living standards seems ta be de-
clining, at least in the United States  certainly not in
any underdeveloped countries! and that it's not necessary
to view economic growth simply as a matter of increased ma-
terial output in the economy. When the economist really
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wants to be specific about what he mans by growth, when
he says growth is good, he is using a wider definition
that goes far beyond simply increased material output.
Many economists would perhaps agree that not only is our
preaccupation with material output nonsensical, but that we
can look for it to decline in the future. As we look more
and more to the consumption of services, to the use of
leisure in an advanced society, the key question is what
people want . There are a number of problems . The definition
of economic growth relies upon a set of tastes and prefer-
ences desired of people as they express them in the mar-
ket. To the extent that those tastes and preferences repre-
sent real underlying values that people hold, it is fine.
To the extent that they have been manipulated and inflated
through such things as advertising, we~re likely to be in
trouble.

There have been a number of critics an this issue,
including my very eminent colleague John Kenneth Galbraith .

Turninq to environmental protection, I think it is
obviaus each of us is increasingly dependent on each of the
rest of us. In the kind of society in which we live, with
more of us packed together in urban areas, more of us in the
aggregate and in the aation, we are multiplying our power and
our technology. This is really the problem we are facing.
We are stepping on each others ' tace increasingly, and in-
creasingly hard. And that can be expected to continue.

Externalities, then, are really examples of people' s
toes getting stepped on. There are other names far this:
third party effects, spillovers, etc. Water pollution is
a gaod example . The industrial plant puts effluent into
a stream only to find that those downstream who plan to
swim or fish or make some other use of the water are ad-
versely affected by the effluent that remains in the water
when it reaches them.

Highway traffic is anather example. I drive downtown
in Madison in the morning. This may be a beneficial acti-
vity. Por mast people it is more beneficial to !ump into
their car than ta stand on a corner and wait for a bus or
ride a bicycle . The difficulty, here, is the individual
actor considers anly those benefits and costs that accrue
to him. What doesn 't enter into his decision-making system
are other costs, mainly thase inflicted upon his fellow
motorists as canqestion increases. The value of each of
thousands of people trying to drive downtown drops, the
annoyance rises, the time it takes rises, the frequency af
accidents rises, and so farth. Each one is getting fewer
benefits as I nose my car out into the stream af traffic.
People who are not motorists are suffering as well fram the
effects of automobile exhaust. This, then. is what we are
talkinq about when we say externalities.
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One feature of an externality is that there are con-
sequences of what I do when I'm a producer of externalities
that I am nat motivated to consider. In other vords, they
do not affect me directly in any way. Thia is true af the
industrial palluter. In using the river, he is not moti-
vated to consider thase adverse effects downstream because
they dan 't infringe upon him in any direction or measurable
way.

This gives clues as to haw we may handle the problem of ex-
ternalities vhen they do occur. Externalities are becoming
increasingly mare important in our society, as we San togeth-
er and are technolagically more able to create them.
EcOnomists uSed to think that these vere anomOliee; that
these were small and curious aberrations in the operation
of the economic system; that they praduced problems to be
sure, but by and large they cauld be relegated to the
footnotes in the economics text.

we could go ahead and put more inta the traditional
things that preoccupied economists, namely those effects
vhich are reflected directly vithin market pricesardmarket
outputs. Recent studies have shown this to no longer be
the case. Kxternalities are very important in our society.
Here again it's difficult to measure them because they aren 't
ccxsmensurate, but there is na doubt the evidence of the
census confirms this.

We must increasingly find ways to deal with them; and
aur output measures--to the extent that they dan't con-
sider externalities--became mo re questionable. They are
diffuse. The example af the auto pallution, for instance,
is a good ane. The emissions from the exhaust pipes from
my car don't affect any one individual very much--they
affect many peaple slightly.

The effects of many motorists together affect every
one af us in ma!ar ways. This makes it difficult to
pin down exactly how impartant these consequences are .
Nonetheless we should look at this rrere carefully and with
more energy than we have to date.

What are some of the ways, then, we can deal with ques-
tions like this? There are several vays. One that Garrett
Harden has used is found in a videly reprinted article from
Science, "Tragedy of the Commons, " published about three
years ago. The pasture is in the center of the village,
open to all views. And the livestock af all the people in
the community are allowed to graxe on the commons . This is
good, except that. as with our highway example, the indi-
vidual owner of livestock is motivated to keep on adding
animals to his herd. More and mare animals, then,
use the casmons until the carrying capacity of the grass-
land is damaged, sometimes irretrievably so. It is no
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longer productive for anyone 's livestock .

The individual is motivated to keep adding animals to
his herd because he receives the benefit of one more animal
worth of grazing and shares only a very small part of the
reduction of the forage that was available to each of the
animals already there. How do we solve the problem of the
tragedy of the commons? One way is to carve it up, to sell
it off if you will--ta divide the commons into individual
units of private property. Na person can put animals on
any pasture other than what belongs to him personally, and
no one else can put animals on his pasture. This solves
the problem. And indeed many economists have suggested that
this is the way to solve the externalities problem we deal
with so pervasively in environmental matters. We should
develop the institution that will assign private property
rights ta the resources with which we are concerned. It
works sometimes, but in modern society the commons is just
too simple an example. There are too many interrelatian-
ships between us with respect to the way we use resources
to permit us to solve the problem that easily.

In the autamabi3.e example, for instance, it's hardly
possible to sell off portions of the public streets, or
the air that is effected by the emissians fram exhaust
pipes. For technolagical reasons, we are unable to use the
easiest and perhaps neet attractive solution. What then
can we do? There are a number of different ways to handle
it. One, certainly, is to resart ta public ownership and
regulation. This we frequently do. we are increasing
the involvement af the government in the economy every day.
There are those who protest this: there are thase who will
not on idealogical grounds. But on technoloqical grounds
it is probably unavoidable. As the interrelationships
amang us with respect to these resources become more and
more apparent, more and zmre numerous, more and more im-
partant, the public interest in haw these resources are
handled becamee mOre and more manifeet. There simply isn 't
any way ta avoid stepping an each athers' toes without pro-
ducing this kind of public decision making.

What, then, are some of the things that Sea Grant re-
searchers ought to be doing to address problems of economic
development in the environment? They should identify and
evaluate the externalities that exist with respect to the
use of estuarine marine resources. These things aren't just
economic. These things require interdisciplinary research
of a highorder. They are basically physical and biological
systems at work here, and it takes people from thase systems
to identify them. The economist daesn't occupy a central
role here, although his preoccupation with the problem
first alerts us to its importance .
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But we need not look ta the notian of employing an
ecanomist. to put dollar values on all these externalities
simply to make them commensurable for decisian making. It' s
an illusion to think we ever can develop meaningful dol-
lar values for these things. At most, we can hope to de-
scribe a number of them clearly. Politicallyi we can deter-
mine how important they are. In this connection, the Federal
Water Resources Council has been developing new federal
profect evaluation procedures. This is a new wrinkle on
the old benefit-cast theme. They need some help here, and
Sea Grant Institutians can participate here . They have not
only an ecanamic development account, but an environmental
account, a social well-being account, and a regional devel-
opment account. But they are not quite sure what they
mean by these things . Once we have identified the external-
ities with which we' re cancerned, the next step is to con-
duct research on hcw we might solve the problems created
by those externalities.

To use a horrible barbarism of the economist, we want
to find out how ta internalize those externalities . In
ather wozds, we want to find out hew to get them inside the
decision making calculus of the person responsible far cre-
ating them. We 've mentioned several ways in which to approach
this--through property rights and regulations.

one other point Bob Lampman mentioned is the use of the
price system--the market system. This is a system of infor-
matian exchange and almost unrivaled in efficiency. There
are many things wrong with markets . we becane more and more
aware of them every day . There is much wrong with the un-
hampered operatiOn of private market institutions. But they
have some terribly important advantages; ane is efficient
transfer af information and another is the lack of require-
ment for a centralized calculation and coordinating center
or capability. We laok far a nev pricing mechanism to help
internalize externalities in the notion of the effluent charge.
This Bob Lampman did not call by name, but alluded to when
he talked abaut putting a price on pollution.

The right-to-pollute idea is terribly attractive to an
economist even though it sounds like anathema ta mast non-
econamists. But it makes a gaod deal of sense, because it
transmits a signal to a polluter that tells him fust vhat
the social costs of his pollution are. And if the benefits
that he provides to societies by continuing to pollute are
indeed greater Chan that cost he is creating--i.ncluding the
social cost of the externalities he is causing--then he' ll
continue to pollute. But if they aren' t, it is in the in-
terest af society and himself ta reduce pollutian, and he
vill use all his ingenuity ta find aut how to da that.
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There are many ways that we can address the problems of
environment and environment protection and the melioration
of externalities. certainly, we ought to be doing research
in the Sea Grant program directed toward sane of these ways.



Energy Production and

Environrnentar Consequences

R ichard Balzhlaer
Office of Science and Technology
Washington, D.C.

As a recently departed academician I welcome the
opportunity to return to campus and share with you some
observations I have made which I believe are of some rele-
vance to your meeting here these few days in Madison. I
must say it also provided me with the opportunity to return
to the midwest on one of the biggest weekends in Michigan
� � namely the Michigan State-Michigan football game. As
much as I would like to talk about the outcome of that
affair, I will move on to a rivalry that I think matches that
particular one -- the rivalry that seems to be developing
between the utility people on the one hand and the environ-
taentalists on the other hand, particularly from the point
of view of energy and its environmental impact.

First I would like to take a quick look at the energy
picture. It's large, it's complex, and it wasn't until I
tried to put it into a five minute package that I realized
it was Virtually impOSSible tO do so. At the last minute I
decided to use this very fine graphic illustration  Figure 1!,
contained in a pamphlet which was just distributed in
Washington at The National Energy Forum and appears in their
book NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE UNITED
STATES IN THE l970'S.

Secondly, I would like to discuss briefly our power
plant siting activities in Washington in the Office of
Science and Technology. It has played a major role in the
formulation of that program and I think its progress will
be of much interest here.

Thirdly, another topic that is of considerable inter-
est today in Washington, and I would imagine is of interest
to you is the Judge Skelly Wright/Calvert Cliffs decision,
and the plans which the Atomic Energy Commission have for
following through on it.

Fourth, I hope to take a very brief look at some of
the new technology and new developments that we see on the,
horizon and how they will affect people in Sea Grant Pro-
grams and others with an interest in and a responsibility
for water resources. If I manage to get all of that in
before lunch I will have done a better job than I think

61
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I am capable Of.

Our Sources of Ener

Figure 1 shows some of the complexities of the energy
picture. In the last column, we have a flow diagram broken
out by major energy sources. We have 1950, 1960, and 1969
figures. The scale indicates the relative magnitude of
various energy sources on the left, aud on the right, the
end uses to which these sources are put. We can see for ex-
ample, that in 1969 petroleum accounted for about 40 percent
Of the total energy source. The chart also shOws the amount
that is actually imported to this country as opposed to what
is recovered domestically, along with exports and non-energy
uses of these materials. It is clear that most of the petrol-
eum that comes from our resources goes into the energy
uses some place in the system. A small portion of our petro-
leum sources are diverted into the production of electrical
energy. Non-energy uses, like manufacturing petrcchemicals,
account for a relatively small amount.

Natural gas represents the next largest primary energy
source -- about 36 percent of the total. Again, imports
amount to very little of what is used but we are beginning
to get a whole industry built around liquified natural gas.
The chart shows a portion going into electric power generation,
with industrial and household use among the major consumers.

Coal accounts for about 23 percent of our total energy
supply. We have virtually no coal imports but do have some
coal exports. Hydro-electric provides four percent of our
energy needs and nuclear power is not yet significant enough
to show as more than a little band at the top of the chart,
This source becomes extremely important, however, when we
look very far into the future.

only eight percent of the total energy consumed by the
nation is used in the form of electrical energy. With this,
there are conversion and line losses, all of which must be
discharged to the surroundings. In fact, about two-thirds
of the energy consumed in generating electrical power and
distributing it, is ultimately discharged to the environment.

The chart. designates four end use categories: household
and commercial use  electrical and space heating, etc.! com-
prising 24 percent of the total energy utilizationy industrial
uses comprising 32 percent; transportation uses  petroleum,
gasoline, diesel fuels, etc.! comprising about 24 percent; and
finally electrical generation losses and non-energy uses which
make up about a fifth or 20 percent. Electrical power loss
is a big component as is the petrochemicals consumption in this
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particular category.

Recent environmental legislation and many other concerns,
which haven't yet been translated into legislation, have
begun to create real perturbations in this distribution. Keep
in mind that this is a 1969 flow diagram. For example, the
limitations that have been and are being placed on SO2 emissions
have begun to cause shifting in the allocations of these fuels.
Natural gas is our cleanest and cheapest fuel and it is now in
short supply. The fact that it can be burned without any SO2
problem has created a tremendaus demand for it. Coal which has
been supplying the major amount of energy for electrical energy
generation has a very serious sulfur problem. Petroleum on the
other hand varies -- some of the low sulphur crudes can be
consumed with very little SO problem. The problem is that. most
of thase crudes come from thk Middle East and that gets us
into a completely different arena of considerations.

The nuclear ribbon on the chart is very small but if we
look a decade or two ahead  electrical requirements of the
country are predicted to double every decade! it becomes appar-
ent that the only resources we really have in sufficient
abundance to meet these needs -- beyond the year 2000 � are
coal, fissionable materials, and ultimately, assuming we can
bring our hopes to fruition, the sun and the sea.

1n the case of either fission or fusion power, we are
talking about a nuclear program with large scale conversion op-
erations that must of necessity be located near some body of
water. zn each of these cases, these canversion operatians are
limited by the laws of thermadynamics. What they tell us is
the best we can hope ta do is to throw away about one unit of
energy for each unit that we send into a transmission line or
across a distribution netwark. Today we don't do nearly that
well, but there is a tremendous amount of attention being given
to the problem right now. Nuclear energy will grow rapidly in
the future and, with it, will grow the amount of energy that
will be diecharged tO the environment � either to the atmaephers
or to the lakes and aceans.

As we seek to try to maintain or improve our reserves of
petraleum and natural gas, there is a greater incentive to
go into the offshore region. There has been a good deal of ex-
ploration over the years within the 48 continental states and
that is continuing but the real interest today is offshore.
The President's Energy Message af June 4, 1971 annaunced an ac-
celeration of the leasing process on the continental shelf
with emphasis on insuring that environmental considerations are
not ignored. There will be continued interest on your part
in the exploration process, and the reviews that they are sub-
jected to as these efforts move forward.
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The energy industry, is a capital intensive industry.
It absarbs a tremendaus amount of capital and requires a long
lead time to shift its course. Yau can't decide today
that you are going to go with a nuclear facility and expect
ta have it on stream in ane, twa or even five years. Energy,
of course, has been clasely linked with the gross national
product. Only recently has the grawth in our utilization of
energy begun to exceed the rate at which the gross national
product is rising. And yet, we find that private utilities
spend only about a quarter of a percent of their gross revenues
an research and development.

One of the important problems we need to address is
the fact that utilities really need a greater incentive to
spend more in the R a D area. Being regulated, a utility lacks
the incentive of a typical member of the private business
sectar. Although we see some encouraging signs, we have just
begun to scratch the surface if we' re going to address the
problems that manifest themselves in the picture presented
here. Earlier speakers talked about the externalized costs,
and clearly the energy industry is one that has taken for
granted the air and the water, and discharged its thermal or
chemical pollutants with a great, deal of freedom. There is
a real need for internalizing these casts; and the consequences
will be felt rather rapidly by each of us.

Pawer Plant Sitin

Power plant siting legislation is pending befare Congress.
This administration bill was proposed by the President in
his February 8th Environmental Nesaage. The baCkgrOund wark
on this was done by the Energy Policy Staff in the Office
of Science and Technolagy, in conjunction with other elements
of government, utilities, environmentalists and canservatian
groups

The substance of the legislation is based on three prin-
ciples. First of all, the theary behind this proposal is
that the utilities themselves should be responsible for the
long range planning and site selection process rather than a
Federal agency like the Federal POwer Commission.

The Secand paint ia that the power tO review and decide
whether or not a site is appropriate should reside at the
state ar regional level, not at the federal level. The decision
should be made as close as possible to the people on whom
the decision will have an impact. We don't believe, ultimetely,
that factors such as thermal pollution and other technological
considerations will govern the decision. These problems will
be resolved and the decisians will relate more ta zoning con-
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siderations. Land use decisions should not be made at the
federal level by some all-powerful board or commission; they
should be made as close ta the people affected as possible.
Since the impact of these facilities is generally regional
we look to some sort of a regional review system as opposed
to either the federal or community approach.

The third. major point. is balanced participation by all
parties concerned. This includes the utilities as well as the
community. We have tried to provide for a forum where all
involved parties can become part of the deliberation. The bill
provides for a 10-year planning process during which certain
actions must be taken at ten, five and two year points, well in
advance of canstruction.

The bill also calls for the establishment of a state
certifying agency. This agency will be backed up by a federal
agency in cases where an acceptable, viable, state procedure
fails to surface. In such cases, the legislation would pre-
sumably be administered by a federal agency, hopefully residing
with the proposed Department of Natural Resources.

Three discreet steps in the 10-year planning process-
the ten, five, and two year points -- require the following
specific inputs. The bill calls for the utilities within a
region to prepare a ten year plan, which should encampass the
concerns of a region -- nat just a particular community-
and consider any overlapping grids and networks that are essential
That information should be made available to the state cer-
tifying agency and the public ten years in advance of construc-
tion and should be continuously updated. Utilities are also
asked to select their sites and make them public ten years in
advance so that others affected by their decisions can enter
into the deliberatians.

Two years in advance of actual construction, the utilities
must apply for a construction license. At that point, hope-
fully, all concerns will have been aired and some decision will
have been reached. Prior to the five year point, the distri-
bution network does not become a part of the deliberations.
One must anticipate however that if a power plant site is agreed
upon, transmission lines to get the power from the plant
into the distribution network will be a part of the package.
We hope, as we continue with RCD efforts, that more and more of
these lines will be underground and so, less affensive to
those concerned with problems of visual pallution.

In a nutshell, that is the position of the power plant
siting legislation. A rather madified bill was reported recently
from congressman NcDonald's subcommittee. We are continuing
to follow it closely and fight for the principles that went
into the initial submission. Hopefully the Senate will act
an it some time after the first of the year, and a bill will
emerge that will address this very important area of cancern.
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The Skell Wri ht Calvert Cliffs Decision

In July cf this year, Judge Skelly Wright in the Dis-
trict Court of Appeals, Washington, D.C., made a rather impor-
tant decision relating to the licensing of atomic energy
facilities. In the past, the licensing procedure had consid-
ered primarily radiation and other operating hazards and had
really ignored the total envizonmental impact of nuclear gen-
erating stations. Judge Wright's decision said these facili-
ties should be judged by precisely the same environmental
criteria used to evaluate other facilities � namely he said
that each nuclear plant requires an environmental impact state-
ment just like a fossil fuel plant or any other governmental
installation. The impact statement should consider the ques-
tion of thermal pollution and other forms of environmental
degradation and it should consider the cost/benefit ratio of
other alternatives.

The consequences of this decision were quite significant
tc the Atomic Energy Commission. In late August, Chairman
Schlesinger chose not to appeal it. Instead, the A.E.C.
mounted the effort required to write close to one hundred en-
vironmental impact statements for plants that were covered
by this decision. That included five that are already construc-
ted and operating, as well as a number that are back in the
planning stage. Many of you probably come from parts of the
country that are rather significantly affected by this decision.
In Two Creeks, Wisconsin, a 525 megawatt reactor, about to go
into operation, is now affected by this decision and four other
such reactors across the country are in a similar situation.
Eleven plants that have received construction permits, but not
yet operating permits, are also affected and the list goes
on.

The utility industries are very much concerned since this
procedure could add two years to the time they need to get
their facilities on stream. The consequences of this, with
regard to the power picture in some areas of this country in
the next year, are particularly severe. In the east, a one
year delay creates serious problems which were described by
the Edison Electric Institute in recently cOmpleted Studies
of the implications of the decisions. A two-year delay would
have rather serious consequences in other parts of the
country as well.

In Michigan there are two reactors that are very much
affected by this decision. These are intended to replace
several facilities which are probably more offensive from
a pollution point of view than the new nuclear facilities.
Yet there are clearly some environmental concerns that must
be addressed, -- along with continued concern for safety and
other factors. The public is entitled to as near absolute as-
surance as technology can provide that its health and safety
is adequately protected along with the environment. The
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procedure that came out of the Calvert Cliffs decision requires
that the initial draft of an environmental impact statement
be submitted and then circulated for comment both in and out-
side of government, and that after comments have been received,
a final statement must be prepared.

There are certain delays built into this procedure.
First of all, the construction permit or operating license can-
not be granted until 90 days after the draft statement has
been issued and until at least 30 days after the final detailed
statement has appeared. ASsuming that everything else goeS
Smoothly, the first delay is within the Atomic Energy Com-
mission because it simply does not have the manpower to prepare
all these statements. The A.E.C. is putting together an
effort that will involve sixty man-years of effort over the
next nine-month period to try to generate these statements.
Then there is the big uncertainty of how the licensing board
and the public will react to them, and how much debate will
go on before the decision is made. It is these unknowns that
lead to projections of up to one or two years delay in the
ultimate operation of facilities.

The Atomic Energy Commission will be writing the environ-
mental impact statements. The decisions will be made by
the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board with input from all sec-
tors concerned. Zn Judge wright's words, the National Environ-
mental Policy Act requires the analysis to "consider and
balance the environmental effects of the facility and the
alternatives available for avoiding and reducing adverse
environmental effects, as well as the environmental, economic
technical and other benefits of the facility. The cost-
benefit analysis shall to the fullest extent practicable
quantify the various factors considered. To the extent that
such factors cannot be quantified, they shall be discussed in
qualitative terms." This is the portion of the decision to
which the A.E.C. is presently attempting to respond.

Hew Technolo ical Develo ments

Zn the President's June 4 message, which was devoted
primarily to energy, he made a major commitment to the liquid
metal fast-breeder reactor as our hope for the latter decades
of this century. At the same time he called on industry
to participate in its development with dollars -- not just
with talk -- because these are multi-million dollar development
programs. We have been pleased so far with the response
from the utility industry � close to $250 million have
been pledged to assist in the developmental effort. The
Preeident was so OVerwhelmed with this response that at HanfOrd
recently, he announced plans to go ahead with a second devel-
opmental fast-breeder reactor.
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It would appear, barring other divezsionary actions in
the next decade or so, that by the 1990's we will experience
a rather dramatic influx of fast-breeder reactors. For those
cf you who may not be familiar with the fast-breeder reactor,
it is a nuclear reactor which produces more fuel than it consumes.
The periOd. over which we could operate is lengthened tremen-
dously by this approach.

Another interesting approach is the offshore siting of
large nuclear power stations. At a briefing recently in
Washington, a proposal was discussed to build reactors in a
shipyard, like ships, and then float them out three to ten
miles offshore. Watez depths might be up to 5D-60 feet and so
some kind of breakwater would have to be built to protect the
plant from storm damage and stray ships. This facility would
actually float offshore and generate power from there. The
technology to transmit the power back to the land where it
is used, is still being developed but the problem will be
solved with time. This concept is seen as coming on stream
in ten years. It's an interesting possibility in terms of the
thermal effects. The temperature of water in the vicinity
of the reactor would be elevated about 5' and spread over a five
acre area. This presents some interesting opportunities for
people concerned with marine sciences and aquaculture who
might develop projects in conjunction with such power plants.

Eleven hundred-megawatt units would be constructed in a
standardized form that could be floated anyplace. This would
decrease the utilitieS' costs significantly. If they can
find an efficient way to transmit power to shore, then they may
really have something. People like you in Sea Grant can
work with them, better defining the difficulties they may
encounter and the environmental consequences, as well as
opportunities, that could affect the economics of the operation.
There are a number of other very interesting RID developments,
some of which relate to programs of interest to Sea Grant,
but many of which are somewhat removed and do not bear dis-
cussion at this time.

It's highly probable, however, that over the next ten
years we will devise ways of improving the efficiency with
which we convert thermal energy to electrical energy. The
only real way we can use nuclear energy in a practical sense
for societal needs, if we want to limit ourselves to activities
on this planet, involves conversion to electzicity. There are
other processing and industrial applications which could
make use of thermal energy, but clearly this very large increase
in the use of nuclear energy for electricity is going to
increase the thermal burden on the environment.

This brings me to the final point which relates to national
energy policy. I can attest to the fact that there are some
43 different studies that either are underway or have been com-
pleted in the last few years. The interest is there. There
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are a number of industries � coal, oil, natural gas, nuclear,
the utilities -- and, much to my surprise, the first time
that these people all got together and discussed common problems
was just a few weeks ago at The Energy Forum in Washington.
They put their problems out on the table for the first time.
Hopefully from that we can enter an era where we can begin to
work in a more rational way to al.locate our resources so that
they can be best uSed to meet societal needs. We may decide
that our fossil fuels or our hydrocarbons are more valuable
to us when used to make petrochemicals or plastics, as opposed
to being used for energy -- these are all complex decisions
which need attention.

Z have said nothinq about consumption technology. Let
me state that this deserves a great deal more emphasis, re-
search and interest than we have given it in the past. We
know the demand will grow; the efficiency with which we use
electrical energy is really a sad commentary on some of our
individual and societal priorities. We have promoted more
and more energy utilization and it's time to carefully re-
examine this promotion, and give as much consideration to the
efficiency with which we use energy as we are giving to the
question of where we are going to find it.

To some, the picture L have painted may perhaps be filled
with gloom, but I would imagine that the more perceptive
and imaginative might see some new and interesting oppor-
tunities emerging. There are clearly some certainties that
I think we must recognize. Foremost is that the demand for
energy is going to grow and that the electrical component
of this total is going to grow within that total growth. This,
cf course, is going to mean more and more thermal discharge
that hopefully we can use productively. This is something
we don't have to look at as a burden to the environment.

secondly, the second law of thermodynamics is not likely
to yield. We may be able to circumvent it in a few selective
instances, but the possibility of pushing aside the Carnot
principle is slim. Third, society must and I'm sure will ac-
comodate. I think it is imperative that the utility industry
cooperate with both the academic community and also govern-
mental agencies to increase the amount of support they put
into resources, research and developmental efforts in con-
version and consumption technology.

The American Gas Association has recently announced a
significant contribution to RkD efforts relating to natural
gas technology. These are long over due, but they are very
much appreciated. Hopefully we can find ways of further
increasing such efforts. The consumer must also learn the true
value of energy. This is certain to occur once we begin to
internalize many of these costs that have been externalized
for years.
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The real challenge ta those of you assembled here, how-
ever, relates to profitable ways to use this wasted energy.
Is it really as big a liability ae we have made out in the
past? Or can we find some productive way, i.e. through
aquaculture or desalinization to use the enormous amounts of
energy that will otherwise be lost. I read Future Shock and

of the world in your grasp.

In the Office of Science and Technology, we have respon-
sibility for the areas of energy, environment and natural
resources. We have people who are trying to fallow the pro-
gress that you and your colleagues on the campuses are
making. We hope that from your laboratories and campuses
will come alternatives that will permit us to use these vast
amaunts of energy in a productive way to meet ather needs.
Futhermore, I hape that we can cOnvert the adversary rela-
tionship that exists today between utilities and environ-
mentalists ta one of partnership, productivity and progress,
but without pollution.









Economics of Aquaculture Development

Jack R. Davidson, Session Chairman
University of Hawaii

Entirely new, massive additions to the sum total of human
accomplishment have largely been in response to intuitivffly
felt needs and anticipated benefit:s, rather than in respffnse
to the more routine "economic" calculations made by indi iduals
and small groups. That is to say, a society may decide '.hat it
needs the unknown benefits of pyramids, turnpikes, or aqua-
culture. That society must then engage in more or less f-ol-
lective efforts to provide the environment and technical exper-
tise that allow the addition of this entirely new field cf
activity to those that have proven "economic".

Host papers on aquaculture begin by speculating on -he cri-
tical shortage of protein in many parts of the world and impli-
cations of t: he increasing deficiency as population grows. The
question of how much food can ultimately be obtained fror the
oceans is then considered. There are essentially three .chools
of thought on the question of feast or famine in the corn. ng
decades and how much of the needed food can be obtained ' rom
the ocean. There are the super optimists who see the se. meet-
ing much of man's future needs; the doomsday prophets such as
paul Ehrlich, who states that "for the immediate future, sea
farming offers no hope at all", l and the guarded optimists,
such as Bardach, who suggest that many promising new sources
have been exposed, and while they are not alternatives, .hey
are part of a valuable arsenal of weapons to be deployed in the
attack on protein deficiency.>

With the spectre of famine ahead for greater number." of
mankind it seems prudent to explore all avenues. At the pre-
sent st te-cf-the-art, rt ~ears ther s soff'cient precise
of benefits from aquaculture to permit society not only to
rationalize present investments but justify a truly massive
effort to assure a higher quality of life to a larger nutroer
of people.

However, our era does not appear to be one of large far
reaching social commitment but a period in which we must pro-
ceed by small steps with the funding for the subsequent steps
dependent on short term results. Therefore, future progr ss
in development of aquaculture is tied to our ability to trove
such social investment as is now available to us into these
areas where economic soundness can be demonstrated at early
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stages. This paper will attempt to: �! achieve a measure of
perspective with respect to special problems faced in moving
aquaculture forward and then �! to focus directly on problems
of development of commercially viable enterprises.

Bardach suggests that in the early stages only intensive
culture of luxury aquatic products will produce substantial
economic benefits. He has outlined biological properties of
organisms that would lend themselves to intensive culture:

1! They must reproduce in captivity or semiconfinement.
2! Their eggs and larvae should be hardy and capable of

being hatched and reared under controlled conditions.
3! The fOod habits of larvae and yOung ShOuld be SuCh

that natural foods can be readily increased or they
should be able to take prepared feed from their early
stages.

4! They should gain weight. fast on items that can be
supplied cheaply or that can be readily produced or
increased by man in the areas of culture.3

Bardach points out that there are few cultured aquatic
organisms which would not violate one or more of the four above
mentioned qualities.

For many species conditions under which the plants or ani-
mals will reproduce are not defined, In some cases, collection
of eggs and larvae before they are eliminated by natural preda-
tors is possible, however, this precludes mass selection for
desirable characteristics.

We have had breakthroughs such as the work at the Oceanic
Institute in Hawaii in spawning of the mullet. However, they
have not yet succeeded in raising a significant number of the
spawned larvae. Larvae rearing is often the difficult part of
the operation and in some species, little is known about the
many stages in larval development. Little is known about the
interactions of marine animals in confined spaces. More work
needs to be done on the nutrition of various species. Frequently
aquatic animals which are highest in market value are also high
on the food chain. This means that their production involves
large losses of energy in the conversion from food to new ani-
mal tissue, Little has been done in genetic selection of aqua-
tic plants and animals for desirable characteristics of growth
and. feed conversion and market acceptance.

The Develo ment Problem

Many of the problems in developing aquaculture parallel
those faced at earlier stages in agricultural development in
the United States. The result is a unique institutional frame-
work designed to protect agriculture against the harsher eco-
nomic forces and to enhance prospects of firm survival and suc-
cess. Some obvious featur'es of modern diversified agriculture
are subsidy, tenure and use of rights protection, credit, re-
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search, extension, and cost-price control. Mast new agricul-
tural developments in the Dnited States in the past 30 years
have been on Bureau of Reclamation project lands. Such devel-
opments usually highly subsidize the basic factors of produc-
tion. On a Bureau of Reclamation agricultural project, for
example, costs of developing the irrigation system are initially
paid by the government and are to be repaid by the farmers over
a 50 � year period. Actual repayment starts in 10 years with in-
terest on the investment heavily subsidized by federal govern-
ment. In addition, many costs are written off as attributable
to other uses such as power, recreation, conservation, etc. As
a result the individual farmer and farmers as a group actually
repay only a small portion of the investment. In addition, the
crops grown on reclamation land frequently enjoy the benefit of
price support programs creating an overlapping subsidy.

For terrestrial farming development, land titles, tenure
conditions and rights of use and provision for protection of
these rights usually can be clearly defined, enabling the in-
dividual proprietor to assess his status from a legal point of
view. The government has a highly effective credit system for
agriculture to supply credit of all types. Much of this credit
is also very highly subsidized. Subsidies continue in the form
of the research and extension service previously developed and.
and ongoing at the 51 agriculture experiment stations, thousands
of county extension offices, several regional research labora-
tories, and thousands of specialized field research stations.
It is often pointed out that the emplayees of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture now outnumber farmers. It is certainly
true that there is a very extensive network of services avail-
able for the farmer's use. While the farmer still has reason
to complain of a cost-price squeeze and unfavarable terms of
trade compared ta other sectors, some control of prices and
costs has been accomplished in some commodities.

No such netwark of services, money subsidies, and cost-
price control exists for the entrepreneur pioneering in aqua-
culture. Individuals. or concerns committing capital to aqua-
culture not only must be in a positian to finance the devel-
opment phase but be willing and capable of waiting for a con-
siderable period for returns to equal or exceed costs. His
products must compete for the consumers food dollar without
protection or noticeable subsidy.

The aquaculturist can now request help from the Sea Grant
Advisory Service in his state if he lives in one of the twelve
states with such programs. However, no backlog of informatian
nor the reservoir of scientific manpower and skills is avail-
able to draw upon, comparable to that available to agriculture.
The state-of-the-arts is such he can expect little help with
respect to immediate problems of production, management, market-
ing, determining the size of operation, equipment to buy, etc.

Agriculture institutions developed over many years. ln
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many cases the cornerstones were laid in eras in which the agri-
cultural constituency had great political influence. Aquacul-
tural development has been slow partially because of the agri-
cultural success story in providing the nation's food. Develop-
ment has depended largely on individuals and small groups seeing
opportunities for profits. The way is fraught with many risks
and obstacles. As a consequence, development has been very slow
indeed.

Need for Multi le and Znterdisci linar Coo eration

For commercial aquaculture to develop rapidly, large social
investments must be forthcoming. And if aquatic products are
to add significantly to the world's food supplies in this cen-
tury, available scientific resources must be functionally com-
bined into a coordinated attack on the technical, institutional
and economic problems. The Sea Grant Program with its emphasis
on interdisciplinary efforts is a step in the right direction.
To date aquatic biologists have conducted their studies with
little interactions with other animal and plant scientists. Al-
though biologists have had the advantages of up-to-date basic
science training and modern equipment, one does not have to look
long to observe a laborious retracing of paths followed by the
pioneer terrestrial scientists as a commercial focus begins to
emerge; or to observe that the development of the production
functions for the organisms is at a very primitive level compared
to the knowledge available in agriculture.

The evolution of specialists in marine animals reproduction,
nutrition, genetics, etc. from marine biology is just beginning,
and reasonable could be expected to take several generations.
An effective short cut could be the marriage of the now avail-
able and highly refined skills in terrestrial animal and plant
science with those who understand the aquatic life processes
best. This would permit immediate attack on the pressing prob-
lems faced in development in commercial aquaculture. In addi-
tion, it would insure that the very next generation of aquatic
scientists  now graduate students! would have those speciality
skills required together with a state-of-the-arts working know-
ledge of the organisms with which they are dealing. Securing
the necessary economic input should be less difficult. The
methodologies to analyze and evaluate many of the economic prob-
lems of aquaculture are well developed in the field of agricul-
tural economics and await only imaginative adaptation.

When Economic Anal sis?

When does the economist enter the picture'? Obviously he
can do little work on the costs of production until the aquatic
scientist can at least specify a rudimentary input-output re-
lationship for the organisms being considered for culture in a
given area. It is apparent, however, that if commercial pro-
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duction is the goal and rapid development of a viable profit-
making enterprise is desired, the economist needs to be on stage
when the question of which species is determined and to specify
needs for information for economic analysis. Otherwise, a valu-
albe opportunity may be lost to generate the data needed to a
assess profitability of the subsequent production. Provisions
should be made at each level tc utilize new data as it is gen-
erated from experimentation or experience in field operations.
The next level where valuable economic input can be offered is
when development of commercial production is under active con-
sideration.

Com rehensive Feasibilit Studies

To determine aquaculture potential of a given region, a
comprehensive feasibilit anal sis is required. This study
will determine t e qua sty an quantity of resources available
and the impact of relevant institutions on their use. The im-
pact of the location of an enterprise on costs of development
and on operations must also be assessed; existing and potential
markets must be analyzed.

This initial assessment of markets, location, and loca-
tional resources is a multi-disciplinary undertaking. lf the
present use of the area under consideration is a relatively
meaningful component in the locality or region's income, then
further studies are usually required to determine the economic
impact.

The econOmist then can offer the following analytical in-
put to such a comprehensive planning effort.

l! studies to assess the impact of legal, social, poli-
tical, and cultural climate on resource availability
and use.

2! Demand studies to guide the choice of plants and ani"
mals to be produced and to guide market development.

3! Simulation of costs and returns studies to provide
basic profit outlook over time.

4! Capital budgeting studies to assess capital positions
and needs over time.

5! Regional and local impact studies to assess incidence
of benefits and costs to various sectors, communities
and regions.

Profitability is a function of costs and returns. The re-
turns from aquacultural enterprises depend on market value and
hence, consumer taste, preferences, incomes and institution fac-
tors. lf the product is new or the market area limited, esti-
mates of demand and demand elasticity will be less reliable than
if a substantial market already exists. The need for follow-up
studies as developments occur should be clearly recognized.
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Costa depend on the technology used in conjunction with
the resource endowment of the site and the prices of the pro-
ductive inputs. Determination of costs depends, at the initial
stage, on the information the aquatic scientist is able to pro-
vide concerning resource requirements {feed, space, water qual-
ity, etc.! for raising animals or plants to a marketable size
in the particular local environment. Lack of knowledge at this
level makes cost of production estimates little more than
guesses. Consequently, risk of failure due to inaccurate plan-
ning is high. As operational experience is gained and techno-
logy improved, the production function and associated costs will
decline, We know from agriculture that even if experimental
data and the results of pilot studies were available, that la-
boratory conditions can rarely be duplicated in the field and
that only limited extrapolation is possible in making produc-
tion costs estimates.

Although the consumer's taste and income ultimately deter-
mine prices which will be paid for given quantities of a pro-
duct, the location, size and number of enterprises tend to af-
fect f.o.b. site prices for any particular economic venture.
Proper appraisal of prospective returns indicates that each of
these factors receive adequate attention. Finally the demand
and price expectations must be analyzed keeping an eye not only
on present conditions but also on the impact of industry growth
on the market.

To survive as a going concern, an aquacultural enterprise
must not only be capable of producing profits, but it must do
so in a timeframe compatible with investors and creditors ex-
pectations. Hence, Simulation of the flow of expected profits
over time is necessary to permit comparison of the aquaculture
venture with investment alternatives.

Study of the local and regional impact  including environ-
mental! and delineation of the incidence of costs and benefits
can be expected to be required in order to gain access to mar-
ine sites and to enlist local support.

Ex erience in Hawaii

At the University of Hawaii we are attempting to inject
economic input into ongoing studies at the time when the great-
est benefit can occur given available resources. One project
in which an economic input has been made is the farming of the
red algae eucheuma in the Philippines. This product is being
farmed to ~supp y carrageen to the hm r'c n 'ndustry. The pro-
duct is a vital component in such items as your instant break-
fast and is in great demand by the American dairy industry
Professor Maxwell Doty, University of Hawaii, has developed a
basic farming method in conjunction with Marine colloids, a
private company, and the Philippine government and is conduct-
ing pilot farming operations in the Philippines. Marine Col-
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loids is now interested in expanding to full scale farming
operations. Last winter a graduate student in Agricultural
Economics went to the Philippines to make an economic analy-
sis of the project operations. Mr. Barry Hill, a former Peace
Corps worker, spent approximately six months in the area.
During this time he was called upon to manage the operation as
well as to conduct the economic analysis. He was able to carry
on both functions quite successfully. The economic analysis
provided valuable guidelines for initiating farming operations
but wae lees than optimal due to the lack of data from which
to measure costs, levels of inputs used, output of harvested
crop and the impact of exogenous factors such as weather. A
market study was not undertaken at this time. At present, de-
mand far outstrips the supply and it was easy to determine the
on-dock market prices.

Major benefits from analysis will be the ability to deSign
a record keeping system to permit more adequate evaluation of
profits and to provide immediate feedback data to improve the
operation management.

If data collection is not continued and the analysis re-
fined and used to guide decision, then by the time full � scaled
farming operations emerge there may be considerable loss. An
assessment of the political environment and analysis of uncer-
tainty arising from weather and other exogenous variables is
needed, Ae production expands, an assessment of market poten-
tial will be needed.

Another aquacultural project at the University of Hawaii,
where economic analysis is being incorporated, is the develop-
ment of Artemis production on christmas Island. Christmas
Island hae a complex of saline ponds providing unique natural
area for production of Artemia or brine shrimp, the eggs of
which are valuable in the tropical fish industry'y and for other
uses. Basic production surveys have been completed and an
assessment hae been made of the area as a production site.
There is a high degree of interest by industry and the GiLber-
tese government. While physicaL aspects appear favorable, an
economic feasibility study is needed to guide development. A
team will depart shortly to Christmas Island and will include
an economist. This trip will help establish the extent to
which production costs can be estimated. A market study is
already underway. An earlier economic input would have been
of some value but it appears the timing is about right now for
maximum contribution in the decision-making process. Again,
for the study to be of value once operations are established,
a framework for feedback will be needed.

Resources for Economic Anal sis

Many economists would be unwilling to work within the frame-
work I have suggested, in as much as data would be very sparse at
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early stages and would present little opportunity to do
refined, professionally prestigious analysis. Maximum eco-
nomic contribution would require willingness to work with
fragmentary data and to work directly with the disciplines
generating the basic input-output relationships. This co-
operation between economists, biologists, nutritionists, etc,
is certainly possible. Past experience shows a great ten-
dency to withdraw into the safe confines of the various
disciplines. Physical scientists often object to being
steered by economic information requirements. Economists
would like to have the physical data in hand and then pro-
ceed directly to the economic analysis. They tend to be
impatient at the very slow process of generating data and
the necessity of making estimates of profits on a few points
on the production surface.

I view cooperation as absolutely essential if we are to
raise aquaculture to somewhere near its potential in a few
years rather than several generations. Full cooperation among
those who are gifted and knowledgeable should permit rapid
proliferation of economically viable development. In our Uni-
versity of Hawaii Sea Grant Program, we have some very good
starts on interdisciplinary cooperation.

I am enough of an optimist to think the stage is set for
more joint efforts. The apparent development of a social re-
sponSibility among some scientists is encouraging, I am less
optimistic about society moving boldly to supply the resources
needed to close the gapa in knowledge in the shortest possible
time.
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Some Remarks on Aquaculture

John Bardach
University of Hawaii

A preOCcupatiOn With the OCean SCienCeS after WOrld War
II, the realisation of an impending protein gap in the world
as well as some successful endeavours in rearing aquatic ani-
mals both in the U.S. and abroad, mainly in Japan, have led to
a rise in interest, during the last decade, in aquaculture and
its potential.

Outside the U.S. aquaculture is mainly pursued for food
production and for the rearing of special commodities such as
pearls, while in North America  and to some extent in Europe
and Japan! reared aquatic stock may also serve to enhance re-
creation  e.g., the Coho salmon in Lake Michigan, trout stock-
ing, and put-and-take fishing in ponds for catfish.!

For variauS historiCal, socio-cultural and bio-technolo-
gical reasons fresh water aquaculture is most advanced. The
rearing of fish, crustacean and mollusk in brackish water fol-
lows, while true mariculture is still in its infancy and will
require for its development substantial inputs of basic and
applied research in many disciplines of the natural and social
sciences.

The theoretical potential of aquaculture is very high. It
encompasses not only the upgrading of present operations but
also the large yields that could be obtained from likely as
well as technically possible advances in rearing methods. In
fact, over centuries the bulk of the harvest of the seas, lakes
and rivers may well be derived largely from cultured species
supplementing and finally exceeding the yield that comes from
the traditional taking of a barely managed surplus from untend-
ed, common property stock.

In the intermediate range of the next few decades, however,
one must consider that some agricultural experts foresee qains
in the rearing of terrestrial livestock. The spread of exist-
ing, and development of new, high yielding strains of staple
crops to the extent that base-food importing nations become
self-sufficient is expected. These experts also predict the
diversification of agricultural production to the extent of
diverting a developing local grain surplus into animal feed.
Perhaps to the aquaculturist such an outlook is not too rosy,
for one might expect these events to compete with and depress
the demand for aquacultural products. Fish appear to be replaced

B3
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easily in the diet by meat of warm-blooded domestic animals if
the latter can be produced at prices geared to country's rising
economic level: the changes in the Dutch diet over the last 30
or 40 years and that of the Japanese over the last 10 years are
cases in point.

Green revolutions with their attendant possibilities of
turning surplus crops into animal meat are under way in some
countries; they will no doubt continue. But the world's popu-
lation will also continue to increase and in the next century
will strain severely the theoretical, let alone the practical,
capabilities of land areas to nourish mankind. Algae farming.
and the cultivation of yeasts from petroleum by-products may
be developed in time to alleviate some food shortages, diffi-
cult as it may be to overcome the problem of making such highly
unconventional foods palatable. Without population stabiliza-
tion one can never hope to banish the spectre of famine from
all mankind; in fact, man's ultimate survival depends on his
realizing the urgent need for curbing his numbers to the re-
placement level. On the road to attaining this state he will
continue to strain the food producing capacity of the land; he
has already begun and will continue to do the same with the
earth's waters. Competition of aqua- with agri-culture that
now co-determines the size of markets for aquacultural products
will be far less severe in the endeavours to supply animal pro-
tein to many more billions that are sure to clamor for food in
the future. Whether or not the world's protein needs can even-
tually be supplied in some part through aquaculture will depend
very much on the extent to which oceanic pollution can be curbed
and brought under international control.

During the next few decades various other factors may work
to constrain the development of aquaculture. While the use of
a combination of well selected species as biological filters in
the purification of domestic sewage may be more effective than
tertiary sewage treatment, produce food and still be economi-
cal in the bargain, cultural restraints could well mitigate a-
gainst this ecologically acceptable solution of one of man' s
pressing problems. It is even more likely that affluent socie-
ties driven by economic pressures, will opt to use their shore
lands on lakes, rivers or the sea in a manner that would pre-
clude the placement there of extensive water bodies destined
for food production. Such a trend is indicated in the impend-
ing decision to discontinue the sewage carp ponds of the Bavar-
ian Hydropower Company near Munich which have yielded 500 kg./ha
of fish flesh with a favorable mix of fixed. and variable pro-
duction costs for the last 50 years. The land hitherto occu-
pied by ponds for fish production from a sewage-river water mix
is not more valuable when used as industrial and residential
sites.

It appears then that aquaculture till the end of the cen-
tury � in high income nations at least - will have to become
surface intensive and relatively highly automated if its pro-
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ducts, by and large of a luxury kind  oysters, shrimp, salmonid
fishes and a few others! are to compete with animal flesh from
terrestrial stock. In the developing world, site competition
may be less pressing and extensive or semi-intensive aqua-
culture may be practiced there with profit, However, skills
and capital may be lacking not to mention deficiencies to be
remedied in administrative and distributive infrastzuctures.
Vast potential aquacultural sites, as well as species now not
even under subsistence tending, yet with suitability for in-
tensive cultivation exist in the tropics. It must be remembered
however, that intensification of food production of any kind
in the developing world, must be accompanied by employment pos-
sibilities for surplus hands.

The aquacultuzal pla~ner, then, is faced with a variety of
problems, requiring expertise from biology to law, economics to
engineering, anthropology to public administration. Simplistic
as it may be, one may find it valuable to outline, in broad,
schematic form, the phases through which some or all species
must go before they can be put into aquacultural production of
a level that is competitive with meat marketed from land animal
industries,  Table l!.

The various steps and/oz problems indicated may exist, in
any one species, to a greater or a lesser degree. For instance,
shrimp culture seems desirable from an economic viewpoint, pro-
vided that the commodity can be produced at acceptable cost.
Furthermore, the ecology of the species indicates that a satis-
factory technology could be developed; the bottlenecks are, in
part, in phase 2 and much more on phase 3 of the hypothetical
sequence. Inexpensive feed for shrimp has not been developed,
at least in the U.S., nor has there been sufficient work done
on controlled reproduction and the nutrition and growth of the
crustaceans.

The matter is somewhat different if one were to consider
the suitability of a highly prized species for culture that is
now only available as a product of sea fisheries and with which
no previous attempts at culture have been made. There may be
a broad market foz snappers but their ecology is such that real
culture, including control over its progeny, seems impractical
to consider. The alternative of foregoing control over repro-
duction of a species and to rear its larvae or juveniles  yel-
lowtail in Japan, pompano in the U.S.! also rests on broad
ecologic considerations. Eventually, though, it becomes ad-
visable to govern reproduction and larval life of the species
under culture, a quest that is particularly difficult with
fishes that have pelagic larvae remaining in the plankton even
for periods of several months. It is here that the biological
research and field trial phases become crucial. A number of
federal and university laboratories, the latter with federal
support, are presently engaged in various more basic research
projects with the biology of potential aquacultural species;
it is not too early to think of the need for field trial sites.
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With the exception of salmonid hatcheries, these units are
none too plentiful, certainly not. when compared with the pre-
valence of agricultural experiment station destined to adaptive
research  field trials! with livestock. It would behoove NOAA
and the Sea Grant Administration on the one hand and Sea Grant
Colleges on the other to look into the establishment of aqua-
cultural experiment stations, for aquaculture would profit
greatly if it were given the same kind of "hidden subsidy"
through broad federally supported research which agriculture
in the U.S. has enjoyed for decades.

One may look towards industry also for cooperative ven-
tures in the field trial phase, especially in the area of sup-
plying cheap feed for aquacultural animals. It must be remem-
bered, however, that with the exception of salmonoid culture and
perhaps the rearing of catfish in the Southern U.ST there is
not yet a critical mass of aquacultural enterprises to make
massive industry investments particularly attractive. Yet,
industry-government partnership ventures in this field seem
feasible,

Still another partnership venture in research and field
trial phases seems indicated. So far aquatic biologists have
spearheaded aquacultural research operations. Often colleagues
from other basic biological disciplines, such as endocrinology,
have been coopted when the need for hormone purification was
recognized to improve the induces spawning of fishes. There
exist in most Sea Grant colleges departments of animal sciences,
hitherto completely land-agriculture-oriented. In the Univer-
sity of Hawaii Sea Grant program land animal nutrition and di-
sease experts are now beginning to cooperate with aquatic bio-
logists, lending the latter their experience of long standing.
Land as well as water animal husbandry have generic problems
in common: the provision of cheap feeds, the control of di-
seases due to crowding, the breeding and genetic selection of
stocks. It is expected that such cooperative ventures will be
salutary in the long run.

When one comes to the final phase in the development of
aquacultural species � assessment of socio-economic factors
one has to note that aquaculture has not been big industry.
Consequently agricultural economists have not paid much atten-
tion to it. Experts in law and public administration who could
be expected to have an interest in problems concerning renew-
able natural resources management also have tended to ignore
the merits of aquaculture. Furthermore, the development of
mariculture at least, is still mostly in the species selection
and biological research phases. Until one has reasonably
accurate information on fixed and variable costs as well as
land or water use patterns for commercial mariculture, work on
this phase of aquacultural development may seem like a futile
exercise. However, in certain aspects of "assessment", this
may not necessarily be so, Early in the meteoric rise in
southern U.S. catfish growing, had. an attempt been made to
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appraise market development problems � substitution by catfish
of other, widely accepted meat products - economic losses to
individual entrepreneurs might have been prevented or alleviated.
Similar considerations pertain to the earlier mentioned utili-
sation of sewage, where multi-species, biological recycling
filters would use the high nutrient levels in domestic waste
waters for the production of edible proteins. While biologi-
cal research in this area has proceeded in a few places in the
U.S. to the field trial stage, there are indications that the
process is most advantageously employed in the tropics or sub-
tropics. Thus, it would be advisable to bolster this research
even now with inquiries into potential land or water use con-
flicts and into socio-cultural problem of acceptance of meat,
in part rather directly derived from human excreta. For if
the latter obstacle exists in Judeo-Christian culture, and if
the former conflicts preclude such ecologically sound use of
space, research to make the latter possible could be relatively
unproductive, even if highly successful.

Some socio-economic factors will be assessed by guess or
research through efforts of aquacultural entrepreneurs. Mar-
keting and distribution, per se, as well as market saturation
will certainly be investigated by them. But such entrepreneurs
are less well equipped than federal agencies or universities
with Sea Grant support to deal with problems of taste, site
conflicts, law and pollution, It seems reasonable therefore
to recommend enhanced preoccupation in research and factfinding
in these areas even while production problems are not yet
solved. In sum, an appraisal of the influences on and con-
straints to the development of aquaculture should be approached
through systems models where initial, crude modeling leads to
the definition of specific research needs. As such research
is undertaken, its results are fed back into more refined mod-
els, hopefully soon to answer the overall question: what is
the true potential of aquaculture and how can it be attainedP



Aquaculture: Economic Feasibility

in the Great Lakes Area

W. D. Dobson
Department of Agrieu Itural Economics
University of Wisconsin-Madison

I am happy to have the opportunity to discuss with you
today some of my thoughts on the economic feasibiIity of
aquaculture in the Great Lakes area. My research on this
topic began relatively recently  mid-1971!. Accordingly,
the work is in its early stages and some of the findings dis-
cussed are preliminary in nature.

Forms of A uaculture in the Great Lakes Area

Wisconsin and other Great Lakes area states have well-
developed hatchery and raising facilities which provide the
game fish for stocking streams and commercial pond fishing
enterprises. Because of the importance of fishing in recrea-
tional programs of the area, these aquacultural systems prob-
ably will grow in importance. However, today I will focus
mainly on the commercial raising of food fish in controlled
environments, a. type of aquaculture that has received less
attention in the Great Lakes area.

Interest in the economics of raising food fish by aqua-
cultural methods is strong in the Great Lakes area because
aquaculture represents an alternative source of supplies to
replace the declining commercial catch from the Great Lakes
and because aquaculture represents a potential economic use
for the large quantity of thermal effluent discharged from
area electric power generating plants. The value of the U.S.
Great Lakes catch has declined sharply since the late 1940's
 Table 1!. The composition of the catch can be partly attri-
buted to overfishing, the sea lamprey invasion, thermal pol-
lution, pollution from agricultural and industrial wastes, and
DDT residues. According to proCessors and government officials
I disCussed the fishing business with recently, DDT contamina-
tion poses a serious threat to the important chub business.
Recently polychlorinated biphenyl  pCB! contamination of fish
has become a problem.

Advanta es and Problems of A uaculturists

Area fish processors and dealers who depend upon the
Great Lakes catch for a portion of their supplies are aware
of the implications of these developments. As a result a
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few of them are attempting to raise their own fish supplies,
Interest appears to be greatest in raising yellow perch, pike
and trout, species for which the demand is relatively good in
this area.

The economic advantages which might accrue to area pro-
cessors and dealers from raising fish in aquacultural facili-
ties rather than relying upon the catch of wild fish are
numerous and important. Fish could be produced more nearly
to specification in aquacultural facilities. Spoilage prob-
lems could be reduced. Chemical contamination of fish, which
has been troublesome in the area, could be eliminated or sharply
reduced. Supplies would be more uniform and dependable. All
of these factors would facilitate more effective marketing
and merchandising. If early experience with catfish farming
is reliable, the aquaculturally raised fish also might bring
growers a price premium over that received for wild fish.

However, despite these advantages not much capital is
likely to flow into aquaculture in the Great Lakes area un-
less certain problems can be solved. Because of the cool tem-
peratures, it is likely that most of the fish produced in the
Great Lakes area aquacultural facilities will be raised in
artificially heated water in tanks. One problem will be to
keep water heating costs down. The Skidaway Institute cat-
fish studies show that with an open cycle system which con-
tinually supplies fresh water for the fish raising tank,
large quantities of heated water are required to promote ef-
ficient fish growth. For example, an Institute researcher
reports that with an open cycle system about 1,000 gallons of
water heated to about 80'F are required per catfish raised
from the fingerling to one pound size �, p. 21!. In some
northern areas where ground water temperatures are low, closed
cycle systems which recirculate filtered, heated water prob-
ab ly will be necessary to keep water heating costs at ac-
ceptable levels. A processor whose plant I visited recently,
plans to use a closed system in the facility which he hopes to
have operational within a few years.

Potential growers in the Great Lakes area, in many cases,
appear to have little experience with the complex problems
connected with aquacultural production. Thus, if the indus-
try is to develop efficiently, methods probably will need to
be found for supplying them with information on intensive cul-
turing of species such as perch and pike. A desirable program
of public assistance to' growers might include a research pro-
gram covering nutrition, engineering problems and production
economics such as that being conducted at Skidaway institute
in Georgia and an extension program to disseminate the infor-
mation to growers. |",'orthwhile results a>ec might be achieved
through more modest programs. For example, growers might be
informed in nun-technical language of the management implica-
tions contained in recent biological,2 and nutrition studies.
Growers also might be given information from the recent catfish
studies and descriptions of successful practices in game fish
hatchery operations.
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Other forms of useful assistance would include helping
growers to locate broodstock and low cost credit. Adequate
credit may assume importance since growers are not likely to
succeed unless they have sufficient capital to weather the
financial problems which accompany getting a risky new enter-
prise started.

Lon er-Term Pros ects for A uaculturists

Although trends are not yet well defined, it appears
that initially, at least, aquacultural production in the
Great Lakes may be carried out mainly by existing fish pro-
cessors and dealers or by others who have experience with
some aspect of the fishing business. If processing and mar-
keting firms become the dominant producers, they should ex-
perience few problems with fish marketing in the near-term.
The processors and dealers can use their established market
cha~nels to market fish raised in aquacultural facilities.
However, if aquaculture is successful and large quantities of
several species of fish are produced in aquacultural facili-
ties, it may be necessary for growers to give attention to
demand expansion and promotion.

According to processors, the demand for fish in Wisconsin,
at least, varies rather sharply from area to area. Consumer
demand for perch and pike, for example, is strong in the east-
ern portion of the state but less strong elsewhere. Consumer
demand for catfish is moderately strong only in areas near the
Mississippi River and in Milwaukee. The weakness of demand for
catfish may be caused partly by the poor image of catfish in
portions of the state. Given these demand conditions, prices
may decline substantially if the introduction of aquaculture
results in a sharp increase in fish output. Vigorous programs
of advertising and promotion might reduce the price weakness.

National demand conditions must be considered when the
longer-term demand and profit aspects of aquaculturists in
the Great Lakes and other areas are considered. Per capita
consumption of fish in the U.S. was 14.1 pounds in 1969
 Table 2!. This figure is relatively low in comparison to
per capita consumption of meat and poultry which averaged 161
and 48 pounds respectively, in 1969. Per capita consumption
of fish has remained within the relatively narrow range of
12.9 to 14. 1 pounds per person during the 1955-69 period. The
stable consumption figure contrasts sharply with that for
poultry in particular which has increased strongly in recent
years.
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Total Consumption
of Fish, Heat, and

Poultry
 Pounds/capita!

Fish
Consumption
 Pounds/capita!

Meat
Consumption
 Pounds/capita!

Poultry
Consumption
 Pounds/capita]Year

191. 8

194. 4

203. 1

223.4

12.9 26.719 55 152.2

146.713.2 34. 51960

41. 213.9 148.01965

14.1 161. 2 48. 11969

The income elasticity of demand for fish in the U.S. is
moderately low. The three estimates in Table 3 which average
. 31 compare to Brandow's income elasticity estimates for beef,
pork and chicken which are . 47, . 32, and . 37, respectively.
Thus, other things equal, as consumer incomes increase the
quantities of fish consumed probably may not increase as fast
as consumption of beef and chicken.

If the .31 income elasticity is appropriate and real in-
come of U.S. consumers continues to grow at the three percent
rate of the 19f0's, increases in income  other things equal!
should cause total fish consumption in the U.S. to increase by
1.4 to 1. 5 percent per year. It is possible that species such
as perch and trout may have substantially higher income elas-
ticities than those for all fish. If this is the case, increases
in income would increase the demand for these species substan-
tially faster than for all fish. It is also possible that con-
sumers will seek increased variety in their diets in the fu-
ture and show increased preference for fish rather than meat
and poultry. This would increase demand and exert upward pres-
sure on prices.

Price elasticity of demand estimates for fish provide in-
formation on the probable effects of increases in prices on
consumption and the effects of increases in output on the total
revenue received by producers from the sale of fish. Brandow
reports a -, 65 figure for all fish  Table 3! . For species that
might be commonly raised in the Great Lakes area  trout and
perch! some of the elasticity estimates are less than minus one.
When the elasticities are less than minus one, prices decline
proportionately less than sales increase when output is expanded.

Table 2. Per capita consumption of fish, meat and poultry in the U.S.,
selected years �2, p. 577!
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If aquaculture resulted in increased output of those
species for which the demand is elastic  < -1!, the result
probably would be an increase in the total revenue of pro-
ducers of these species.

Thus, in summarizing the demand outlook, it appears that
aquaculturally produced fish will possess characteristics that
make the product easier to market and merchandise than wild
fish. However, in the absence of strong advertising and pro-
motion efforts, the demand for fish may grow slowly. It is
difficult to generalize about the overall economic impact of
the demand forces, however, since the demand conditions and
profit prospects facing producers of the different species
will differ.

Use of Thermal Dischar es for A uaculture

Electric power use recently has doubled about every ten
years in the U.S. This has sharply increased the amount of
thermal effluent which is discharged into lakes and streams.
Increased use of nuclear power generating facilities will ac-
celerate the production of waste heat since for plants with
the same kilowatt rating, a nuclear plant produces about 50
percent more waste heat than a fossil-fuel plant  ll, p. 151!.
Because of increased amounts of effluent generated by both
nuclear and fossil-fuel plants, more than a twelvefold increase
from 1970 levels in the amount of waste heat added to Lake
Michigan has been forecast to occur by the year 2,000. �4, p. 4!

In the Great Lakes area interest in using thermal efflu-
ent for aquaculture is strong since, as mentioned earlier, ob-
taining the heated water required for efficient fish growth
from other heat sources might be expensive.

Most work involving use of thermal discharges for aqua-
culture is in the planning or experimental stages. The Wis-
consin Department of Natural Resources is attempting to arrange
an experiment with a power company to determine whether water
temperatures in an earthen pond can be maintained within the
relatively narrow limits desired by fish raisers by adding
varying amounts of thermal effluent.

Catfish raising experiments or projects which use thermal
discharges from power plants have been tried at Colorado City,
Texas, Jackson, Mississippi and Gallatin, Tennessee  8, p. 48! .
At the Texas and Mississippi locations, growers raised fish in
the effluent only during the winter months since they believed
that the water temperatures would be too high in the summer
for fish raising. At least one of the experiments has been
successful. The other catfish projects are too new to draw
conclusions about.
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Experiments in Japan and Great Britain are among the most
encouraging concerning the prospects for economic use of ther-
mal effluent. Aquacultural experiments where shrimp and yellow-
tail were the chief species raised were being conducted at
five power stations in Japan in 1970 �5, p. 32!. In the Ja-
panese experiments, fish raised in water heated by thermal dis-
charges exhibited rapid growth during the usually nonproduc-
tive winter months, with no loss of commercially desirable
characteristics. The success of experimental work in Great
Britain with use of power plant effluent for raising plaice and
sole has prompted British experimenters to seek funds for large
scale field trials. Richardson �0! estimates that, given
adequate development funds, a commercially viable system using
power plant effluent might be developed in as little as 5 to
10 years.

Use of thermal discharge for fish raising is not without
problems, The fluctuating output of effluent from power sta-
tions may make it difficult to maintain the water temperatures
at desired levels in the fish raising area. It may be neces-
sary for growers to arrange to have available standby water
heating equipment to prevent problems in the event that power
plantS Shut dOWn entirely. Grcwera alSO Will need tO Obtain a
high degree of cooperation from management of power companies
to prevent lethal doses of algicides and corrosion inhibitors
used at the power plants from being dumped into the effluent
used for fish raiaing. According to Coutant �!, operators of
present generation nuclear power reactors customarily dispose
of small amounts of radioactive materials by dispersing them
to the environment via the cooling water. The amount placed
in the cooling waters is small and evidently harmless, but
there is a stigma associated with radioactivity that may in-
fluence the sales of fish cultured in the cooling water from
the nuclear plant.

Ecologists have suggested that use of thermal discharges
for fish raising may simultaneously reduce thermal pollution
and provide the inexpensive source of heated water required
for profitable aquacultural enterprises. It may not be pos-
sible to achieve these objectives simultaneously. Aquaculture
produces organic wastes that consume oxygen, metabolic wastes
that stimulate plant growth  euthrophication! and it consumes
oxygen itself. In addition, most of the heat may remain in
the effluent that ultimately flows back into a lake or stream.
These problems lead Coutant �! to question whether the efflu-
ent discharged from the aquacultural facility might cause more
degradation of the receiving water than would heated water alone.

It is too early to estimate whether economically viable
aquacultural systems in the Great Lakes area can be developed
which use thermal discharges as a source of heated water. In
connection with our research we plan to visit catfish raising
facilities where experimental work on use of thermal discharges
has been conducted to get more first hand information on the
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subject. However, I interpret the experimental information to
suggest that economically viable systems of this type might be
developed given a suitable resource commitment. Incentives
might be strong for power companies to develop advanced aqua-
cultural systems in connection with their plant operations if
these firms can find ways to avoid creating aquacultural pol-
lution in the process.

Incentives exist for the development of aquaculture in
the Great Lakes area to replace the declining catCh from the
Great Lakes and provide an economic use for thermal discharges
from power plants. However, a number of technical and economic
problems must be overcome before a viable aquaculture will de-
velop in the Great Lakes area. Whether aquaculture develops in
the region will depend partly upon the outcome of experimental
projects now underway and upon the amount of private and pub-
lic resources committed to aquaculture. If aquaculture does
begin to develop, growers may need to expand efforts to increase
the demand. for fish products in order to obtain further growth
of the industry. If a viable aquacultural industry develops,
it could contribute significantly to the continued economic
growth of the Great Lakes region.
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Recent Developments in Salmonid Aquaculture

Lauren R. Donaldson
College of F isheries
University of Washington

During the last few years the agencies charged with the
responsibility for the regulation of our salmon industry have
been faced with an unusual dilemma--what to do with the hatch-
ery surpluses of both fish and eggs.

In the fall of 1970 a total of 599,811 adult salmon and
125,000 coho "jacks" returned to the hatchery racks at the 26
hatcheries operated by the Washington State Department of Fish-
eries. This great surge of spawning fish, which had survived
the very extensive sport and commercial fisheries in the ocean
and rivers as they returned to the hatcheries, far exceeded
the numbers needed to maintain the hatchery runs.

The migration is complicated by the complexity of the
races that make up the fishery. Many of the "natural" runs are
so depleted that any increase in catch would be disastrous.
However, attempts were made to harvest the excess of hatchery
fish by extending the season, expanding fishing areas, and
concentrating the fishing in congested areas. In spite of the
efforts to harvest the runs, many more fish arrived at the
hatcheries than were needed.

From the surplus fish collected at the hatcheries in 1970,
the State of Washington sold 1,589,664 pounds of "bright" sal-
mon for human food and 2,498,808 pounds of darker colored fish
were processed for animal food. This is a far cry from the
disastrous records of a few years ago when hatcheries had to
rob wild runs to get enough eggs to continue their operations.

1t is too early to calculate exactly the ratio of catch
to escapement for the 1970 brood year, but if we use the ratio
of 1 to 4, as determined for previous years, the hatcheries of
the Washington State Department of Fisheries contributed as
taany as 2,400,000 fish to the catch.

As an insurance that the salmon runs will continue, at
least for the next few years, the State of Washington hatch-
eries in 1970 released a record total of 126,498,234 young
salmon, weighing 2,869,337 pounds, To rear this great number
of fish, the hatcheries used 4,717,391 pounds of food, or 1.64
pounds of food for each pound of salmon released.
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The University of Washington maintains a small experi-
mental hatchery for carrying on research on chinook, sockeye,
coho, and chum salmon, as well as rainbow and steelhead trout.
Fingerlings are released from the experimental hatchery after
a period of rearing. The fish return to the campus pond as
adults after a feeding period in the sea, providing spawn for
continuation of the run, but again there is a great excess
over the number needed.

A total of 3,092 salmon returned during the fall of 1970.
In the return there were 2,806 chinook, 176 coho and 110 sock-
eye salmon. In each case, many more eggs were harvested than
needed to continue the run. The chinook provided the greatest
excess, with over 5,000,000 eggs harvested. From the excess
eggs, 4,030,000 eggs were shipped to others for research or
to start new runs. Table 1 lists the organizations receiving
eggs and the numbers shipped.

Table 1. Chinook salmon eggs transferred from the University
of Washington to other programs, 1970.

TOTAL 4,030,000

In addition to the eggs transferred, 860,051 fingerlings,
which weighed 5,462 pounds, were transferred or released, The
Lummi Indians were given 210,438 fingerlings to start their
aquaculture program. The program of Ocean Systems, Inc. at
Manchester received 455, 123 fingerlings for use in their feasi-
bility study of commercial farming, and the balance, 194,400,
were released into Lake Union to continue the present run.

The Quinault Indians have embarked on a tribal aquacultural

Universit of Washin tcn Ex erimental Batcher

' New York Department of Environmental Conservation
i Pennsylvania State University

Nova Scotia Fisheries Department
! Alpena College, Michigan
,' Oregon State University, Marine Science Center

Natianal Marine Fisheries Service, Auke Bay, Alaska
Quinault Indian Fisheries Development Program
Manchester Marine Aquaculture Program
Japan Salmon Resources Preservation Association

Indian A uaculture Pro rams

Quinault Resource Development Program:

100,000
5D,DOD

150,000
150,000
130,000

5D,OOD
1,300,000

100r000
2,000,000
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program as part of their Resource Development project. The
aim is to increase the production of their lakes and rivers so
that the tribe will have a larger harvest of fish returning
from the sea.

Funds from the Federal Government have helped build a
modern salmon hatchery on a tributary of the Quinault River,
but not enough eggs are available there to stock the hatchery.
The supply of chinook salmon in the Quinault has been reduced
to a token run by overfishing. To rebuild the chinook run,
over a million eggs a year have been given to the tribe from
the University of Washington excess. The eggs have been fer-
tilized with sperm from 5 to 7 male chinooks that were cap-
tured in the Quinault River. It is felt that the interracial
hybrid will have a much better chance of survival in the Qui-
nault system than would nonhybrid stock introduced from another
system

In addition to the chinooks, the hatchery rears and re-
leases coho. A lake rearing program for steelhead fingerlings
is also underway in an attempt to increase the crop in the
Quinault River.

I.ummi Indian AquaCulture Project:

With Office of Economic Opportunity funds, the Lummis
built dikes and ponds and carried out a feasibility study.
Based on this demonstration, the Economic Development Admin-
istration funded the tribe with $1,500,000 to build their own
750-acre commercial production aquafarm. The dike surrounding
the aquafarm was completed by the Lummis on June 4, much to
the surprise of the experts.

The Lummis are now building a fully commercial shellfish
hatchery. The plans are to grow both cultch and cultchless
oysters from the seed produced. In the warm waters of the
ponds the oysters grow very rapidly, doubling their weight
every two weeks between Harch and October. Crassostrea cjiias
 Pacific oysters} can grow from 1/4 to 4 inches in five
months.

A modern salmon hatchery is under construction on the
Nooksack River to provide for the freshwater rearing of the
trout and salmon before they reach the smolt stage and are
transferred to the salt-water ponds for further rearing. In
addition to the 210,438 chinook fingerlings provided the
Lummis, 359,080 rainbow trout fingerlings were given to them
to get their aquafarm underway, To provide for future needs,
342 large rainbow trout of the University's select strain
were transferred to the holding ponds on the reservation.

In order to provide skilled workers for their farm, the
Lummis have car'ried out two year � long training schools, which
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have graduated 78 students, The graduates have covered a
comprehensive course that includes fish nutrition and feed-
ing, fish disease diagnosis and control, fish hatchery opera-
tions, transportation, pond rearing, oyster hatchery opera-
tions  spawning, setting, and rearing!, food algae production
and control, commercial oyster growing, hybridization and
selective breeding.

Commercial Salmon Farmin

A very important piece of legislation, Senate Bill No.
142, was passed by the State of Washington and signed by the
Governor on March 9, l971. This new legislation changes the
old law to make fish farming possible.

The director may authorize by permit the cul-
tivation of food fish and shellfish or other aqua-
tic animals for commercial purposes, also known as
fish farming or aquaculture, under such rules and
regulations as he may prescribe. Cultivation shall
include all aspects of breeding, obtaining eggs or
young of, raising, preparing for consumption or for
market, and marketing of the food fish, shellfish or
other aquatic animals. Cultivation may be permitted
on privately owned uplands, shorelands or tidelands,
as well as on publicly owned uplands, tidelands,
shorelands, or beds of navigable waters in accordance
with procedures established for administration of such
areas.
Operating under a permit from the Washington State De-

partment of Fisheries, Ocean Systems, Inc. is conducting a
feasibility study into the commercial farming of coho and
chinook salmon in pens near manchester in central Puget Sound.
Progress has been good and it now appears that the pilot study
will make the projected goal of marketing 200,000 pounds of
young salmon by December 1 this year.



Aquaculture Research at the

Skidaway Institute of Oceanography

James Andrews
Skidaway Institute
Savannah, Georgia

The Skidaway Institute of Oceanography, a unit af the
University System of Georgia, initiated an aquaculture research
program during the spring of 1969. The initial experimental
work involved adapting the flowing water intensive techniques
utilized. in trout or salmon production to the culture of chan-
nel catfish, penaeid shrimp and flounder. Additional experi-
ments are being conducted on the culture of rainbow trout in
brackish water, sea turtles, stripped bass, pompano, and Palae-
monetes shrimp.

To facilitate the development of economical and effective
methods for high density tank or raceway culture, the program
utilized a multi-discipline approach combining personnel with
backgrounds in nutrition, biochemistry, physiology, crusta-
cean and fishery biology, poultry industry, Japanese methods
of fish culture, engineering, and agricultural economics.

prelitninary results of this work to date indicate that the
multi-discipline approach can be beneficial in the development
of an aquaculture industry which is both modern and efficient
and which can produce a commodity that will be able to compete
with those of other food production industries.

The following section contains summaries of results and
publications in the area of aquaculture at Skidaway 1nstitute.

Catfish Research Pro ram

Original Objective: To develop methods for high density cul-
ture  tank or raceway! of catfish.

Accomplishments  March 1, 1969 to July 1, 1971!

1! Initial culture studies have established that catfish
can be reared in round culture tanks at densities up to 8 lb.
of fish/ft.3 of water �-3!.

a. The highest overall production was obtained at a
projected density of 81b./ft. 3 and an exchange of water every
2hr. The total production/ft. of tank space under these con-
ditions was ll.2 lb./200days qr an extrapolated production of
approximately 20 lb./year/ft, of water.
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b. Under these conditions fingerlings averaging
20 g. at stocking were reared to an average weight of 453 g.
� lb.! in 180 days � months!. The overall survival rate
for this group was 93%. An average weight of 453 g. was
obtained in l60 days at a !ower stocking density   a pro-
jected density of 2 lb./ft ! with a water exchange every
5 hr., but the total production was much less than from
higher density groups.

c. Several high density culture diets were tested
and a diet was developed with which fish were reared from
fingerlings to 1 lb. with a food conversion ratio of 1.6
lb. feed/lb. gain.

2! Environmental studies demonstrated that the ideal
environmental temperature  for best growth rate and foad
conversion! for high density culture of catfish was between
28 and 30 C.  82.4 � 86.6 F.! �-7!,

a. Catfish reared at high temperatures deposited
a higher level of total lipids and a lesser amount of poly-
unsaturate fatty acids in their tissues than those reared
at lawer temperatures.

3! Studies on the utilization of various lipid sources
by catfish have demonstrated that catfish utilize lipids in
the triglyceride molecular form more readily than in the
ethyl ester or free fatty ester form �-9! .

a. These studies also established that beef tallow
and fish oil lipids were more readily utilized by catfish
than lipid supplements containing short chain fatty acids
 C4 and C6!, medium chain fatty acids  C8 and C10!, coca-

nut oil, alive oil, safflower oil or linseed oil.
b. Diets supplemented with high levels of lino-

leic and linolenic acids  " essential fatty acids" for man
and other terrestrial animals! promoted poor growth of
catfish.

4! A study of the effect of varying photoperiod �,
6, 12, 18, and 24 hr./day! indicated that this vaxiahle
had little effect. on growth of catfish under the conditions
of this experiment �0!.

5! Attempts to rear catfish from fry to fingerling
size in tanks indicated that it is possible to carry out
all phases of catfish rearing in high density culture
�1-12!.

6! In a study of the calcium and phosphorus require-
ments of catfish, best growth was obtained with a diet
containing dietary calcium and phosphorus levels of 1,5
and 1% of diet, xespectively. Poor growth, food conver-
sion, low hematocrits and hone ash values were obtained
when the phosphorus level was 0.5% of diet �3!.

7! Catfish fed at a canstant rate �% of biomass
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daily! grew as well when maintained in water which contained
an average oxygen level of 60% of saturation than 100% of
saturation. Extremely poor growth was obtained in groups
maintained at 35% of saturation�4!.

8! Oxygen requirements were determined for various
size catfish in a well-fed, over-night starved, and 3-day
starved condition  l5!.

9! Cooperative studies with the Georgia Experiment
station's Food technology Department revealed that catfish
can be stored in an ice pack for up to 12 days and refrig-
erated for up to 8 days �6!.
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Shrim Culture Research

A research project for intensive mariculture of commer-
cially important penaeid shrimps has been implemented at Skid-
away Institute of Oceanography. During the past year these
studies, funded by the National Sea Grant Program of the Na-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration of the U.S. De-
partment of Commerce, have established preliminary nutritional
and environmental requirements necessary for the culture of
penaeid prawns.

A series of experiments were conducted to determine the
environmental conditions necessary for optimum growth and sur-
vival of adult shrimp �! . A suitable water flow rate, type
of substrate, oxygen level, stocking density, and light in-
tensity were developed through appropriate experimental designs.

Having established these environmental prerequisites, pre-
liminary nutritional studies using purified pel]eted diets have
been conducted during the past year. Physical qualities of
pellets such as length, diameter, texture and binding proper-
ties were tested. Eighteen different diets which varied in
level and quality of protein, carbohydrate, lipid, vitamins and
minerals were evaluatea by growth rate  biomass increase! and
percent survival. Rates of ingestion under given environmen-
tal conditions �-3!, rates of assimilation of specific radio-
active labeled biochemical entities, calorie-protein relation-
ships and respiration rates are currently being studied.

In the experiments described above, excellent survival
rates  90-100% routinely! and growth rates  increases in
biomass of approximately 200%! have been obtained with adult
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Shrimp. FurthermOre, knOwledge Of general feeding behaViOr
and metabolism of penaeid prawns has been increased through a
better understanding of ingestion and assimilation processes
and rates.

Recently, preliminary studies have been initiated on the
lt e oi M crohrechinm r~os nh r ii. rh s p r'ments in-

protein requirements, and stocking densities. Growth and sur-
vival rates have been excellent in the initial experiments.
The potential for commercial culture of the large freshwater
shrimp is promising because of the fact that they can be
spawned in captivity, are aggressive feeders of pelleted feed,
have a fast growth rate and are a high value product,

Several studies are being designed to transform the basic
information obtained in this program into an economically
feasible method for commercial culture of shrimp in this coun-
try. major emphasis will be placed on developing a cheaper
and more effective pelleted diet for shrimp.
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Advisory Services Session Summary

Walter Gray, Session Chairman
University of Rhode I sland

t"arine advisory services were reviewed and discusse«t
in sessions an both days of the conference. Chaired by
walter J. Gray, Director of the marine Advisory Service at
the University of Rhode Island, the sessions provided a forut
for discussion on many facets of advisorv service work, frar
using the media more effectively to identifyina the needs
of marine resnurce users.

In open discussions following presentations by selecte«'.
speakers, the following concepts evolved;

l. Farine advisory services can take many forms:

a . One-to � one relationships with a specific user,
such as a fisheries specialist relayin«s «sear
developments information to a commexcial
fisherman

b, workshops, seminars, conferences

c Publications and information services to spe-
cific audiences as well as the «reneral public

2. In-service seminars and workshops patterned after
the successful marine advisory workshops conducted by Oregon
State University and the University of Rhode Island sre
neeaed. At least two types are called for. one that would
address itself to hi«sh-level administration  directors and
coordinators of federal programs, includina Sea Grant! to
bring about a better understanding of advisory services,
purposes and procedures; and another that would be concerned
with specific types of advisory functions to present pro-
cedural ideas to persons conductina advisory activities.

3. Greater use should be made af mass media. News-
papers, television and radio provide an inexpensive and
effective way of reaching the public . Ha«sazines and trade
journals can be used to reach specific audiences. Mass
media techniques should be a part nf everv advisory services
program.
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4. A variety of published materials can be used to
transmit information, ranqinq from technical reports to ad-
visory bulletins. Publications are only one information
transfer mechanism, however, and should be exposed to scme
evaluative process. Abstracts can be used on some technical
reports . Some publications can be sold to determine true
interest and use.

5. Determination of user need is a lonq-term process.
Seldom is a real need presented in a clean-cut perspective .
One hinderance in need definition is that often the user
daeS nOt reCOqnize hiS Own prOblemS . AsseSsmentS teCh-
niques must be developed by advisory services personnel, who
must often infiltrate the user qroup to fully understand its
needs.

6. Cooperative arrangements between state and federal
agencies and Sea Grant advisory services to accomplish com-
plementary programs should be undertaken without sacrificinq
the autonomous nature c f either croup.

7 Some other nations, such as Norway, have approached
fisheries advisory programs on a greater scale than has the
U.S. Investigation into their methods may provide some suq-
qestions for Sea Grant fisheries advisory work.

8. Although work with fishermen provides tangible evi-
dence of Sea Grant advisory services in an industry where
help is vitally needed, food resources is not the only area
in which advisory services function. Yore needs to be said
about advisory work in such areas as coastal zone manaqement,
marine science education, transportation, and recreation and
tourism developrrent.

9. Advisory services activities are inextricable from
research and education activities. Advisory nersonnel must
be prepared to participate equally with researchers and ed-
ucators in order to keep the three-pranced sea Grant concept
operatinq at its greatest capacity.



What is "Sea Grant Advisory Services?"

Robert E. Harris
University of Washington

In startinq an advisory services program a newcomer
faces several basic hurdles. He knows that advisory ser-
vices is a major area in Sea Grant. But the first hurdle
is � what is it? what is it supposed to do?

Existinq written guidance is found in one short para-
graph on pace 4 of "Suqaestions of Submissian of Proposals ",
NSF 67-18 dated September 1967--and in two equally short
statements in the "National Sea Grant College and Program
Act of 1966", Public Law 89-688, Sectian 204  b! �! and
204  i! �!  C! . The three paragraphs together are not as
helpful as they miqht be in qetting a cohesive prooram
started.

The University of Washinqton finally worked out for
itself  with some rather pointed prndding fram the National
Sea Grant Panel.'! the following. t"hat is advisory services?
A full-time two-way communicatian system between Sea Grant
and the marine communiti.es, What is it suppose to do?
We decided advisary services has three interrelated func-
tions. It is a program that 1! actively seeks infarmatian
on marine resource needs, particulary local ones, 2! initi-
ates response either from the advisory program itself, or
by supplying input to the research and educational programs.
and 3! actively distributes marine resource information to
the peaple who can use it. Once those concepts were estab-
lished, we could plan an advisory proqram oriented to our
local marine situation and the resources that could be
ava i 1 able .

Recently the University of Washington came into passes-
sion of a draft copy of "THE NATIONAL SEA GRANT PROGRAN--
Sugqestions for Subtaissions of Praposals" written by Hal
Goodwin, and dated September 1, 1971. It has a Section
VIII entitiled "SEA GRANT ADVISORY SERVICES", and a copy
appended.* Section VIII includes very helpful information.

The draft Sectian VIII also retains the very necessary
potential for local flexibility and innovation that has
been emphasized in Sea Grant since its beginning. The
broad freedom permitted brings up the basic second hurdle
faced by newcomers. Qnly the local people can determine an
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appropriate mix of advisory services for their particular
region. So there is no set pattern to follow; how our own
program does what advisory services is supposed to do is up
to us  so lone as the Sea Grant Panel. concurs! j And two
points, I think, should be closely watched.

1. Advisory Services is supposed to be for service.
our definition and our customer 's definition can
be different. Our definition may be better, but
always rer ember that his is important.

2. Advisory Services is supposed to provide good and
useful information. !'e r ust be particuhrly care-
~fu with our reproduced materials--and be prudent
in their distribution. Recinients who find ouhli-
catiOns uselesS sooner Or later wender who paid
for them.

A newcomer's third hurdle is the bal]park of rranpower
and r oney involved in a Sea Grant advisorv services pro-
gram. This will of course vary widely with the situations
in each locality. I did however check it out for the estab-
lished advisory services programs in some Sea Crant Colleges,
and I can give you the followinc broad cuidance:

V:, nsu, VHI
Range

Amounts of latest Sea Grants

in AS Programs

And that completes "Harris's Helpful Hints " to people
bugging out their Sea Grant advisory services orograms.
Good luck. If it is any comfort to you, I do not think the
'bugging out" process- � in advisory services programs--ever
s tops,

Full-time equi valent professionals

Full-time eguivalent secretarial

This year's sea Grant Afi supoort

This year's non-federal AS support

$1.1-1.7 million

11.7-17.2~

7-12.5

1.5-4.5

5162-199 thousand

$81-150 thousand
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The following is an excerpt from Hat Caadwin 's draft
o f "The Patiana I Sea Crant Program--Suggestions far Sub-
missions of PrapasaIs", dated September I, l97$

VIII SEA GRANT AbVIShRY SERVICES

"Advisory Services" is a general term for the varietv
af means by which the results of scientific research ar
engineering development are communicated to those who will
apply the results to obtain ecamomic or social benefits .
The methods may include publications, conferences and
seminarS, mass media, or pereonalized extension Services.

Feedback Throu h Advisor Services

In addition ta dissemination of useful information a
self-designed and staffed Sea Grant Advisory Service is also
an improtant source of information and guidance to the Sea
Grant institution, providing a "feedback laop" through which
problems and opportunities, as seen by user communities, may
be cammunicated to program administrators and researchers .

Ad~visor Se toe~so* ts

Sea Grant Advisory Services do nat deal only in infar-
mation developed under Sea Grant; they collect and. prepare
for dissemination from any source information of use to the
cosmunities they serve. Such information may be obtained
fram Federal laboratories, state agencies, busineas and
industry  when not proprietary in nature!, from other Uni-
versities--whether or not part of the Sea Grant system ��
and from other nations. For reasons of credibility, as well
as common courtesy, the source af a particular item is al-
ways given full credit.

Ei~iibj.lit~for Advisar Service Activities

Mormally, Advisory Services are conducted by Sea Grant
Institutions. Nhen such institutions are Land Grant Colleges,
the existing Extension Service may provide an excellent base
on which near or additional activities may be built.

In addition, seperate Sea Grant Advisory Service Pro-
jects are considered when such projects would fill a regional
need.
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I denti f i ca tion o f Audiences

proposals for Advisory Services should identify,
specific terms, the audiences or communities to i>e served,
and should show a history of prior contact with such user
communities, at least to the extent of determininc ~eeds
and the most cost-effective means of filling those needs.



Oregon's Marine Extension Workshop:

Visited and Revisited

Daniel Panahin
Oregon State University "

Prom the outset of Sea Grant, the advisory function
has occupied a crucial role. On the other hand there has
been considerable uncertainty on the part of Sea Grant insti-
tutional recipients on !ust how to implement meaningful
advisory work ~ Zn recent months Oregon State University
decided to respond to this need, and accordingly presented
a marine extension workshop during the sutmaer of 1971.

The concept of the workshop was to provide an oppor-
tunity for those who were employed, or expected to be em-
ployed, in marine advisory work to get together in a struc-
tured program. The workshop focused on consideration of
aspects and dimensions of our marine economy and a dis-
cussion of the philosophy and methods of extension work.

The pilot offering of the workshop was one week in
length, taking place from August 30 � September 3, in Cor-
vallis and Newport, Oregon.

The workshop consisted of a mixture of philosophy and
methods. A variety of presentations was used, including
lectures, discussions, demonstrations, group problems and
a field trip. There was also an individual problem, the
same for everyone and handed out in advance; the partici-
pants were expected to prepare most of their response prior
to the workshop and refine it during the week. The emphasis
of the workshop was on the problem-solving process and on
interaction between people rather than on the correctness
of answers and rote learning.

The results of the workshop have been variously described.
Most agreed that it was a tremendous success. One partici-
pant described the workshop as a "happening ~here he got
high on Monday without the benefit of drugs and stayed high
until Friday afternoon." Another participant called the
week " an exhilarating experience." Certainly, the workshop
was a unique experience and a rare week for those who par-
ticipated.

"Now with the National Sea Grant Office
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Elements of Success

same of the success of the workshop was determined be-
fOrehand. The Warkahap started as a rav idea-which was sub-
sequently challenged, tempered, modified and added to by all
OSU Marine Advisory Program staff mezhers as well as others.
Once the idea survived and developed into a more vital and
comprehensive form. ane person then planned and carried out
the program. Critical decisions were to focus on the prac-
tical rather than on the theoretical, and to pursue a can-
sistent theme throughout the workshop. Another element of
success was requiring applications from praspective parti-
cipants and then making a selection. In this way, the work-
shop was able to stay at a reasonable size �5 participants!
and, at the same time, include a broad variety of partici-
pation in terms of geapraphy, experience, and sub]ect matter
speciality. Yet another factor was the use of individual
and group problems which dealt with real, rather than with
imaginary textbaok problems.

Some further elements of success were associated with
the actual running of the workshop. Fundamental were the
tight organizations, timely execution and businesslike atmos-
phere of the program. Also impartant was the full-time,
whole-hearted participation by all, including the ten Marine
Advisory Program staff members. Another factor was the can-
dor and frankness of the presentations; successes were dis-
cussed but also were failures, frustrations, and difficulties.
And a final elezent was the extentions of the workshop expe-
rience; 'eating, drinking, and sleeping marine extension"
as ane participant described it. Distractions were few; the
week demanded freedam from telephone, appointments, and
mail.

By contrast, critical cansideratian of some af the weaker
areas of the warkshap may prove useful. The most severe
difficulty was the late development of the workshop. The
decisian ta offer the warkshop was not made until april,
brochures were not mailed aut, until early June, and as a re-
sult it was incampletely announced. Zn addition, detailed
infarmation on the warkshap vas not available until July,
posing severe hardships for several prospective participants
as they tried to make plans and arran@ments. Unfortunately,
all Sea Grant institutianal recipients were not represented
at the workshap.

The workshop itself vas too fish-ariented and would have
benefited from fuller attention to all of the areas of Sea
Grant interest and concern. The program was taa dominated
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by Oreqon State University, and another offerinq of the
workshop would do well ta invite athers to make seem of the
presentations. The vorkshap also ended up spending more
time on philosophy than on smthads, in spite af the reverse
intention .

Euture War~ksho s

There vill be another marine extension workshop next
sussser, similar to the first. The warkshap will again be
one veek in length and restricted to 35 participants. There
will be added emphasis on methods. Next susIser's warkshop
will be more oriented to those actively involved in marine
extension work as agents and specialists. A vider variety
of participants, however, is at the same time desirable
and hopefully we can involve selected marine users, researchers,
administrators, and state and federal agency representatives.

Real problems and problem-solving techniques were vital
to the first 'workshop, and even more emphasis vill be placed
on these items. The next workshop vill also schedule more
variety in presentatians, such as increased discussicns,
rale playing, demonstrations, and interacton between parti-
cipants .

What are we really talking about? We are not talking
about a marine extension works~ho as much as ve are about
marine extension work. 'Rfie essence of the caurse dealing
with haw to plan ~an conduct marine extension vark, and hov
to select and train marine extension people.

'Lhe ensuing cosments represent my own feelings and are
not necessarily those of Oregon State UniveLsity. Hov dace
one select a marine extension agent? Withaut question the
prospective agent must be competent in the subject-matter
field. But more than his academic qualifications is that
of his personality: the ability to get along vith people,
a genuine liking far peaple. and skill at working effectively
with them. How does one train a marine extension agent?
Hy answer is that the best training comes thraugh on-the-
job experience supplemented by periodic workshops.

Same have said Oregan State University Shauld estab-
lish a marine extension institute. If it does, it
should not offer regular academic courses a term in length.
If it dace, it should not offer graduate degrees. If Ore-
gon State does establish a marine extension institute, it
shauld offer a series of onemeek varkshops, perhaps two
to four a year. Same of these should be general in their
treatment, like the first workshop and like the one proposed
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for next summer. Others should be more speciaLized; early
prospects include public information, marine science educa-
tion, marine extension field work, and a marine extension
workshop for Sea Grant administrators.

Finally, if Oregon's marine extension workshop was a
success, success must not then be measured by attendance in
university graduate courses, or by marks received, or even
by friendships made. Rather, success must be measured by
how marine extension programs are different and better as
a result of the workshop.



Working with the Media

ArthUr i sbit
R utgert University

The basic principles of successful media relations are:
delivering yaur message in terms your audience is accustomed
to understand; and providinq material whose quality matches
the minimum standards af the various media you want to sup-
ply-

Successful media relations requires a degree of empathy
that puts you mentally into the thinking pattern of your
constituents. You must use language they understand, yau
must respect the limits ta their reading and listening abil-
itiies and you must scrub your message clean af words, sen-
tence length and paragraph length that may cause your au-
dience to lose interest in what you have to say.

Print media ideally want your copy to supplement the
copy staff writers supply to their editors after returning
fran an assignment. If editors react to your capy by having
to rewrite it, then your message acceptability suffers . If
you can provide copy whose style indicates an appreciation
of journalistic professionalism, you' ll achieve more fre-
quent successful placement .

If you have no background in either the mechanics af
newspaper or radio writing or a voice that carries overtones
of confidence, seek out people at your university who can
help you with the necessary coaching and advice or take the
oppartunity to audit a course teaching these techniques.

your task is one you 'll readily understand
time in a newsroom when the morni.ng mail
caoyreaders begin exar.ininq the daily f]ow

Your material must compete with what ar-
Lbag for the limited space in the "news hole "

releases end up as waste paper because they
t to the local audience, lack in news story

like copy for an advertisement.

The size of.
if you spend any
arrives, and the
of news releases
rives in the mai
tAost of the news
are not pertinen
quality or sound
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Zf you supply taped programs tc radio stations, you
must deliver a combination of copy quality and voice quality
that fits the imaqe a radio station has  ar imagines it has! .
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li'riting for print media is easier than creatinc mater-
ial for radio. Radio material is easier than creating ma-
terils for television.

Writing for print media requires only the ability to
use words . Radio material recuires an appreciation for words
and voice quality . Television material requires those two
and visual quality besides. If you fancv yourself as hav-
ing television potential, you must deliver language, voice
quality and the indefinable somethina called "personality".

In all three kinds of media, you must become your own
most severe critic, if you are determined to be the source
of material. You must be just as severe as if you will be
hiring someone to put out those kinds of material, because
your ir,age hangs on what vou vill distribute.

In all media, learn to express yourself in the active,
not passive voice. Write or talk, to sr me particular imagi-
nary fisherman, charter-boat owner, or shipwright. That
will keep you from foundering, or floundering, in a sea of
your' own murky verbiage . Remember ihst 'verbiage " is "ver'bal
garbage' commonly found as a pollutant in channels of com-
munication.



Evaluating Publications: An Educated Guess

Latha Miloy
Texas A&M University

Perhaps the largest information system in the nation--
as far as universities are concer'ned -- is that of the land
grant institutions. Sea Grant should be aware of this system
in order to learn from its successes and to improve upon its
mistakes.

In 1968 Pennsylvania State University put out a pamphlet
on "Publications Work" for extension services and agricultural
experiment stations in 33 land grant universities. These
schools accounted for 7,222 publications at that time, costing
$3 million. Iowa topped the list with 920. The average num-
ber of publications was 219 �92 extension and 27 experiment
stations!.

Add to these the U.S. Department of AgriCulture's Office
of Information 2,900 publications, plus the Forest Service
efforts, and you get some idea of the magnitude of agricultural
publications. Between 40 and 50 percent of these publications
go into county agent offices.

Sea Grant has the advantage of capitalizing on the fore-
running land grant operations. We already have begun to do so
in our publications efforts. Sea Grant has, for instance, di-
rected much of its printed material toward extension service-
type documents -- advisory bulletins. I.ike land grant, some
Sea Grant institutions are progressing toward a distinct split
between extension and research. I believe we should think
carefully before committing ourselves to this dichotomy.

Even though Sea Grant is young, we seem to have scored
well since 1968 when the first awards were made. As of October
1, 1911, an estimated 500 publications -- including journal
reprints -- have come from Sea Grant sponsored activities.

In spite of our obvious ties to land grant, there are some
important differencea between the two concepts. Agricultural
information has taken almost a century to evolve. The develop-
ment has been steady, evolving slowly and serving a prime tar-
get audience that has been steadily decreasing in number. In
the U.S. today, agriculture feeds 200 million Americans plus
another 160 million around the world, yet it employs less than
5 percent of the population. And the percentage is still
shrinking. This is a tribute to the success of land grant
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developments.

Harine resources information systems, like Sea Grant,
cannot identify a target audience as readily. Sea Grant is not
solely concerned with food production.

Another difference between the two is that of a rapidly
developing technology. The three innovative stages -- discov-
ery, application, and impact -- no longer require 50 years to
complete. Before 1920, the average time span between appli-
cation and peak production of household appliances was 34 years.
By 1959, the lag had shrunk to only 8 years.

Publications and other information mechanisms for dissemi-
nation of the results of the technological engine must be pre-
pared to perform in this compressed time cycle.

It is fairly evident, also, that Sea Grant must deal with
greater concentrations of people. Forty-five percent of the
nation's population lives and works in the Sea Grant laboratory,
the coastal zone. The thrust, then, is urban rather than rural.

Educationally the Sea Grant audience of today is vastly
different from the initial land grant audience. For one thing,
Americans have received more formal education in public schools.
Nore importantly, they have been exposed to a dramatic change
in information "inputs." The ordinary citizen of the present
industrial society is flooded with a maze of messages, care-
fully edited to achieve the greatest impact.

Those who read newspapers spend 52 minutes a day at this
task. In addition, the ordinary citizen is surrounded by other
printed messages. He takes in between 10,000 and 20,000 word.s
per day. He hears -- through radio and television -- another
20,000 to 25,000 words,

If he is a scientist or engineer, he also is exposed to a
rising volume of scientific journals and articles. Kore than
100,000 reports and 450,000 articles and papers are generated
from the U.S. government alone. Worldwide, the science and
technology literature amounts to 60 million pages annually and
the volume is doubling every 15 years.

All this constitutes a constantly rising pressure of en-
gineered messages bombarding today's man. And into this sea
of information we have launched a tiny tub called Sea Grant.

The foregoing statistics should provide some stimulus for
the thinking writer/editor. With four years of effort to re-
flect upon, Sea Grant must slow down long enough to ask some
important questions.

�! Where are we going in our publications/information
effort?
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�! What are the most effective means of reaching a
specific audience?
What types of published material are needed?
are we flexible enough to bend easily with techno-
loqical changes and with public demands'?
Are we addressing ourselves to the real needs of
the information user?
Sow do we know whether or not we are successful?

�!

When we begin to ask these questions, there are no easy
answers.

As a scientific discipline, the study of information needs
and uses is largely a semi-enlightened trial and error proce-
dure. The predictive value of communications theory is still
very poor. The understandinq of information uses involves a
mixed clustering of several areas of behavioral science; it is
not a coherent research area. Information needs vary with
time, user, purpose, location, and alternatives.

Publications: Pur oses and Processes

Because it is the one I know best, the Texas AsH Univer-
sity Marine Resource Information operation will be used to il-
lustrate some of these points.

First, let me define "evaluation." Since Sea Grant pub-
lications are generally educational in nature and their evalua-
tion is tied to behavioral science, the definition comes from
the Dictionary of Education: "Evaluation . . . the process of
ascertaininq or judging the value or amount of something by
careful appraisal."

In order to determine the value of a publication, one must
revert to the reason why the publication came about, and then
apply some yardstick to see how well the publication meets the
purpose.

For example, Sea Grant 70's was developed with the speci-

been, in fact, an accession list for Sea Grant reports. The
story line which accompanied this bibliographic listing was de-
signed as a modified abstractinq technique. The result was a
running narrative on Sea Grant publications. To those who
expected a newsletter on current Sea Grant events, it was not
successful. To those who wanted tangible evidence of Sea Grant
accomplishments in the form of published works, it was a
success, The measurement, then, must be tied to the purpose.

Five categories of publications and purposes for each have
been developed at exas AaN. Some elementary evaluative devices
are also underway.
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�! Public Information. Though really not publiCatiOns,
news releases an magazrne articles are important and fairly
inexpensive ways of reaching the public. They are part of the
image-building for the program. Characterized by use of a wide
variety of news media, the purpose af public information is to
create an awareness of a new development, to present newsworthy
information,

One measure is easy to apply in this category. How many
newspapers or TV stations carried the message? Clipping ser-
vices should be used occasionally to get a true measure. Host
charge 10 cents a clipping and will monitor a variety of print
media.

with the news media, toog another' evaluative device comes
into play. The judgement of the newspaper editor or TV sta-
tion. When you put your information in the same marketplace
as the Viet Nam war, campus riots, and international affairs,
it must be able to hold its own.

At a Sea Grant workshop with Texas news media representa-
tives we were reminded nat to jeapardize our credibility with
media by overexposure. Don't flood the media with trival news.

Some general criteria for public information, especially
as it applies to magazine coverage, include:

Content
Informative value -- timeliness, newsworthiness,
sub]ect matter.

II. Style
~seadahitit � gramm, sentence length, organ
zzatxon.

III. Approach
Treatment --- interpretative, explanatio~ of
tests ctntca phrases.
~Photo a ha � good quality, strengthen story.
A earance -- neat, well-spaced source iden-
t rcatron, clearly reproduced.

I personally believe that Sea Grant should make a concen-
trated effort to use the existing media to its fullest. The
audience has already been identified, the distribution system
is handled by someone else, and the costs are greatly reduced.
An important drawback, however, is that the feedback system is
hampered.

�! General Information. Publications are designed to
create program awareness and explain a position or problem.
The audience is still the general public with emphasis on lay
leaders. In our system, the purposes of general publications
are fairly vague, making it mare difficult to evaluate them.
How do you know when you have "created an awareness" of a pro-
gram or a position7 One way is to set up a good feedback sys-
tem. Hake wide use of these publications at meetings and
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workshops and thereby create the right atmosphere for feedback.
Provide sample materials to groups who may be able to use this
material in their own meetings and programs. Responses from
readers or users also can be solicited in survey or question�
aire form. As a measurement device, surveys can show how the
publication was used but cannot, of course, show cause and
effect.

Reader response is a measurement device. A recent article
in our newsletter, Universit and the Sea, on sludge disposal
through bioengineering techniques has caused a torrent of let-
ters -- almost 100 -- requesting additional information. Since
January, 2,600 persons have written, asking to receive infor-
mation and to be placed on our distribution lists.

The American Association of Agricultural College Editors
holds an annual contest for land grand agricultural publica-
tions. Some of the criteria used by the judges, who are them-
selves usually agricultural editors, include the following,
rated on a 5-point scale:

I. General appearance and function of publication
Appeal or Impact  appeal to specific audience!
Title suitability
Function  fulfill purpose!
Originality
Quality
Relationship of Production Elements  how well
does it go together!

II. Design
Size
Layout
Color or White Space
Cover
Continuity  organization!
Use of illustrations
Deaign by typographic elements

III. Copy Elements
Headlines  tell the story!
Writing/Editing  clear and interesting!
Audience-oriented
Effective message

IV. Production
Typography  sharp, clear!
Printing  uniform, sharp!
Binding  trim and fold!

In addition, judges are asked to comment on the publica-
tion. In "county fair" fashion, publications are then awarded
red, blue or white ribbons. Although this is a judgement by
a peer group, it at least directs itself to some of the ele-
ments necessary for a good publication.

�! Technical-Scientific reports provide a method for
disseminating highly discipline-oriented research results.
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They provide more rapid and more detailed reporting than jour-
nal articles. The distribution is limited generally to others
with a professional expertise in the same or similar area.
This is the publications category generally attributed to the
agricultural experiment station aspect of land grant. For Sea
Grant it is the classification which is often left to fall
through the slats. Actually, technical reports may be the most
important element we have going for us, for they provide the
basis for what could become advisory bulletins addressed to
specific user groups. Because of this poss4bility, technical
reports should not be overlooked in Sea Grant information sys-
tems, nor should they be left completely to the principal in-
vestigator.

Generally, the project leader will write a report, produce
enough copies of it to satisfy his grant requirement, keep
three or four on his shelf, and forget about the rest of the
world. To overcome this problem, at Texas AN we have estab-
lished a fairly elaborate technical report system that is de-
signed to take the load off the project person and place it in
the Department of Marine Reeources Informaticn.

Project leaders are instructed to contact the department
when they have technical reports ready for press. Department
personnel read the document, edit it where necessary, see that
it is printed in a quantity sufficient to meet the needs we
foresee, and handle the distribution. Recently we have also set
up an informal review panel of project leaders who have agreed
to act as reviewers for some technical reports.

With technical reports running as long as 100 to 200 pages,
this process can get expensive and time consuming. As the man-
datOry distribution list from national Sea Grant expands, tech-
nical reports can quickly eat up the publications budget. For
the first year of the marine resources information program, we
strictly abided by the national Sea Grant program rules and
everybody on the list got a technical report -- whether they
wanted it or not. We have since begun a new system, however,
and we think it will reduce the number of technical reports that
are simply shelved or filed in the round file.

Aside from five copies to national Sea Grant and 50 copies
to NOAA for use by the Naticnal Technical Information Service,
we now send out abstracts for every technical report. These
are color coded. Those who receive free copies get a green a
abstract and those who will be charged $3.00 get a purple ab-
stract. Sale of publications is at least one measure of
effectiveness.

It's still early to say precisely how the system is work-
ing but we feel like we have begun to identify specific audiences
for technical reports' Already we have sold 60 technical re-
ports. AS the Syetem prOgresses, we will COntinue to build up
our distribution list of those who will receive abstracts.
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Since technical reports are generally directed to scientists
and engineers, we did some searching for information about what
types of publications these users need. Briefly, here are the
results of some recent research:

-- All make heavy use of personal collections and files.
-- Teachers make more use of abstracts,

Researchers make heavier use of announcements of new
publications and they also indicate a strong desire
for annotations and abstracts in bibliographic list-
ings.
Scientists also show a heavy use of periodicals with
a strong interest in faster receipt of new publications.
All make less use of library catalogs and reference
librarians than any other available source.
Informal communications channels still remain the most
readily used. The importance of these channels was
brought out in the report by the Committee on Scien-
tific and Technical Information tSATCOK! of the National
Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engi-
neering. A recommendation for national policy from
that report deals with encouraging research sponsors
to provide adequate opportunity for i~formal communi-
cations at, meetings and through reasonable travel
policies.

�! Advisor Bulletins furnish information written in
easily understoo language and are designed to transfer tech-
nical or scientific information to a specifically identified
user audience. These types of publications are the backbone
of the advisory element of Sea Grant. The identification of
a specific audience is the work of the advisory service per-
Sonnel. The COntent Of the bulletin iS baSed upan the Obeer-
vations made by advisory service people and the feedback as to
its usefulness generally comes from these specialists.

In advisory bulletins, one of the most critical decisions
is audience identification. If a specialist, for example, is
assigned to assist the fishing industry he must know a great
deal about this group and he must have some notion of where the
industry is headed in the years to come. On the Gulf coast,
the trend is toward fishing companies and corporations as
shrimp fleet owners. Is the audience to be reached the actual
man on the boat or the manager of the company who will make the
decisions7 The information contained in the advisory bulletin
depends upon the answer to this question. The input to a cor-
poration executive will be considerably different from one to
an individual fisherman.

Feedback from the user provides valuable insight into the
effectiveness of advisory bulletins. make sure these channels
remain open. I have some serious reservations about the ar-
bitrary placement of advisory bulletins in county agent offices.
It seems to me that this is a dead end street so far as follow-
up is concerned.
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The same criteria for style and format that were outlined
in general publications also apply here.

�} Educational materials are generally publications to
be used in c assroom presentations ranging from technical
schools to university level. Syllabi, class notes and outlines
are developed to assist in the creation of new courses and
curricula. At Texas A6M these are usually interim publications
for use before final presentation to an outside publisher. The
audiences are the teachers and instructors who use the material
in the classroom. Feedback from students helps to revise this
first draft approach before final printing.

Like technical reports, the evaluation for this type of
publication before printing is internal through peer proup re-
view. Limited quantities are produced and the cost of produc-
tion is generally part of the project grant. The Department
of Marine Resources Information is involved simply to help the
project leader and to keep track of what's going on in the
educational proqram. In some instances, such as the material
developed for a recent short course in acoustics, an outside
demand for the publication can be identified in advance. In
these cases, educational materials are handled like technical
reports.

Conclusion

One of the real difficulties in evaluating publications
is that they constitute only one element in a communications
system. Publications are tools in the Sea Grant proqram, rep-
resenting one way to transmit information. In a sense they
are service products for the three Sea Grant areas � � education,
research, and advisory services. The degree of success attri-
buted to publications can be assessed. only when the whole sys-
tem is considered.

Some evaluative devices are available to Sea Grantees
which do not involve complicated and costly surveys. Some of
these have been presented here:

 l! Audience identification
�! Use of information by mass media
�! Responses from readera
�! Quality control of publications
�! Sale of publications
�! Identification of user needs through surveys,

personal contact
�! Internal review systems
 8} Requests for additional information

Evaluation of the whole information transfer system involves
a complex interaction of many variables. At this stage of the
art, assessment is little more than educated guess.
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Identifying User Needs

William Wick
Oregon State University

There will never be enough sianey for us to be all things
to all people, even if that foolish desire was our goal.
Yet to provide the thrust which sea Grant fathers envisioned
and many cf us espoused � we had better find ways to be use-
ful to the broad spectrum of marine resource users.

Although each of us frcwe a university or agency is cces-
fronted with industry users needs, the identification of
real problems can cause many headaches and much stumbling
in the dark. Further, after identification, selection of
those projects which: 1! we are capable of doing sottmthing
about, considering backup resources; 2! we have. reasonable
chances of accomplishing, given tine and staff; 3! contain
a mix of high and low profile emissions--to keep funds alive
and clients happy; and 4! relate to a set of long-range
goals, can cause all of us to lie a~ake at night and sweat
during the day.

Marine Advisory Program goals at oregon state University
are designed to contribute to increased employment opportu-
nities in marine-related industries, to encourage more com-
plete and efficient use of marine resources, and to improving
public understanding of the ocean's potential and Limitatiions.
Intertwined with this is the hope to develop human resources
of "sea people' thereby contributing talent to the pool of
cotstiunity leadership.

Thus, as we set about stalking our prey" it is neces-
sary for us to have a plan--to act instead of react. Univer-
sities, save the few with a true service interest, are some-
what cautious about permitting the uncleansed public to sully

our" disciplines--or interfere with favorite research topics.
The indentification of industry needs, therefore, can be both
an internal and external project for the aspiring marine ad-
visory program. Ctmpounding the situation, there is not true
ocean "constituency" such as that: enjoyed by identity of Labor,
farm, and environtimntal ist blocs. tee have a unique oppor-
tunity to help build an Anmrican ocean constituency through
development af a cooperative, symbolic partnership with mariners.
In so doing, we might help to solve a few "needs."
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Let 's turn a bright, young marine extension agent loose
in a seaport town. He may have a bag full of goodies to sell,
but where are the buyers? If we accept the music hall song
which goes "you' ve got to know the territory" how daes he
learn the territory? There may be many steps involved and
easier ways af doing it, but I look upon it this way:

A! Systematize . Study all the demographic and geo-
graphic data you can find. Learn what makes the
segments of your marine industry tick .

B! Infiltrate . Tat them teach you. Get to be an
"insider" with the groups you hape to help. This
may require a change of dress, speech, and habits--
either up or down. Make the graup's interest your
interest. Continue this until you have acceptance
and trust. Endurance is required. You may never
make it.

C! Identify the leaders. Leaders in name may nat be
leaders in fact. Who are the "movers and shakers"
or the power shakers' ? " Wha is the true majority?

D! Request THEIR help-- to design research and training
programs of the university oz' the agency that you
represent.

E! During steps A thraugh D, the priority needs of the
industry segment should begin to surface. An advi-
sory committee cauld have been formed in stages C
and D, perhaps not formally. At this point you may
consider development of and/or identificatian af
permanent standing committees and same of the ad
hoc camnittees which will be needed. At this step
also it may be safe to ask your clients what prob-
lems they have. Probably you have already found
out.

F! Isolate the need. Define with industry how ta
solve it through the use of either formal or in-
farmal committees .

G! You may never obtain full concensus, sa after this
series of steps charge ahead. Don't be surprised
if the needs turn out to be sacial rather than
technical.

The programs for identifying marine industry-user needs
elaborated above pinpoints a number af my biases. These
include:

1! A need ta enlist for the long haul in this education-
for-action program. Most identified needs will not
be solved overnight. Preparing the recipient to
confide his need ta us takes time.
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2! Recagnize that our clients  students, audience!
have needs  problems!, but universities have depart-
zsnts ~

3! Our marine advisary staff must be committed ta in-
formal education. This is a difficult role for most.
It implies working with people where they are  tech-
nically and socially! . It is not very convenient
at times � the 8 ta 5 grind is not enough . It re-
quires close contact with clients.

4! At the university level, the extension educator
must continually rebuild its credentials to be ac-
cepted by his research caunterpart. He must main-
tain a close association with research people and
provide inputs to research throuqh 'such avenues as
identification af research projects.

5! Evaluation af marine advisory program effarts takes
place in several areas. An impartant evaluator is
the "gut feeling" about what happened in a particular
project of event. Although we have to justify pro-
grams to renew funding, untimately the only evalua-
tion that. counts is fram within the marine communities.
Did the marine advisory program -make a difference7

There are simpler more direct methods of identifying
marine-resource users needs. For example, when a series of
wild Oregan winter eorms eroded a luxury housing beach spit
area it was an easy task to gather l25 homeowners from all
over the United States to discuss what would be done to alle-
viate the prablem. %then the Russian fleet, mare than 100
ships strong, turned up off the Oregon coast in 1966, it was
not difficult to gather a graup of fishermen ta talk about
the Russian prablem. Focal points like these provide appar-
tunities to canvene a conference or workshop. Thus, another
keystone in identification is timing. Patience is also a
virtue. It's difficult to sell fallout shelters until a
bamb is izxLinent. Remember,however, that interest is often
clouded by emotion instead af fact, and a lang-term educa-
tianal project may suffer from the emotion. At times both
short- and long-term methods of planning and identification
of need can be combined. This fall the Paaific Sea Grant
Advisory Program hopes to combine same elements of bath ze-
thods in determini.ng regional needs.

Media can play a fruitful role in develapinq awareness,
creating interest, and sometimes obtaining polarizatian.
Once again care must be used to interpret thi,s as an educa-
tional program. At times, even the best media program
may have a "gee whiz" effect, but not an educational impact.
The various visual and printed methods are essential tools
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toward an educational end rather than an end in themselves.

We all recognize that there are pitfalls involved in
attempting to identify client needs. These pitfalls may ex-
tend back ta staffing patterns for eur extension personnel.
Bob Abel  Director, National Sea Grant Program! remarked re-
cently, "Advisory education must be an art, not a science."
Extension educators are first and foremost practicing
sociologists. Although we talk about natural resources and
technical problems, we are actually dealing with human re-
sources and human problems. We use a technical matrix around
which to construct the social action modal. What we are
really attempting to do is change--change the industry and
change the people within the industry. If change is unde-
sirable. in my opinian the extension education pxogram is
not needed."

In summary, identification of user-industry needs is
a vital step in development of a useful marine advisory pro-
gram. The marine extension effort currently underway in the
United States is an idea whose time has come, but how diffi-
cult it seems to get going. The extension prablem, simply
stated~ is how ta get people and knowledge together. This
problem requires far more than putting out bits and pieces
of information ta legitind.ze what has already happened. It
is more difficult than captive classroom teaching. Zt re-
quires working on many educatianal levels with a broad group
af interest aseng our clients. Perhaps most impartantly, it
requires the best staff educators we can find, train, and
de ve lop .

Identificatian af industry users needs, when dane cor-
rectly, is a slow process and a continuous process. There
are no real shortcuts to take the place of a casznitment ta
the long haul of informal education for a wide variety of
marine industry and public interest needs.



Our Marine Extension Commitment

J. David Alrnend
N ationa I Marine F isheries Service
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association

We in the National Marine Fisheries Service recognize
that it is absolutely essential that the NMFS and the Sea
Grant Program demonstrate through expanded cooperation
"action" programs, a united and coordinated effort in the
planning, implementation, conduct and evaluation of user
oriented programs. Before we can have meaningful cooper-
ation, all must realize that each agency or cooperator has
complimentary capabilities and resources. These capabili-
ties and resources must be identified and somehow meshed
together in "action pragrams if we are to have an effec-
tive aoaanic education and technology transfer efFort in
this country. It is essential, therefore, that those of
us in HMFS understand and recognize what Sea Grant is do-
ing.

Development and expansion of grassraots education and
technology af transfer pragrams for marine resource users
must also include a caaperative effort between other gov-
ernment and state agencies, universities, industry trade
associations and professional societies. In Challen e af
the Seven Seas  William Morrow and Company, Inc.!, C a me

Science and Technalogy Cotmaittee af the National Citizen 's
Commission an International Cooperation. In their report
issued at the end of the International Coaperatian Year, the
Commission painted aut that: ". . . the application of tech-
nology does nat take place automatically or easily but is
an extraordinary complex and difficult process. Moreaver,
in many cases political and social progress must take place
befare the introduction of new technolagy is feasible. A
concerted cooperative attack an the aver-all-prablem, there-
fore, is required."

Expanded, coordinated grassroots programs for marine
resource users is a major key ta insuring innovatian and
improving the economic stability while preserving the inte-
grity of the marine environment.

Obviausly, there is already a great deal of understand-
ing and togetherness on the part of the NMFS and Sea Grant.
Clearly, we will have imsmese opportunities for expanding
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and cooperation between us. During the splendid warkshop
on Marine Extension Methodalagy held recently at Oregon
State University, I painted out that our agency has
long recognized its responsibilities to be a more effective
partner and caoperator in fisheries extension work, but have
simply not been able to, in all cases, respond to the needs
and opportunities in the conduct of our extensian activities.

Be that as it may, the facts are that we routinely per-
form--and have been routinely performing for many years--
numerous valuable extension activities in each of our re-
qions. Our work includes denenstrations, warkshaps, and
on-site visits regarding fishing gear, marketing, process-
ing and packaging fishery products and on-and-off-vessel
sanitation; forecasting intelligence on the location af
fish stocks and even the funding of extensian activities
through Federal Aid  P.L. 88-309! . Conservatively, we are
annually spendinq over 2 million dallars on identified ex-
tension activities at the present time .

Perhaps our most successful extension activities have
been performed by professionals in aur marketing program
and in our food and fishing gear technology programs. NMFS
marketing staff has pioneered in fishery related educational
activities with wholesale and retail food persannel, food
editors, mass feeders and others. Their efforts have pro-
vided a better understanding of the merchandisinq and util-
ization of sea food and its importance in our daily diets.
Our food technologists, while being primarily research ori-
ented, have contributed greatly ta the improvement of fish
pracessing methods, in packaging and storing fish praducts
and in developinq new and safe products from the sea. Our
fishing qear researchers have worked closely with leading
commercial fishermen to put the latest fishing gear tech-
nological developments inta practical use.

Other examples of the NMFS's involvemnnt in fisheries
extension programs include our Albacore Advisary Program
in cooperation with Oregon State University's Sea Grant
Albacore Central PrOgram; P.L. 88-309 funding Of fiSheries
extension programs such as those in Maryland, Florida,
Massachueetts and Maine; and informational and educatianal
SerViCeS prOVided by Our StatietiCS and Market NewS Staffz.
There are many other exampleS. Many af Our accomplishmentS
were achieved through the personal caamitment and concern
of certain of cur staff. They simply saw a problem and
did what they could to solve it. I appreciate this ad hoc
work more and more as I become more knawledgeable about the
NMFS's programs and activities in our five regians.
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In many respects, our historic modis o~erandi could be
compared to a "picket fence." we have a mMut~tuik of pro-
grams oriented to users groups with a few "connecting slats"
 coordinating mechanisms! between the pickets  programs! .
The Advisory Commissionon Intergovernmental Relations calle
this a "vertical functional autocracy"  Tenth Annual Report,
Jan. 1969!. Former Governor of North Carolona, Terry Stan-
ford, was speaking of this when we wrote: "The lines af
authority, the concerns and interest, the flow of money, and
the direction of programs run straight down like a number
of pickets stuck into the ground. There is, as in a picket
fence, a connecting cross slat but that does little to sup-
port anything. In this metaphor it stands for the Govern-
ment. It holds the pickets in line; it does not bring them
together. The picket � like programs-- are not, connected
at the bottom"  Storm Over the States, HcGraw-Hill Book Co.,
1967 p. 80! .

We in the NMFS are excited about the opportunities to
build and expand "connecting slats" with Sea Grant programs
through the expansion of coordinating coeenunication mech-
anisms.

In October 1970, a number of historic events took place,
not the least of which was the establishment of the NNFS
Extension Division. This served to formalise and expand the
NNFS Extension program. New emphasis and direction provided
under NHFS, tOgether With enthueiastic interest, cOnCern and
support from many sectors, has made clear that extension has
a crucial role to play in meeting NOAA commitments to living
marine resource users. The new role of extensions in NNFS
is currently being finalised and we are in the process af
implementing a 10 Step Action Plan.

By way of definition, extension, within the NNFS, is
an interMisciplinary activity that uses an informal prob-
lem oriented educational and informational process. This
involves the interpretation and dissemination of practical
use of marine research results and available resources to
fisheries related users. It is the caamunicative link be-
tween the researcher and the user that converts problems
to opportunities in a manner most responsive to "real life"
situations.

The mission of the Extension Division complements the
mission of the NNFS and NOAA. Specifically, it is tO imple-
ment and insure an effective, expedient and cooperative
system for providing NOAA and NNFS information, technology
and expertise on living marine resources to commercial,
recreational, educational and esthetic user groups in a
manner nest responsive to their needs . In acccmplishing
this mission, wa vill be guided by the following ob!ectives:
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Expedite the identification and solution of user
problems .

Encourage more effective use of living marine re-
sources'~

2.

3 ~ Promote a greater understanding of living marine
resources and their environment.

4. Minimise user conflicts through an awareness of
technical and scientific knowledge.

5. Expand opportunities for mar'ine resources users.

Enhance the innovation and increase economic
stability of the fishing industry.

6 ~

The NMFS extension program ie following a ten step prc-
gram for FV 12 and early 1913.

Ste l: Com letion of a Prp ram Develo ent Plan

NMFs Extension officials are developing a comprehensive
program development plan that will serve as a "road map" to
outline "where we are, " "where we want to go, " "how we 're
going to get there" and "how we will evaluate our efforts.

Ste 2: Memoranda of Understandin

Internally, we will be striving to develop appropriate
coordinating mechanisms between the Extension Division and
other program divisions within the NMFS. This is necessary
so that we may achieve the maximum program efficiency and
prevent duplication of effort within the NMFS.

We can no Longer afford to operate as a "vertical func-
tional autocracy." We feel that both formal and informal
working relationships with certain Federal and State agencies
are essential. We view this as crucial to the negotiation
Of "Memaranda Of Underatanding" With SuCh grcupe aS the
USDA Extension Service  and possibly State Cooperative Ex-
tension Services!, the Office of Business Services in the
Department of Commerce and the Office of Sea Grant. We re-
cognise that many splendid examples of cooperative programs
and relationships already exist between these agencies and
the NMFS. It ie Our reepcnaibility to build upon these
splendid relationships and to expand them to the point that
the great work presently underway in some places becomes
common practice throughout the country. We are initially
working with the Office of Sea Grant in order to insure a
coordinated program for marine extension/advisory programs
within NOAA.
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We have the greatest accumulation of marine fisheries
related talent and expertise in the world. You and others
assaciated with state agency-and/ar university-based exten-
sion programs must have more videspread access to this
great reservoir of expertise and the knovledge and nev
technology they develop and/or posses. For us to effectively
da this, we need your suggestions and comments.

Ste 3: Re lanai Staf fin

We are moving to organize within each of our regions
a modest extension staff. They vill develop working re-
latianships and communication channels with fisheries and/
or marine extension workers and leaders. They will also be
working ta organize and expand on-going extension programs
within NMFS and vill provide a more organized appraoch to
obtain "feedback" from universities, state agencies, indus-
try and other graups within their region. The Regional
Extension staff will be an azm of the Nwe's Regianal Direc-
tar but «ill be required to work closely with the Washing-
ton Office on matters of program planning and implementa-
tion sa as to assure a well coordinated program through-
out the nation.

Our regional extention staff vill start small and will
be expanded as needs and opportunities dictate. We have na
desire oz intention of providing "on the dock" and in the
processing plant" services to the users, except in special
situations. We feel that, in most cases, this is the re-
sponsibility af the states and universities, particularly
Sea Grant institutions. where such services are presently
lacking we will not hesitiate ta continue, and funds per-
mitting, expand our effarts to provide needed extension
services. It is quite clear ta us that the jab to be done
is so extensive and so complex that no one agency, group,
university or state can do the job alane. We must poal
our resources and talents to the maximum extent possible.

Ste 4: Fisheries Extension Publications

Historically, the NMFS has maintained a fairly steady
flow of scientific and technical documents, reports and
publications relative to fishery matters. In recent years,
we have also published a number of attractive booklets on
fi sh cookery . Informal, easy-to-understand publications

are important tools for extention publications that will
assure an organized means for the dissemination, in published
form, of NMFS and NOAA research in a non-scientific and less
technical fashion.

The Extension Division will provide a focal point vith-
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in NMFS far the preparatian of extension publicatians and
will closely coordinate its efforts with other pragrams
divisions of NMFS and appropriate offices elsewhere' We see
many opportunities for the joint preparation of fishery
related Sea Grant materials and publicatians. We are im-
pressed, for example, with what the Pacific Sea Grant Advisory
Program  PASGAP! is doing relative to publication af bul-
letins and other materials that have multi-state appli-
cation . The northwest states Cooperative Extention Services
has demonstrated that this can work efficiently on agri-
cultural subjects. PASGAP is praving that it can work
equally as well with fisheries and marine-related subjects .
The New England Marine Resources Infarmatian Program and
the Coastal Plains Regional Ccmmission provide Other exam-
ple of multi-state cooperatian. We certainly want to be
a part of such cooperative efforts wherever they exist
and to work with you to develop such efforts where they are
now lacking.

Ste 5: Inventor of Resources and Ex rtise

As most marine extension workers have a very limited
knawledge and understanding of what is available to them
fram the NMFS, we will be developing a "Yellow Pages" on
a regional and national basis to identify "who's doing
what, " and "where they are doing it." We feel that Yel-
low Pages" are essential if Sea Grant advisOry workers and
athers are to have any idea of what the NMFS has to offer
and how to take advantage of it. We hope this will pro-
vide a concise breakdawn af aur capabilities and that it
will expedite use of these resaurces by state-and lacally-
based extension workers.

Ste 6: Inventa of User Grcu s

A detailed inventory of user groups must be compiled
sa that we can plan and implement, cooperatively, fishery
extension programs for specific user groups, there will be
great difficulty in working, in an organized fashion, with
users to identify problems and needs and to develop respon-
sive educational programs.

ste 7: National and International Fisheries Extension Directa

It is eesential that we in the NMFS and NOAA have
knowledge of on-going extension work in the area of living
marine resources. Without this knowledge, we cannot ful-
fill our responsibility ta pravide backup and support to
state and locally-based extension programs. Thus, we are
develaping a national and international directary of fishery
related extension workers.
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Ste 8: Business Wana ament S terna

Several programs are presently in existence that pra-
vide electronic recardkeeping systems for certain business
operationa in thiS COuntry. We are exploring some of these
systems with the idea of establishing a cooperative program
whereby fishermen and small fishing related businesses might
have access ta these systems. It is aur feeling that fish-
ermen and fishing businesses can benefit from electronic
recordkeeping just as much as any ather segment of the so-
ciety. certainly, fishermen have a need for improved re-
cordkeeping systems so they can keep a better check on
their business, make better management decisions and more
easily report social security and income taxes.

We are presently exploring the feasibility of a pilot
program that would be linked with the Electronic Farm Ac-
caunt Program  ELF'! currently operational in the North-
eastern states and the eastern pravinces of Canada. ELFAC
is a non-profit educational organization, organixed &lay 25,
1964, under the District af Columbia non-profit cooperative
statute. It is cooperative effort involving the northeast-
ern state Caoperative Extension Services. If we are suc-
cessful in tying into this system, it will be a concrete
demonstration of what we hope to accomplish in linking with
existing programs operated by the states. Certainly, this
will lead to improved capability and praficiency through
greater practical use of technalagy in the day-to-day
operations of the fish business .

rations ManualSte 9:

Obviously, some sort of general pragram notebook or
manual will be necessary as a refernce document. There
fore, we plan to develop an operating manual ar notebook
for use by aur regional extension staff and others, as
appropriate. Such a nateboak would include capies of
documents, information memoranda concerning program planning,
implementation evaluation and other such material.

Ste 10: Educatipnal and Informational Pectin s

many citixens who obtain their livelihood and recre-
atian from the sea are nat aware of what government is
doing to help them ar of the latest technology available to
them. We are, therefare, considering a series of edu-
cational and informational meetings in each WAAFS region.
The purpose af these meetings would be to: 1! provide an
oppartunity for NRFS regional personnel ta get aquainted
with lacal users groups and extension workers: 2! explain
HHFS projeCtS and pragrama SO aS to eXpedite and enhanCe
the practical use af existing technology; and 3! deter-
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mine specific subjects and problem areas that might be
covered in future meetings, seminars or workshops. One of
the imnediate subjects upon which we hope ta facus attention
is marine game fish programs.

I wish to make clear that it is not our intention to
set up a multitude of educatianal meetings involvinq user
groups . . . on our awn . In doinq this, we hope that you
will assume a leadership rale and that you will actually be
the ones setting up such meetings, arranging for publicity,
meeting places, etc.. We simply want to be co-sponsor or
cooperate with yau and others so that tagether we can some-
how simplify the hiqhly complex matter of technoloqical
transfer. At the same time we can toqether contribute to
the destruction of what Terry Stanford described as "ver-
tical, functional autocracy."

In traveling the road ahead, we must wark as partners,
for sea problems can only be solved through united effort.
Extension education must be a keystone fram which we em-
bark to solve these problems. we cannot satisfactorly at-
tack them from onLy an engineering or transportation point
of view. Like the ecological food chain, sea problems are
usually highly complex. They are woven together Like yarn
in a knitted Sweater. What we dO in fieherree hae bearing
on important matters of state; what we de in the area of
sea transportation affects national security and economic
growth.

It is on this premise that oceanic education and tech-
nology transfer pragrams must be expanded and intensified
at the grassroots Level. We in the NMFS want to work
with you, for by working more closely with you, we can apply
the progressive and innavative work ariginating today in
extension to the marine area. We want ta make this marine
extension business the qreatestl Our effectiveness in
doing this will not be the outgrawth of a few men of genius
but the callective worth of all aur efforts. This is our
c ommi tment l



Norway's Fishery Advisory Program

John P, Doy'le
University of Alaska

The Norwegian people have a long and proud tradition of
utilisation and develapment of the sea's natural resources.
All people have benefited fram their exploratian and far-
sighted approach to the maritime challenge . The names of
famous explorers such as Fridtjof Nansen and Roald Amundssen
are known to all who hold an attachment to the sea. No less
highly respected by their countrymen are the thousands of
unknown people who struggle for a living from the sea. These
are the fishermen and the mariners.

Off the coast of Norway is a continuous belt of fishing
banks providing a wide variety of fish. About 6% of Norway's
male working population are employed in the fishing industry.
In 1970 there were 50.000 fishermen aperating 36,000 boats.
The high number of privately owned and operated vessels is
quite similar to the Pacific Narthwest of America. The har-
vest is 1970 was 2.7 million metric tons of fish � mare than
double the harvest af 1960. Norway ranks fifth in the warld
fisheries production, having replaced the United States in
that position in 196B.

This increase was due, in large part, to the increase
in landing of caplin and mackerels for example, caplin har-
vest increased from .13 million metric tans in 1960 to l. 3

million tons in 1970. This increase was due to technological
breakthroughs in harvesting, processing, and marketing. The
development required close coaperation between governsmnt
and private research and development, and a highly inte-
grated industry structure. Let us leak at a part af that
structure which played a major role in the dave!opment af
Norway's fishery and the formulation of the Norwegian Fish-
eries Advi sary Program.

Jf'oz es Fiekar La

The 1Forgee Piskat lag, forsaad in 1926, is the nationwide
association of fishermen and fishing vessel owners. It is
made up of 950 local societies and 13 regional sacieties.
There is a regional society centered in each of the 13 coastal
fyLkez .  A fytke, mast aften translated county, is the
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second major political subdivision in Norway. Zt may be
equivalent to a province, prefecture, ar state under the U.S.
term of reference.! Under the control of A'or gee Piekarlag
are 15 marketjnq cooperatives. Each cooperative has the
responsibility and is restricted to marketing certain spe-
cies of fish in a given locale. Examples are the Fresh Fish
Society  bargee adfieklagj which handles the first sales af
cad and cad-like fishes. Through special legislation the
fishermen's cooperatives have obtained a pawerful monopoly
pasitian regarding first-hand sales. The men who are re-
sponsible to the cooperatives must have good knowlege of the
fishery, and a good theoretical understanding af economic
law in order to provide the development seen in Norway's
f i she ries .

An important function of Forgee Piekar lag has been ed-
ucation of its members in a broad sense. Each county society
has a welfare officer who often moves with the fleet pro-
vidinq educational and other services. In many of the fish-
ing cozznunities the assaciation will have a building hausing
a library, classroom, showers and writing room for the use
of itinerant fi.shermen. Chests of books may be checked out
and returned to any of the association libraries. 'Ihe Wel-
fare officer's function is a dual one. First, he provides
direct services to the merdmrs and secondly, he provides a
close liason between individual fishermen and the association.
This continuous interaction is the strength of the Ãorgee
Pi ekar lag.

Fisheries Adviso Pro ram

The major architecte Of the Norwegian Fisheries AdviSOry
Praqram have been the fishersmn themselves through their
association. An act of Star ting  Parliament! was passed in
1971, pravidinq for an authorizinq the organization af the
Fisheries Advisory Program throuqhaut Norway. The system
was patterned after a program which had been developed in
North and South Trglndelaq. These two counties have been
conductinq a joint praqram for several years.

It is pertinent to ask why a government sponsored pro-
gram of education was created when the associ.atica already
had an effective program. There are several reasons. The
fishery and technology are becoming more complex. The pro-
blem of dissemination af informatian was becoming larger than
the assaciation could handle. There are also many areas of
technical need in which the association had little expertise.
Since education is a function of the state, rather than tax
the resources of the organization it was logical to approach
the state to cope with this specialized area of adult educa-
tion .
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The law provided that in every lacal area where there
are fishermen there will be a local board af five or seven
people wha have a knawledge of the fishery and fishery ques-
tion. The local branch of Pongee Fiekarlag designates a
majority of the members . The local advisory agent is to be
secretary of the board. The board has the function of:

1. Directing the activities of the Advisory Program
2. Identifying problems af fisheries in the area
3. Deciding on loans for fishermen for new boats, gear,

ect.
4. monitoring the amaunt af fishing effort in the area

All questions concerning fisheries, including research, man-
ages»nt, processing needs, etc, of the area must pass the
board before being forwarded ta the administration, includ-
ing the activities af the Directorate of Fisheries at the
local level.

There shall be established in each caunty a board of
fisheries consisting of five members. The chairman and two
members shall be elected from the Jtorgee Piekgz Rag, The
county hoard shall have the responsibility to tme up a
wide range of problems in the area of fisheries ta promote
harsony in the industry. This shall include but not be lim-
ited ta:

1. Technical problems in harvesting, marketing and
pracessing

2. social welfare af fisherman
3. Research and managesmnt needs

Questions concerning the Directorate of Fisheries put
forward by local boards are reviewed by the county board.
The county board can direct the Directorate of Fisheries of
norway ta investigate specific problems in biology and man-
agement.

Under the above system several coneaunities may form a
single board and two or sar» counties may join under a sin-
gle advisary program, but each county will have its awn board.
The Advisory Program leader, the Fishery sheriff, supervises
the local ar community agents.

The costs of the ccxnmunity program are covered 50% by
the federal governs»nt, 25% by the county and 25% local.
There is little risk to the local casenunity as the bulk of
their share will be returned to the locally callected in-
come taxes paid by the advisary agent. The county effort
will be funded 50% by the federal government and 50% by the
county. The Director of Advisory Programs will be paid by
the federal government.
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North and South Trytndelag have been conducting fishery
advisory work since 1969. This was the first Fisheries Ad-
visory Program in Nozway. The staff of six is organized as
a team of specialists. Three are located in fishing cozmuni-
ties. These included the specialties of a fishing methods
and equipment specialist, a fish processing specialist, and
a marketing specialist. In the county office at Trondheim
aze an engineer, a fish processing specialist and an econ-
omist. In 1972, three additional fishery advisory agents
will be placed in other communities in the counties.

The long-range project is to construct a developmental
plan for each cmmmunity. Information is gathered on total
popuIation, fishing population, fisheries production, poten-
tial increase of ocean harvest, harvesting and processing
capacities. At this time a plan for the future development
of the community of Freya has been drawn up with projected
expenditures of 18 million kroner  about $2.5 million! .
There is a high probability this project will be undertaken
within the coming year. Short-term projects include the
usual extension education program; short courses, directed
technical assistance to individuals and processors, etc.
The total staff and the advisozy cosmdttees meet twice
every three nenths to work on local problems and initiate
short-term projects.

Hy discussion with industry people, both fishermen and
processors, indicated a high degree of enthusiam for the
Fisheries Advisory Program.

Conclusions

The Norwegians azm without a doubt among the most ac-
complished fishermen in the world. Baaed upon their many
years of experience, they have evolved a unique advisory pro-
gram. Their program developed from the ground up, based
initially upon sozges Piekarlag welfare officers; primary
responsibility is derived directly form the fishermen in-
volved. This is not merely a very deancratic system  as
opposed to a bureaucratic system!, it is a system designed
to respond rapidly to the real needs of the users.

I am not suggesting that we should adopt the system
outlined; however, it does raise the critical questicar Should
the advisory program start at the top of the bureaucratic
mass and filter down or should it start as close to the user
group as possible? I believe we should choose the latter.
The pz'ogram must come from the user group in a fozm they
envision working on the problems they, the user group, iden-
tifyy.
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I am indebted to Mr. Anders Tangen, Secretary of ll1orgee
PiskerZag, for his translation and sujmsary of the enabling
act, and for providing me with the opportunity to observe
the fishery and the working of the association. I am like-
wise indebted to Mr. Kaaze pettersen, Director of the
Fisheries Advisory Program for providing me with information
on their program.







Coastal Zone Summary

William Gaither, Session Chairman
University of Delaware

This is the result of the two integrated sessions on
coastal zone programs, the first was chaired by W.S. Gaither
and the second was chaired by J.N. Goodman, both of Delaware.
This is a combined summary and recommendations from both ses-
sions.

Session 1 was devoted to speakers who answered the ques-
tions; what steps has your state  or federal government! taken
to develop and implement a coastal zone management program;
and how can Sea Grant universities help carry out these man-
agement programs via research and advisory services?

Session 2, with the benefit of the output of Session 1,
addressed the questions: what is your university's perception
of its functional role in supporting your st:ate's coastal zone
management needs; can your university carry out this role
within the concept of a coastal zone laboratory as envisioned
by the Stratton Commission; and, if the answer to this second
question is "yes", what is your functional interpretation of
a coastal zone laboratory? If your answer to the second ques-
tion is "no", what must the state or federal government do to
make the concept viable?

A summary of the discussion is reflected in the following
points:

 l! First we need to maintain a clear distinction be�
tween research and management. The states and fed-
eral government have agencies which make management
decisions on behalf of the public with respect to
marine resources and coastal zone utilization. Uni-
versities, through their Sea Grant programs, can con-
duct research and provide advisory service which is
responsive to perceived, or requested, state needs,
A close relationship must exist between university
researchers and state decision makers if maximum

�!
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Session 1  Tuesday, October 12! panelists were Dr. David
Hickok, Alaska; Rr, Harold Bissell, California; Honorable Austin
Heller, Delaware; and PrOfessor Hare Hershman, Louisiana. Ses-
sion 2  Wednesday, October 13! panelists were Dr. Kent Price,
Delaware; Dr. Jack Davidson, Hawaii; Dr. John Armstrong, Stichi-
gan; Dr. Sidney Upham, Kississippi; and Dr. William Hargis,
Virginia.
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We must conclude that the Sea Grant program, as now struc-
tured, is not sufficiently broad, flexible, or well funded to
meet the spectrum of coastal zone research needs of the states.
Two possible solutions are: that Sea Grant broaden its scope
and gain greater funding, or, that other sources of state or
federal funds be made available to accomplish these research
needs.

Four recommendations for the Sea Grant Association have
emerged:

Recommendation l That the Association establish an ad
hoc committee of Sea Grant program
directors and state marine resource
managers to define clearly how to meet
state coastal zone research needs,
That the Association establish an ad
hoc committee to review the total ex-
periences of the Land Grant Colleges,
and their Association,  not just the

Recommendation 2

benefit is to he derived from Sea Grant programs.
The flow of information must he in both directions.

�! At the present time two problems exist for Sea
Grant programs. These are:
a. That State and regional management agencies do

not understand what support the Sea Grant pro-
gram can provide to them, and

b. Sea Grant programs in universities are not
fully focused on significant state and regional
marine resource problems. This is due in part
to the educational objectives of the Sea Grant
program, in part to the university structure
and reward system which has traditionally fos-
tered narrow disciplinary research programs,
and in part to the preconceptions of the Sea
Grant Program Office as to the proper role of
specific universities in fulfilling their Sea
Grant missions.

�! The functional coastal zone laboratory is now emerg-
ing in several forms in several states. To understand how it
is emerging it is necessary to recognize that it contains ele-
ments of the following three points:

a. First, academic institutions are not able to
respond to short term applied research requests
except in a very limited sense.  If they did
they would sacrifice their value to society as
a community of scholars! .

b. Second, the Sea Grant program, as now structured,
can only adequately serve the coastal zone
laboratory function for those problems which
match academic program constraints since it typi-
cally turns to faculty members to conduct research.

c. Third, the ahsence of a directable research
organization precludes undertaking short term
applied research projects.
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cooperative extensive part! to deter-
mine what has worked for agriculture
and what has not. In this way we may
avoid reinventing several wheels and
thus develop more efficiently at all
levels of Sea Grant activity.
The Association should form an ad hoc
committee to explore what activities
in state Sea Grant programS could be-
nefit from national or regional coor-
dination and program plan~ing. This
would include:
a. The planning and execution of

certain parts of their Sea Grant
Program as part: of a natiOnal
effort.

b. The planning and execution of
certain parts of their Sea Grant
Program as part of a regional
effort.

The Association should form an ad
hoc committee to increase the Sea
Grant Programs effectivenss and voice
in public affairs. Specific activi-
ties would include:
a. Commenting on coastal zone leg-

islation and Sea Grant appropri-
ations in Congress.

b. Developing methods, and putting
these methods into practive,
whereby the public will become
increasingly aware and apprecia-
tive of what Sea Grant is doing
for the nation.

Recommendation 3

Recommendation 4

Finally, I want to particularly thank all of our panelists
in both sessions as well as participants from the audience.
I learned a lot here and I trust that you did too.



Challenges in the Alaska Coastal Zone

Oavid M. Hickok
University of Alaska

Paglan pagga siku sinaa aasii nuna Inupiat.  Greetings
from the icy coast and land of the Eskimo people.! I have
greeted you in Inupiat Eskimo in order to emphasize to you a
little known fact of coastal sane management that is particu-
larly Alaskan -- but the implications of which are national and
international.

You are generally familiar with the comparative statis-
tics on the size of the Alaska general coastline and continental
shelf in comparison with the rest of the nation.  The general
coastline of Alaska is 6,640 miles long, representing 54 percent
of the total �2,383 miles! general coastline of the United
States. The tidal ShOreline of Alaeka iS muCh 1Onger and iS
estimated to be 47,300 miles long representing 53 percent of the
total  88,633 miles! of tidal shoreline in the United States.
The continental shelves adjacent to Alaska -- the Gulf of Alaska,
the Bering Sea, and the Chukchi and Beaufort  ArCtic! Sea--
total 830,000 square miles or 74 percent of the total �,120,000
square miles! United States shelf. Iess well known is the fact
that along about 40% of the Alaskan general coastline English
if spoken at all is a second language. Either Yupik or Inupiat
Eskimo dialects prevail in local matters. This is important in
considering resource, economic and management practices in the
northern coastal zones of the United States. With the settle-
ment of the Alaskan Native Land Claims, management of approximately
one fifth or 20% of the entire U S. general coastline will be
tremendously influenced by local political dominance and pro-
prietary interest vested in people of a different culture and
value system than any of you possess!

To be sure there is rapid economic and social assimila-
tion occurring between the Eskimo and white societies. To be
sure, also, both the State of Alaska and the federal government
will own and manage perhaps two thirds of this vast northern
coastal zone. Nevertheless, private Native citizens, Eskimo
communities, and corporations will possess important and often
controlling proprietary interests in the north and west of
Alaska, and by virtue of these interests will have a great deal
to say on just how the coastal resources of the Arctic are to be
developed and managed. To me this is good. This xs challeng-
ing. It puts in our backyard a responsibility for government,
industry and academia to recognize the values of a different
culture -- yet one which is equal under the same laws as ours

154
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and which is also economically and politically strong.

I will return to the coastal zone challenge of Native
occupation in a moment, but first let me speak more broadly on
state attitudes and problems because such understanding is es-
sential to the formulation of coastal zone policy in the north.

Alaska today is the scene of great conflicts over the
future of its coastal environment and quality of its inhabitants'
lives.

The trans-Alaskan pipeline, the Cannikan nuclear
test shot, pending marine mammal legislation, the territorial
sea controversy, and the U.S. Champion Plywood timber lease sale
have turned the state into America's testing ground for environ-
mental and jurisdictional law. The impending Native land claims
settlement and pr'ospective state fiscal self-sufficiency from
arctic oil royalties is altering Alaskan's attitudes and expec-
tations about themselves, their fellow Alaskans white or Native,
and the state.

At the same time the coast itself is in a period of tran-
sition. Legal change through new notions of local borough govern-
ment, coastal zone planning and management is occurring in order
to regulate the effect of both environmental impact and social
transformation. Established regimes of international law which
could profoundly influence the development of the state's fish-
eries, petroleum resources, and continental shelf are being re-
viewed.

These developments argue strongly in favor of stock taking,
particularly since both the quality and effect of such change is
still uncertain.

The fact is that too much of thiS law and public policy
remains unresolved. Native claims are unsettled. All the great
environmental test cases are in process. Coastal zone and/or
land planning legislation proceeds slowly through Congress. The
Public Land Law Review Commission's report has yet to be imple-
mented for Alaska. And the "Law of the Sea" awaits a 1973
Geneva Conference for recodification.

In addition, knowledge of the Alaska coastal zone in every
respect is sparse and frequently scientifically uncoordinated.
Our understanding of environmenta' tolerances is also far from
complete

The public generally, and interest groups particularly,
the state and federal government, industry, and overall commun-
ity as well as Native leaders are extremely cognizant of these
limitations in understanding. Sut whether they are prepared to
remedy them is quite another story.
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The problem lies in the pipeline controversy and the
resonance it strikes with many Alaskans.  The following ob-
servations about Alaskan reactions to the pipeline controversy
apply as well to the reactions of many Southeastern Alaskans to
the effort to set aside the Champion Plywood timber lease sale.
Southeasterners must come to grips with that. litigation and the
pipeline.! To understand their response is to recognize that
for Alaskans the pipeline issue is more than the traditional
development versus environmental confrontation. Rather it stands
as a watershed point in the current generation of Alaskans'
grasp of the state's social history.

Perhaps unique among their counterparts in other states,
this present Alaskan leadership cammunity  business, labor, po-
litical! came to responsibility during territorial and the isn-
mediate post statehood days. They personally know the "old"
Alaska of decisions from washington, D.C., dollars from Seattle,
construction from the military, and jobs from the federal govern-
ment.

For many, the state's long lines of communication and
distance from the "lower 48" have created a feeling of detachment
or removal from the mainstream of American life. Theirs has
altogether been a colonial experience which statehood did not
really relieve.  This is not to say that the Alaskan colonial
experience has been an across-the-board narrowing one. Alaska,
for example, presently boasts one of the most highly regarded
state supreme courts, has a carefully considered st.ate abortion
law, privides a wide range of state sacial services, and has
generally given full support to its educational establishment,
to name but a few.!

The discovery of oil, hawever, first in the Cook Inlet
and later spectacularly on the North Slope, provided that state
with both apparent self-sufficiency and more importantly the
sense that Alaska could now stand on its own. The colonial era
seemed at an end.

Given the background, the pipeline litigation came as a
great and troubling shock to white Alaska. Its point of ori-
gin, Washington, D.C., its effect, the suspension of the post
Prudhoe boom and its prapanents, "outsiders" and a few Native
villagers, all served to remind Alaskans of just how tenuous was
their break from the old days, and how unpredictable the new
might be.

Rather than accept the delay incident to the litigation
as an inevitable result of awakening national environmental
sensibilities, these Alaskans moved to a position of pipeline
advocacy. To them the only question has been: "Will you speak
up for Alaska or are you against the pipeline?" Their approach
has proved effective enough to force those Alaskans supporting
the litigation to couch their arguments in terms of "the state' s
best interests." Alaskan conservationists have also split with
their national organizations over the reasons for opposing or
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modifying the project.

At the same time some pipeline proponents, seemingly
against their better judgement, have found themselves support-
ing a generous Native land claims settlement, The two relate
in that oil lease tenure will not be settled until title is
confirmed in either the Natives or the state. Yet up to less
than a year ago, these same Alaskans failed to take the Native
land claims seriously or were disturbed by its obvious grant of
power to Alaska's Native peoples. perhaps this explains why
Natives have not been among the pipeline's most enthusiastic
boosters.

The combination of a threat to the state's progress and
forced support for an otherwise unpalatable social issue was
bound to produce a reaction. This would not have been so dis-
turbing were it merely limited to anger with the pipeline's
opponents.

Rut in fact feelings over the pipeline controversy have
gone far beyond, focusing instead on any laws which could im-
pede, not so much Alaska's development, but Alaska's autonomy.
The pipeline is really seen as a prime example of how "outsiders"
can twist law,to limit the state's chances of self-determination.
And if recent developments are any indication, this attitude
now extends widely to many areas of law affecting the environ-
ment, coastal and marine resources, and the peoples of Alaska.

For example, the United States recently published charts
of Alaskan waters with the boundary of the territorial sea
drawn upon them. These charts designated, allegedly for federal
enforcement purposes, territorial and contiguous zone waters
according to a strict interpretation of U.S. position and es-
tablished international convention. As published they suggest
the U.S. view that certain internal and historic waters which
some had considered Alaska's really are international. Once
they were published, state officials, fishermen and the inter-
ested public all reacted, with great populist feeling, as though
Washington was stealing the waters and continental shelf re-
sources of the state behind everyone's back... and who knows,
perhaps they are doing just this'

Additionally, feelings were hardly eased by Secretary of
State Rogers terming the Governor's concern a "knee jerk reaction,"

Another example of unrealistic assault on Alaska's au-
tonomy by the federal government, which does little to improve
the climate for federal-state cooperative coastal zone manage-
ment, involves current marine mammal protective legislation
before the Congress.

Scientifically, of course, many of the premises of this
legislation are incorrect. Nore importantly to Alaskans, how-
ever, is the unwarranted extension of federal jurisdiction over
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resident species of marine mammals quaranteed to Alaska by fed-
eral statutes: "The AlaSka Statehood Act" and "The Submerged
Lands Act." Further, marine mammal management in Alaska can
not be faulted by the facts and their utilization by Alaska
residents -- particularly the Eskimo -- is of the highest. eco-
nomic and social significance.

Well, it's against; this background of attitudes and events
that one must consider what has been done by either the State
or federal government to implement a coastal zone policy for
the north.

One of the first policy steps taken was by the laet Alaska
legislature which created a new Department of Environmental Con-
servation for Alaska. The commissioner appointed by Governor
Eqan is Dr. Max Brewer, former director of the Naval Arctic Re-
seaz'ch Laboratory at Barrow. Although presently underfunded
and understaffed, Dr. Brewer has organized his new department
to include coastal management as one of four main divisions.

Policy direction for a coastal zone management effort in
Alaska is alSo under discussiOn by the Inter-Agency Technical
Committee for Alaska. The ITCA is composed of representatives
of state, federal, and university organizations interested in
coordinating the acquisition of knowledge about Alaska resources
and environments. One project involves the preparation of a
cooperative interagency Alaska Plan for Coastal Zone Data Aqui-
sition. In this effort too, the fisheries and oil industries
are participating and giving good advice on the priority areas
where knowledge will be most important in the resolution of
user conflict.

Essentially these two situations, together with the dia-
logue surrounding state-federal relationships on the territorial
sea and marine mammal questions and the legislative struggle
over Native land claims are the major policy discussions affect-
ing coastal zone management in the north.

In a program sense, however, and reflecting increased
awareness of the importance of the coastal zone management con-
cept, several federal agencies have moved to focus their capa-
bilities on coastal zone management problems -- the National
Marine Fisheries Service in its Auke Bay Laboratory research pro-
gram and the coordination of Prince William Sound Tanker trans-
port environmental research; the National Weather Service in ice
forecasting; and the Bureau of Land Management together with
other federal-state resource agencies in arctic resource plan-
ning. In this later context the IBP Tundra Biome program to-
gether with Sea Grant researchers can provide important new
environmental knowledge to government.

The Sea Grant Program of the University of Alaska is in-
teractinq with these problems and events in several ways both
at policy and program levels.
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In a program sense -- beyond Sea Grant support for neces-
sary coastal zone research, advisory services and teaching ��
our Anchorage-based Center for Coastal Resources is engaged in
pioneer efforts uniquely related to current problems of the
north:

1! Initiation of an advisor coastal resource and com-
munity planning service designed particularly to
assist Native communities in the difficult aspects of
programming their Hative X.and Claims selections and
capital investments in the period following passage
of compensatory legislation now in the Congress.
Operating on a pilot basis, and begun at the urging
of the Natives themselves, this unique coastal plan-
ning and information service may likely become a
main mission of the Alaska Sea Grant Program in the
years ahead;
Preparation for a major conference on the "Environ-
ment and the Law." To bring to Alaskans the expert
voices of legal authorities on environmental, public
land and international marine law -- and to legal
authorities something of the resource values and
environmental realities of the north with which they
are totally unfamiliar;
Publication of a series of coastal community environ-
mental atlases. Work on a prototype atlas of the
Anchorage, Alaska area has begun in cooperation with
the Greater Anchorage Area Borough. Others will fea-
ture the physical and biological facts of other coastal
communities in Alaska and in addition, where necessary,
will be bilingual in presentation. These compendiums
of community and adjacent environmental facts will be
useful planning and zoning tools; and
Preparation of several descriptive and analytical re-
ports on the natural systems and resource problems
of the Alaska coastal zone. In this context a par-
ticularly important dialogue is taking place between
the state government and the Sea Grant Program on the
Alaska territorial sea boundary question.

2!

3!

4!

I' Ve tried tO giVe yau SOme baokgrcund Of the COaStal
zoning questions in Alaska ... attitudes, policies and programs.
In closing, I have one major recommendation based on current as
well as past experience. The major policy need for Alaska and
the arctic is the articulation of a U.S. policy for the arctic
and the north by the President of the United States.

In a policy sense our foremost contribution lies in efforts
to formulate an interagency plan for coastal zone data acqui-
sition in Alaska. The Sea Grant program has been the initiator
of this effort and for the next year I will be serving as chair-
man of the Inter-Agency Technical Committee for Alaska coordi-
nating this and other interagency resource and environmental
data acquisition efforts.
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Without such a statement of economic, social, scientific
and resource goals in the north by the federal government,
both federal and state programs will continue to be only loosely
oriented to the needs of our society.

Several years ago an initial draft of such a policy was
prepared by the Federal Field Committee for Development Plan-
ning in Alaska and the National Science Foundation.

It is my understanding that the Office of Management and
Budget and the Hational Science Foundation have resurrected
this statement, and it is once again viable.

I sincerely hope so, for my experience in government and
in the north tells me that coastal zone management, land use
planning, the coordination of research, the transfer of tech-
nology to resource users ... indeed everything Sea Grant is
deeply concerned about is dependent upon this policy pronounce-
ment.

Kuyanak.  Thank you!



Delaware Coastal Zone Management

Austin Heller, Secretary
Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control
State of Delaware

This afternoon I feel very much like a student -- even
though my "square" haircut and lack of beard belies such aca-
demic status. The reason I feel like a student is that Dean
Gaither has given me an assignment. And all of you remember
that an assignment from the Dean is not to be taken lightly,
Furthermore, the Dean has implied that there may be an oral
quiz.

Dr. Gaither asked that first I tell you what steps the
state of Delaware has taken with respeCt to developing and im-
plementing a coastal zone management policy. I have in my
hand a 44-page report called "Coastal Zone Management for Dela-
ware." This is a report of Governor Peterson's "Task Force on
Marine and COaStal AffairS." The Ccmmittee, Or initial Taak
Force, had nine members.  My modesty almost prevents me from
telling you that Dean Gaither and I were on it.! It was ap-
pointed early in 1970, had its first meeting on April 28, 1970,
and issued the report nearly ten months later, on February 18;
1971. The Task Force, which regards this report as a prelim-
inary one, with the final report probably ready late December,
acknowledges much assistance frota key individuals in state agen-
cies, at the University of Delaware, and from many people and
agencies outside the state, as well.

I'm sure I need not tell you that report did not come to
us as a result of inspiration as we sat isolated in an ivory
tower. We did much research individually, we had much intra-
task force discussion, and very importantly we met with, inter-
viewed and talked to scores of persons and groups with diverse
interests and points of view. We explored both in depth and
in breadth -- and met with many sectors. We met with develo-
pers and with conservationists, we met with mayors and corpor-
ate presidents, with engineers and educators, with laymen and
professionals. We believe such exploration and probing ex-
posed us to all points of view -- and avoided the danger of
"surprises" -- in either direction. Much public interest was
aroused, and a feeling of public support for protection of our
coastal legacy developed. This is not to say that we did not
have strong opposition from certain interests. But obviously,
without broad public understanding which engenders support,
such programs cannot succeed.

16L
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Ny reference to our "coastal legacy" a moment ago was not
just a fine phrase, thrown in for effect. I can think of no
state where the preservation of a viable coastal zone environ-
ment is more important to its citizens. Delaware is only 96
miles long -- but it has approximately 160 miles of saltwater
shoreline. No part of the state is more than 8 miles from
tidewater, and the total area of the state is less than 2,000
square miles. We have about 120,000 acres of tidal wetlands
and Delaware's mean elevation above sea level, at 60 feet, is
the lowest of the 50 states. The importance of our wetlands
as breeding and nursery places for birds, mammals, fish, and
shellfish cannot be over-estimated, Because the coastal zone
constitutes such a high percent of Delaware's total area, the
use to which it is put has a preponderant influence on the
quality of life in the entire state.

Located as it is along the east coast megalopolis -- with
high potential industrial sites on deep water, and with shores
and beaches accessible to millions of people for recreation--
the pressures for direction and definition of purpose became
very great in a relatively short time. l4ajor decisions that
were economically sound and environmentally wise were urgently
needed. This became the burden of the recommendations of the
Task Force.

The Task Force made slightly more than 100 recommendations
for the future management of Delaware's coastal zone. Najor
among these were:

1! A recommendation against approval at this time of
any deepwater port facility or offshore island in
the Delaware Bay because:

The risks to the environment outweigh any fore-
seeable economic gains.
The very presence of such a facility would en-
courage the development of incompatible heavy
industry and increased urbanization along the
shoreline.

-- The construction of the facility, with atten-
dant dredging and filling, becomes a form of
heavy industry in itself.
The facility would be a potential major risk
for additional bay pollution, with accompanying
deleterious effects on estuarine life.

2! The Task Force recommended that there be no further
intrusion of incompatible heavy industry into the
coastal zone. It specifically named steel mills,
paper mills and oil refineries, and any other in-
dustry that traditionally introduces unacceptable
quantities and types of pollutants into the air,
land or water and, by its very size and nature, causes
massive adverse environmental changes over a wide
area.

3! Recommended the encouragement of new industries which
are compatible with high environmental standards and
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which would enjoy a relatively high ratio of employees
in relation to the space occupied and the public ser-
vices requires.

4! The Taak ForCe reCOmmended the enaCtment of legiala-
tion for adequate land and water use controls for the
entire Delaware coastal zone, such controls to include
zoning, a system of permits, strengthened subaqueous
land laws, cease and desist authority, and requi red
environmental impact statements on all major public
and private construction projects.

5! The Task Force recommended that the funding schedule
for the acquisition of public lands in the coastal
zone be accelerated in order to maintain the desired
development pattern, to prevent environmental damage,
and to protect the options for coastal zone use for
future generations.

6! The Task Force recommended that a focal point for
coastal zone management be established in the execu-
tive branch of state government.

Although many previous policies regarding the coastal zone
had evolved at various levels of state government, the Task
Force placed them under one broad umbrella and recommended
priorities, policies and management structures.

I believe it is both accurate and conservative to say that
the preliminary report was favorably received by the governor,
the legislature, and the general public.

I recall your attention to the date of the report -- Feb-
ruary 18, 1971, In June, 1971, largely as an outgrowth of the
report, the state legislature enacted a coastal zone act. This
act defines the coastal zone and prohibits new heavy industrial
development, including offshore transfer facilities, within an
area roughly comparable to the primary coastal zone. By ban-
ning offshore transfer facilities, the state ruled out the use
of Delaware Bay as a major deepwater port.

However, a committee has been named by the governor to in-
vestigate and report on the ultimate possibilities for a deep-
water port to serve this area. This committee is to coordinate
its work with the U.S. Department of Commerce.

Principal authority for the implementation and administra-
tion of the coastal zone act was placed with the State Planning
Office which, with the assistan-: of the Coastal Zone Industrial
Control Board, is charged with the development of the Coastal
Zone management Plan and with promulgation of regulations for
permitted industrial uses,

The Coastal Zone Industrial Control Board was organized
as the rule-making arm of the State Planning Office, This
group also assists in defining heavy industry, and it may pass
on specific legislative action.
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The state's acquisition of land in the coastal zone has
been expedited to the fullest extent possible, with several
notable tracts added.  Burton Islands, land Property!.

High priority has been given to the development of public
land already in the coastal zone.  Lums pond, e.g.!

Water quality standards have been set at high levels in
the coastal zone in order to facilitate water based recreation.

We are regulating the use of pesticides more effectively.
We are reviewing our mosquito control programs to assure a
high degree of environmental protection.

We are making a great effort to restore and rebuild our
depleted shellfisheries industry.

The state has assumed subaqueous land controls.

we have intensified air and water quality monitoring.

We now require environmental impact statements for all
new industry in the coastal zone.

Dean Gaither also asked me to comment on how Sea Grant
Universities Can help the State organization carry out its
responsibilities for coastal zone management.

Dr. Gaither, if you will accept a one-word answer on how
you can help, then that word is "immeasurably".

While I am convinced that the responsibility for manage-
ment must rest finally and fully with the designated state
agency, the Sea Grant University can render invaluable assis-
tance.

Effective environmental warning systems.
Evaluation of environmental impact of present users
of coastal zone, e.g., industry, agriculture, recrea-
tion, housing, and transportation.
Wetlands evaluation studies.
Development of technology for better identification
and utilization of marine resources.

l!
2!

3!
4!

The second type of Sea Grant University assistance would
be to conduct research, wholly independent of state agencies,
but of ultimate interest to them. This would include:

l! Fundamental baseline studies.
2! Training of scientists.
3! Conducting environmental education to develop public

awareness of problems.

Actually, I see university assistance falling into three
types:

Yn the first case, the university and state agencies would
work as research and development teams to tackle such problems
as:
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The third type of assistance would be in an advisory
capacity on matters of state conducted research, on planning,
on management, and on evaluation projects pertaining to coastal
zone resources:

1! Faculty would be available to serve on advi sory and
regulatory councils.

2! Faculty would be available for regular consultation
with state management personnel.

Actually, I foresee that Sea Grant Universities can make
the same type of contribution to sound development and scien-
tific management of our nation's marine resources that Land
Grant Colleges  Morril Act, 1862! did to development and man-
agement of our agricultural resources. This is the critical
role of academia.

I think I would be something less than grateful if I did
not comment on the splendid cooperative relationship that has
developed in about a year between Dean Gaither of the Univer-
sity of Delaware's College of Rarine Studies and myself as
secretary of Delaware's Department of Natural Resources and
Environmental Control. You will recall that we worked together
as colleagues on the Governor's Task Force on Marine and Coastal
Affairs. Not only did we work together, but the size of the
problems and scope of investigations necessitated members of
my technical staff working with members of his faculty, and
vice versa. Let me say there developed a wonderful working
relationship -- a sense of dedicatio~ to a common cause. The
bridges of communication are open, numerous, and toll-free.
There are no communication gap, no petty rivalries, no sniping.
Not only do Sill Gaither and I communiCate and our staffs com-
municate, but just as important our respective bosses -- the
Governor of Delaware and the Preaident Of the Univeraity are
in close touch with us, and with each other. We are all to-
gether, without rivalry or reservation, in the effort to pre-
serve our environment.



Delaware Coastal Zone

Kent Price
University of Delaware

Delaware is the second smallest state in the union. How-
ever, it has an extensive coastal zone that is of critical im-
portance ta the people of the State, region, and nation. Dela-
ware is contiguous with the west side of Delaware Bay, a ty-
pical east coast drowned river estuary. Delaware has 160 miles
of salt water shoreline and 120,000 acres of tidal wetlands,
which comprise about 8% of the total acreage of the entire
state. A recent definition of the coastal zone  both primary
and secondary! by the Governor's Task Force on Harine and
Coastal Affairs places about two-thirds of the state in the
coastal zane.

The Delaware River and. Bay syste~ represents a classic
example of competitive uses. The Delaware River is one af the
mOSt highly induatrialized riVerS On the NOrth AmeriCan COn-
tinent with its ports of Philadelphia and Wilmington. There
are SeVen majOr refinerieS in the area. The 1Ower DelaWare
Bay is the focus af a considerable marine-oriented recreation
industry which helped bring more than 140 million tourist
dollars into the state last year.

Due in part to the heavy industrialization and consequent
degradation of the Delaware River in the vicinity of Philadel-
phia, there is little remaining of the once viable menhaden,
oyster, shad, weakfish and other food fisheries. The oyster
fishery has declined from more than 23 million paunds in l890
to its current level of less than one million pounds. Lewes,
Delaware, was one of the largest seafood landing ports in the
country in the early 1950's with nearly 400 million pounds of
fish landed. Today commercial fisheries landing in Lewes are
practically non-existent.

Delaware Bay has many of the physical attributes--
including a 70-foot deep natural channel, natural harbor, and
close proximity to major industrial centers -- that are requi-
site to it becoming one of the major industrial ports in the
world. Terminals for deep draft tankers and ore and coal
transport have been proposed for the lower bay
area which presently has an agricultural and recreation based
economy.. Clearly the competitive uses of the Delaware Bay are
on a collision course that calls for the development and im-
plementation of a coastal zone management policy.
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Management agencies and public policy-decision makers at
local, state and federal levels require a continuous supply of
sound data in order to implement resource management policy.
All too often, their decisions are delayed for years because
information is not available and must await studies that are
conceived and executed within the limitations associated with
performance under pressure for immediate results. What is the
University of Delaware doing about these problemsy

Perhaps the greatest advances made by academic institu-
tions during the past year in regard to the detection and con-
trol of pollution lie not in specific techniques but in the
development of new approaches to complex environmental problems.
It has been recognized that many environmental problems, ea-
pecially in estuaries such as the Delaware, require a multi-
disciplinary taskforce approach in order to achieve a satis-
factory solution. In response to a growing interest in Dela-
ware Bay and the problems attendant in developing this estuary
for multipurpose uses, the University of Delaware created a
new College of Narine Studies in 1970.

The College of Marine Studies, a research-oriented gradu-
ate school, possesses a faculty representing the traditional
categories of physical and chemical oceanography, marine bio-
logy and geology, ocean engineering, and marine affairs, Fa-
culty in other colleges of the University provide instruction
in their specialties as applied to the marine environment
making the marine education program broadly interdisciplinary.

The University of Delaware  particularly the College of
Harine Studies  CMS! with facilities at Newark and Lewes! is
the principal marine environmental research agency in the state.
As a part of its Sea Grant Program, CÃS, in close cooperation
with the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental
Control, is in the process of developing a functional concept
for a coastal zone laboratory as identified in the Stratton
Report.

The first major step will be to understand the coastal
development objectives and priorities envisioned for the
State of Delaware and Nid-Atlantic region by the Delaware
Government, regional developmental bodies, and civic and busi-
ness leaders. The Delaware Government consists of a bicameral
legislature, and administrative and judicial branches. The
principal input will probably be derived from the administra-
tive branch consisting of ten departments particularly the De-
partment of Natural Resources and Environmental Control. Ad-
ditionally significant recommendations will be available from
two special bodies which are advisory to the Governor. The
Taak FOrCe On Marine and COaatal AffairS iS preparing a repOrt,
as described by Secretary Austin Heller yesterday, to be availa-
ble befoxe the end of this calendar year on the coastal zone
of Delaware, containing detailed information on the present
status, trends and problems relating to the coastal zone and
recommendations concerning its future.
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When the objectives of the legislators and regulators have
been identified and assigned priorities, subsequent tasks will
extend the prioritization process to include other civic and
political components of the Mid-Atlantic region. Policy delphi
techniques will be employed in the study to include interroga-
tion by mail and personal interview.

A corollary study will analyze the Laboratory functions
necessary to support alternative research, monitoring and manage-
ment requirements for the State of Delaware and Riddle Atlan-
tic region based on the development objectives identified. ln
simple terms these objectives will identify a problem or prob-
lems. From problem definition, available management informa-
tion for that problem can be compared to the information re-
quired which will determine the research needed. The research
need can be compared to the total research capability of the
state and region in order to predict requirements for additional
funds, facilities, and manpower.

As a pilot study the College of marine Studies and the
State Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Con-
trol have embarked on a cooperative research and management
program for FY 73. This effort thus far has involved:
1! A careful survey of marine studies expertise and capability

of the University of Delaware and the Department of Natural
Resources and Environmental Control;

2! A listing of pertinent environmental management problems
in the coastal zone of Delaware Bay;

3! A listing of projects that could be undertaken cooperatively
by CKS and NREC tO prcvide the informaticn for management
decisions;

4! A refinement of the totaL list of projects to identify the
top seven in order of priority which are:
a. Development of coaatal recreation centers
b. A predictive physical and hydronumerical model for

Delaware Bay
c. Rehabilitation of the shelLfish industry in Delaware

Bay
d. Sports fish habitat management-reef construction
e. Development of an organization structure for the Dela-

ware coastal zone
f. A study of financial incentives for coastal zone de-

velopment
g. Strategies for engineering development with ecological

integrity in a coastal environment
5! Preparatio~ of a joint budget proposal reflecting the pro-

portion of effort tobe contributed by each group for each
project;

6! Presentation of the project proposals and budget justifi-
cations to the Governor and eventually to the Legislature.

Using this approach we feel that the state will get the
best information for its research money with little or no re-
dundancy in programs. The success of the effort thus far in-
dicates that it can be expanded as the basis for a coastal
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zone laboratory.

Ny definition for a Coastal Zone Laboratory for Delaware
is

l! A philosophy which embodies maximizing interagency
cooperation in selecting marine environmental research
objectives and in conducting the research effort in
order to insure that the State's marine environmental
management needs are met as efficiently and effectively
as possible.

2! An entity which insures that appropriate staff, facil-
ities, and funds are programmed to meet the marine
environmental research needs of the state.

3! A laboratory organization housed within the University
system.

In summary, the University of Delaware has and will attempt
to meet coastal zone management needs by. providing a new mar-
ine studies program that is effective in studying complex envi-
ronmental problems and responsive to management's needs; devel-
oping an inventory of the State and Region's capability to do
marine research; and providing for additional research capability
as needed.



Role of the University in

Coastal Zone Management

Jack Davidaon
University of Hawaii

We have been given two basic questions to discuss. The
first is, what does the university or research institute per-
ceive as ite functional role in suppOrt of the coastal zone
management problem? The second is, "can it  the university!
carry out this role within the concept of the "Coastal Zone La-
boratory" as envisioned by the Stratton Committee?" I am not
sure universities as such "perceive." I think some of us in
the university system are very aware of coastal zone management
problems and perceive a r'ole that the university could and
should play. I'd like to rephrase the first question to "what
role should universities be prepared to play?" To answer this
question, I need to register my perception of the problem.

The coastal zone, representing land-sea interface and con-
tiguous land and water areas, represents probably the most
valuable subregion of the nation in terms of concentration of
social and economic activity. It is also a fragile environment
with ecosystems that are easily damaged and altered. While
abusive use of these ecosystems is not new, we now stand at a
point where much irreversible damage is in process with the
threat that in the destruction of these resources, the quality
of human life on the planet can be greatly diminshed. The
present management systems governed primarily by vested expec-
tations of profits have been, and will continue to be, incapa-
ble of coping with the situation.

Solution of the problem takes on three dimensions, each
of which present an equally difficult challenge. The first is
to provide the information needed to guide the development of
adequate management schemes. Second, to develop adequate man-
agement systems and principles. Third, to create a social-
political atmosphere which will faster rapid adoption of "good"
management.

What is the university's role? Obviously the information
needed to permit rapid development of meaningful management
schemes to protect coastal ecosystems calls for a massive multi-

.disciplinary research effort. It is necessary to understand
how the ecosystems work, what is happening in them and what
will be the ultimate effect on the physical structure and plant
and animal life. This must then be translated into terms of
human welfare and enjoyment both now and in the future.
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To reduce even a portion of these problems to manageable
terms will require innovative framework and approaches. Al-
though much meaningful research is carried on in federal labora-
tories, the universities represent the repositories for the
nation's fundamental research resources and the source of new
ideas and approaches.

The several federal research agencies that now have re-
search responsibilities relating to coastal zone management
are limited in pioneering efforts by the nature of their on-
going commitments. Philosophically, they represent the vested
use interests and there is a tendency for the problems gen-
erated in these uses to absorb all their attention and resources,
Then too, federal research institutes, laboratories, etc,, ax'e
often well equipped to research aspects of the physical envi-
ronment but rarely ever are equipped to explore the social
science  human! issues.  In fact, I would suggest that the U.S.
Department of Agriculture alone had the capacity to meet a
significant portion of its social sciences research needs, and
this capacity is biased heavily toward economics and concen-
trated mainly in Washington and not in local or regional labori-
tories and research units.!

To approach the second tier of problemS -- namely that of
developing adequate management schemes -- an even larger and
more imaginative social science commitment is required. Again
the main, fundamental research input must come from the uni-
versity. However, the present trend of state governments to
acquire well trained planning staffs opens the door for close
cooperation between academic and government institutions in
seeking to define appx'opriate management mechanisms.

The third level of problems -- that of implementing ef-
fective management in face of the inertia, apathy, and vested
interest. x'esistance � is advisory and educational in nature
and may present the greatest overall challenge.

I would like to present an example from the University of
Hawaii Sea Grant Program to illustrate how the university can
serve at each of these levels. In the State of Hawaii, we
have become seriously concerned with pollution of our coastal
waters. With money provided by the Sea Grant Program we under-
took a year of services planning on this issue. The result is
multi-directional, multidisciplinary project to render the
necessary information and assistance in developing and imple-
menting management schemes. The eight specific objectives are
to:

1! Identify the origin and measure the amounts of such
quality factors as nutrients, pesticides, toxic metals,
degradable organic matter, and sediments which enter
coastal waters in typical situations of land use, e.g.,
undeveloped, urban, industrial, general agricultural,
and sugar cane culture.
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2! Determine the fate of the foregoing influent quality
factors by measuring their concentration and amount
in coastal waters, sediments, and biota of selected
coastal environments such as Kahana, Kaneohe, 14amala,
and Waialua bays on Oahu and the north and south
coasts of Kauai.

3! blonitor the changes in water quality and in associated
ecosystems which follow changes in sewage discharges
at opportune locations such as, Sand Island and Kaneohe
Bay, and in sugar mill waste on the Kauai Coast.

4! Evaluate the adequacy of coastal water quality stan-
dards and criteria as presently conceived, to insure
the desired quality of ecological environments is such
water.

5! DevelOp SCientifiC data and parameterS On WhiCh tO
base coastal water quality protection measures and
systems in future urban or agricultural land develop-
ment in Hawaii.

6! Recommend the changes in policy, institutional arrange-
ments, water quality parameters, and practical measures
necessary to protect coastal waters.

7! Assess the economic and social effects and costs of
changes associated with the measures recommended in
Objective 6  above!.

8! Raintain an informational and advisory program designed
to keep citizens, lawmakers, public officials, stu-
dents and members of the professional and lay communi-
ties informed of the project findings and of the im-
plications of the recommendations they support.

From these objectives, it is evident that the necessary
work involves experimental, investigative, interpretative, and
educational activities and techniques. The purpose of the ex-
perimental aspects is to provide currently needed supporting
information, not otherwise available, to obtain meaningful
institutional, economic, and social interpretations through
which the project is to achieve practical significance to the
community.

Fourteen scientists from different disciplines met al-
most weekly for ten months to establish the priorities and to
develop methodology for the project. This was donated time
and effort. Sea Grant monies were used to bring experts in
various aspects of pollution to meet with the group, to re-
view their progress and to share their particular expertise.
The result is a model, the implementation of which can be
expected to yield major dividends in terms of reliable and
useable knowledge, It will, however, require continuing strong
focus to overall goals, concerned participation and careful
management and coordination.

This leads to the second major question: Can the univer-
sity carry out this role within the concept of the "coastal
zone laboratory" I say yes but with strong reservations.
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The Stratton Committee recommended:
"that 'coastal zone laboratories' be established in
association with appropriate academic institutions to
engage in scientific investigations of estuarine and
coastal processes and to be prepared to advise the
states in managing the estuaries and coastal zones"
 Our Nation and the Sea, U. S. Gov' t. Printing Office,
Jan.

Certainly federal help and funding will be required if
coastal zone problems are to be reduced to manageable dimen-
sions within a meaningful time frame. It is also clear that,
while there is ample reason to talk in general terms of a
coastal zone problem, coastal environments vary so tremendously
in terms of structure, uses and problems as to require con-
sideration as separate entities. A coastal zone laboratory
at the university would be in a good position to take advan-
tage of the already established scientific resource base of
the area.

Ny concern with the Stratton Committee recommendation
arises first from the apparent preoccupation with the physical
and biological sciences. The problems of use and abuse of the
coastal zone are all people-oriented or people-generated. Se-
cond, I am concerned with the apparent lack of thought concern-
ing how to carry out the interdisciplinary aspects of such a
laboratory.

Development of the coastal zone in a positive sense
hinges very strongly on the social initiative. We have had
encouraging signs of a mounting social awareness in which new
variables have come into focus including concern about the
environment, increasing concern with aesthetic values, etc.
There are also signs that society will not only encourage but
even demand development of the capacity to anticipate conflict-
ing uses, not simply wait for them to arise. The coastal zone
laboratory concept should, therefore, be expanded to encompass
a social science institute to supplement the work of the bio-
logical and physical scientists. There must also be fOcus and
direction to the laboratory's activities and a framework de-
veloped for active interchange between the scientific disci-
plines and those responsible for policy and decision in the
coastal zone management. The views Of the latter must be put
in proper perspective if the help of the body politic is to be
enlisted in implementing meaningful management systems.

The direction and focus of the national program could be
developed as follows: develop broad federal guidelines with
a charge to select and focus scientific resources on high pri-
ority needs in terms of immediate problems and anticipatory
uses; and require formation of local planning and steering
committee comprised of university personnel, representatives
of state and local government and the body politic, and rele-
vant federal personnel. This committee would be responsible
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for establishment of priorities, review of progress and re-
commendations for change and redirection of resources.

The focus of local efforts might be generated as follows:
1! List all the major potential problems of the coastal

zone.
2! Estimate the probable biological, physical and social

impact of these problems.
3! List the probable approaches to improved knowledge

and/or effectiveness.
4! Roughly appraise the costs and returns of these courses

of action and the relevant time frame for each.
5! Develop social acceptance of action programs in coastal

zone management.
6! Aim the proper mixture of research and extension at

the spots of highest payoff  where payoff includes the
implementation of action based on project results.!

There appears to be a need for a stronger concept of man-
agement than is normally recognized as desirable by the academic
establishment. Complete investigative license often seems the
best of all possible worlds to the academic researcher and oc-
casionally produces tremendous payoffs. However the risk is
high and there is 'gut' feeling that the time frame for action
may be such as to render this approach too risky for society
to long condone. This is not to imply that the industry R & D
approach is the answer. The scientist must have the necessary
freedom and elbow room to e xercise his imagination and talent.

Strong focus and control of funding to achieve this focus
by a competent program director seems to be the answer. If
the laboratory has a staff, it should be a small one and the
scientists employed or otherwise supported would be attracted
from the academic departments, by their interest in the goals
of the unit, the personal challenge offered, and the prospects
for meaningful scientific and social contribution. They should
be encouraged to remain with the program only so long as their
interest and potential contribution remains high.

With increased funding and added legislative flexibility
the concepts developed by the Stratton Committee and in this
paper could be accommodated in the Sea Grant program. The Sea
Grant provision for advisory services would then serve the
logical role of communicating research results to users and
enhancing the feedback process, and hence the focus, on rele-
vant issues.



Michigan Sea Grant Program and

Coastal Zone Management in Michigan

John Armstrong
University of Michigan

Michigan's coastline has been so prominent in the history
of the state that it is gratifying to see within the past three
years that a positive and definitive state position is evolving
concerning its coasts.

With over 38,000 square miles of the Great Lakes inside
its boundaries and with frontage upon 3,200 miles of shoreline,
Michigan has a considerable share of the Great Lakes -- 41 per-
cent of the entire Great Lakes area and more than 65 percent
of that which lies within the United States. The shorelands
of the state are, and will continue to be, one of the state' s
greatest natural resources. At the present time about 100
Michigan cities obtain their water supply from the Great Lakes.
No point in the state is more than 85 miles from one of the
four bordering lakes or their connecting waters. Thousands Of
miles of fine beaches, millions of fish that are caught yearly
and unexcelled boating are only a few of the recreational ad-
vantages offered by the lakes. Michigan alone has 38 state
parks along the shores of the Great Lakes.

Michigan's shoreline is exceeded in length only by that:
of Alaska and Hawaii, and it is interesting to note that the
shoreline of the Great Lakes resembles, at one place or another,
most of the nation's seacoasts. The marshes of Saginaw Bay
and Lake Erie are reminiscent of Chesapeake Bay. The bleak,
rock coasts of Lake Superior are similar to those of Maine or
Oregon. On the west coast, Michigan's sand beaches more than
rival those of Florida, Texas and Southern California  and the
water is fresh!.

Some features of the lakes' shoreline are unique, Sleep-
ing Bear, Grand Sable, and other giant dunes are among the
largest in the world, Lake Superior's pictured rocks were a
national scenic attraction when the only way to see them was
by canoe.

Shoreland management in Michigan can somewhat arbitrarily
be placed in three general categories; control and use of
Great Lakes bottomlands; erosion; and protection of environ-
mental resources.

The Michigan Coastal and Shorelands Management Project, a
cooperative project with the Michigan Water Resources Commission,
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is one of twenty-five Sea Grant projects dealing with Great
Lakes problems. But it is one of the most important since it
deals very directly with a pressing, immediate problem in the
state.

The major element of this project centers around the im-
plementation of Michigan's newly enacted Shorelines Protection
and Management Act  Act 245!. Specifically, its implementation
in a particular area of the state -- Grand Traverse Bay in
Northwest Lower Michigan -- before its implementation over the
entire shorelands area.

Shoreland Protection and Mana ement Act of 1970  Act 245!

As its name implies, this act represents a two-stage at-
tempt at shoreland management:

~rirst hase lo the first state of imsle eotatioo, the
State Department Of Natural Resources and the Water Rescurces
Commission are to identify high-risk erosion areas and natural
fish and wildlife habitat areas. Once these are identified,
local units of government will be informed of those areas
lying within their jurisdiction and will receive suggestions
on methods of preventing further property damage due to ero-
sion and of protecting fish and wildlife habitat areas. The
local governmental units then have three years in which to
establish zoning and other regulatory devices to control ero-
sion and manage habitat areas. Their activities are subject
to the approval of the Water Resources Commission, who will
establish the necessary controls directly if local groups fail
to act within the three year period.

working with the Water Resources Commission, Michigan's
Sea Grant Program has helped to construct a basic resource
inVentory Of Grand TraVerSe Bay, and tO deVelOp reCOmmendatianS
for appropriate regulatory mechanisms. A Joint Water Resources
Commission-Sea Grant publication is being completed which will
be sent to each local unit of government. It will identify
critical areas, make some initial regulatory suggestions, and
then suggest further actions which, on the local level, can
lead to a comprehensive shorelands management system rather
than one of piecemeal regulation.

mission zs requzred to submit a comprehensive plan for the
management of Michigan's Great Lakes shorelands, including
recommendations for required legislation. Sea Grant has been
working with the commission on this phase by generating man-
agement concepts to be included in the report as well as pub-
lic information programs to convey an understanding of the
need for such a management system.
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Traverse Ba Shorelands Pro ect

Sea Grant has developed the concept of a Shorelands Review
Board to explore the possibility of establishing a comprehensive
regional approach to shorelands planning and management through
local initiative and action.

The purpose of such a board would be to;
1! Act in the intereSt of Traverse Bay as a total, natural

system in contrast to existing developing interests
that may or may not reflect the valuable attributes
of the shoreland system as a whole.

2! Serve as a meeting ground for fractionalized and often
conflicting political bodies, plans, values and inter-
ests.

3! Act as a unified local voice in relation to state,
regional or federal interests.

4! Act as a source of information on planning, design,
and ecological concepts and aid the local units in
preserving their natural shore while allowing human
use by reviewing permit and variance requests sub-
mitted to various local governmental units.

Using Michigan Public Act 200 �957!, a group of concerned
citizens has now formed a shorelands coordinating committee
with the assistance of the Michigan Sea Grant Program. They
are now finalizing official support agreements, and insuring
representation of all government and planning groups on the
bay � including 12 townships, 5 municipalities, 3 counties,
and 5 planning agencies. This is very significant for the
university. We have actually stepped out of academia and
created a positive change in the community -- a small but real
step forward.

As the Coastal and Shorelands Management Project has pro-
gressed, it has emerged as a combination of research and pub-
lic information. Acting in conjunctiOn with Michigan Sea Grant
Advisory Services, this project provides information and sug-
gestions to local, regional, and state groups seeking methods
of managing various shorelands problems, whether these are
predominantly land or water oriented or actually at the land-
water interface. Information obtained from project research
and field experience is applied to the specific problem.

A listing of some of the current subprojects which this
project is dealing with indicates the scope and direction of
this on-going research program:

1! Syntheses and analysis of innovative coastal manage-
ment techniques in the United States through a review
of recent management programs throughout the United
States. This will be published shortly as a Michigan
Sea Grant Report.

2! Development of use-impact matrices for use by local
units of government to identify potentially adverse
impacts of shoreland activities.
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3! Identification of shoreland components which lead to
unique shoreland configurations and which must be
preserved if the shoreland is to remain a unique and
viable resource. This research includes functional
systems of land use classification and an inventory
of shoreland resources through our Sea Grant remote
sensing project.

4! Design political, legal and institutional methods of
regulating and managing various parts of the shore-
land area, as well as potential comprehensive manage-
ment techniques -- including the preparation of ad-
ditional model legislation for shorelands management--
since we feel Act 245 must be strengthened and expanded.

5! An identification and analysis of the concept of
"public interest" as it relates to the shorelands of
Michigan, in view of the variation in perception de-
pending upon regional, econamic, political and tem-
poral factors.

6! The development of shorelands use concepts which will
minimize impact while allowing human utilization of
shoreland areas. Currently underway are a series of
"self-help" booklets clearly stating some of these
principles, which will be distributed to the general
public.

7! Management information systems: a study of alterna-
tive inventory systems which might allow for the
identification and solution of multiple, complex user-
resource and user-user conflicts.

The "Public Interest" and the Coastal Zone

At this point I would like to take the time to discuss a
problem which our Coastal and Shoreland Management project has
had ta deal with, and, indeed, one which I feel pertains to
the Sea Grant Program in general and to shorelands management
in particular.

Today it is generally accepted by those concerned with
coastal or shorelands management that the basic problem is
one of a fragile, complex resource under increasing pressures
from conflicting, and often disruptive, human demands. But
as reflected in recent federal and state coastal zone legis-
lation, there is no clear acceptance of what the desired solu-
tian of this problem is, or how a solution can be effected.
The very concept of management is today a meaningless term,
used ta describe everything from the mast questianable exploi-
tation and destruction of resources to the total protection
of these resources.

Under the original legislative mandate  Pl 89-688!, Sea
Grant is supported by public funds and is directed to generate
information on our nation's marine and aquatic resources and
related land areas so as to better serve the "public interest."
Considering the diversified and conflicting definitions of
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what the public interest is in relation to shoreland areas, it
is not at all clear how Sea Grant programs can best serve it,
There is certainly a strong emphasis on the federal level for
the development of information which can facilitate the in-
creased utilization of shoreland and deep-water areas, and much
Sea Grant work has been directed twoards obtaining and dissem-
inating such information.

As an example, the University of Michigan has received
numerous requests for information which would aid commercial
or sport fisheries, industrial-commercial activities, or resi-
dential-recreational interests. It is expected that such re-
quests will increase as more information becomes available
through our various projects.

But since the start of the Coastal and Shorelands Manage-
ment project, Michigan Sea Grant has also received requests
from public officials, planners, businessmen, private residents
and environmental protection groups for methods of protecting
the natural characteristics of the shore; and preventing pol-
lution, crowding, destruction of natural biota and a loss of
the 'flavor' of shoreland areas. To supply information which
allows for the increased util. ization of shoreland areas is
often in direct conflict with attempts to preserve such areas
as viable natural systems. Since the maintenance of a 'neutral'
stand on natural resources policy is paramount to ignoring
this conflict, a clear definition of policy becomes necessary,

The University of Michigan Coastal and Shorelands Manage-
ment project feels that it is in the 'public interest' to pre-
serve the unique, complex natural subsystem represented by the
land-water interface of the Great Lakes in a viable condition.
The most desirable contribution of Sea Grant within the Great
Lakes is not to facilitate unchecked exploitation of these
fragile and unique resources, but. rather to help manage them
in a way that will match current demands with the right of
future generations to enjoy at least some of the same ameni-
ties we now enjoy. If preserved as a viable natural system>
the Great Lakes can provide more present and future flexibil-
ity, economic gain and social benefit than if short-term de-
velopment interests are totally accomodated. Thus the whole
focus of this project has become the development of methods
for reducing or eliminating adverse impacts of human activities
with the Great Lakes, and generally for preserving the natural
system in the face of human demand.

Operation-oriented government agencies on all levels are
forced to 'be practical' and to accommodate public demands.
Sea Grant, at least by design, may not face such short-term
political constraints and can provide a real and much needed
service to such agencies by; diminishing potentially destruc-
tive demands through public information programs, based on
research and analysis; and by providing agencies with informa-
tion, and with information-handling systems, so that they have
a more objective method of dealing with multiple, subjective
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demands.

Some of the following conclusions have been tentatively
arrived at by the University of Michigan Shorelands Manage-
ment Project.

1! There are several perhaps irreconcilable conflicting
interests in the shoreland areas of the Great Lakes.
� The regional interest does not necessarily match

that of the nation or of individual states,
- The state is often in conflict with sub-regional

interests and with specific localities, individual
counties, townships, or municipalities.
Within a township or municipality there are often
strong conflicting perceptions of the 'proper' use
of shoreland areas.

� Aiding an industry in extracting lake-bottom re-
sources serves one segment of the public interest
but always detracts from one or more other segments,
such as the interests of fishermen or property
owners.

2! Past and present shoreland management decisions,
whether formally institutionalized or not, have all
had the same impact upon shoreland areas in every
state of the nation -- the incremental destruction
of the natural system. Each generation may only ac-
commodate some of the demands for shorelands access
 use!, but the cumulative effect is to replace the
fragile natural system with an often unmanageable
non-system of human activities.

3! Working with the Michigan Department of Water Resources
on the implementation of Act 245 which requires, among
other things, the preparation of a comprehensive shore-
lands management plan, it becomes clear that Michigan
faces a major decision.

There is no human activity which is absolutely
nonharmful to the shorelands system, particularly
when one starts dealing with density factors.

- Considering the growing population and the number
of people wishing to use shoreland areas � which
is growing at a much higher rate than the popula-
tion -- the shoreland is currently facing an unpre-
cedented pressure which can be expected to rapidly
increase over the next 30 years.
Of equal importance is the fact that increasingly
human shoreland activities are becoming potentially
more disruptive through new uses or more intensive
uses.

Within the field of public reaction, the major shorelands
co~cern in the past was to provide beach areas and public docks,
Now public shorelands recreation must find ways of accommodat-
ing all-terrain vehicles, high-powered boats, launch areas,
parking lots, marinas, snowmobiles, heavy weight camping vans,
beach and dune buggies, individual submersibles, skin-divers,
surfers, glider planes, inexpensive shoreland housing, scenic
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roads, mass-recreational parks, airports, etc,

NeW teChnology in industry alSO addS prOblemS Of neVer-
before-seen dimensions. Thus atomic energy, nationally sup-
ported as the future source of energy, will add to the pres-
sures, as will increased interests in aquaculture. Mors and
more, businesses are locating according to scenic amenities
rather than in major urban centers. And urban conditions are
such that increasinq numbers wish to live in rural, often shore-
land, areas not just seasona11y but year-round.

It is becoming clear that even though some people, both
in and out of government refuse to accept or fail to realize
it, the types and intensities of user demands for shorelands
resources is going to increase and diversify. In many areas
such as Michigan, it is not. unreasonable to propose that these
pressures have not really even begun and that the present situa-
tion is not a reasonable target of comprehensive management
system. One must project potential demand, and design the
management system to be able to deal with much greater pressure
environmental, economic, political -- and much greater complex-
ity than currently exists.

It is also becoming clear that no single shorelands user
demand can be fully met. This is the dilemma which Michigan,
as well as every shoreland state, faces. To date, there has
been only a minimum acknowledgement of the existence of this
problem much less an attempt to deal with it. It still seems
that the public interest can best be served by allowing every-
body to do everything.

Some state agencies, such as Michigan's Department of
Natural Resources, are charged with managing the natural re-
sources. This is usually construed as preserving them at a
viable, continuing level, but with some noticeable exceptions
as in the case of oil and natural gas. But other state agen-
cies, other governmental units  federal level! and the State
of Michigan as a whole are charged with meeting public demand:
user demand in shoreland areas. It can be rather well argued
that, in the wording of Sea Grant legislative mandate/ Sea
Grant was and is designed to accommodate user demand in shore-
land areas, and that to do anything which will detract from
this is to violate the mandate: the public trust.

In this context one can continue to support a basic con-
servation philosophy and remain true to the directed objectives
of the Sea. Grant program by stating that:

No matter how politically desirable it may be to
accommodate all public demands in the shoreland ares,
such is not possible. Furthermore, there are many
clear-cut examples to illustrate that it can be poli-
tically preferable to know how to reduce or eliminate
environmental degradation rather than blindly accomodate
all or specific demands.
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Thus it is in the public interest to lesse~ the conflict
and impact of multiple use of the coastal  shorelands! zone.
Greater efficiency, greater flexibility, greater economic re-
turn and critical global conditions, necessary for human survi-
val, can thus be preserved, and many more interests can be
accommodated.

It is socially irresponsible to promise everything to
everyone within the coastal zone, as its potential is not that
great, and, increasingly, it is politically hazardous to do so.

Coastal Zone Laborato

The University of Michigan Coastal Zone Project is seek-
ing a basic understanding of the natural systems which are
represented, in whole or in part, at the land � water interface.
It is also attempting to analyze the dynamics of our socio-
cultural and techno-economic system to understand the charac-
ter of past, present,and potential future demands upon this
resource zone. From this understanding, based on the para-
meters that describe the Great Lakes, the intention is to con-
tinue developing management alternatives, institututional
arrangements and public information projects to allow for the
continued and increased use of this resource while protecting
it from destruction.

Such protectio~ may not always be politically feasible,
but without detailed, comprehensive information about the sys-
tem and potential management devices, such protection is not
possible.

With regard to the Coastal Zone Laboratory concept, it is
our feeling that the approach, as generally understood, would
be of assistance in the types of efforts we are undertaking in
Michigan.

Feasibility plans to establish a Coastal Zone Laboratory
in Michigan are already underway -- Sea Grant legislation al-
ready can provide for this.

The major features of a laboratory are straightforward:
1! it would provide a centralized research organization

for coastal and shorelands research to augment the
development and administration of shorelands manage-
ment and administration of shorelands management and
protection programs by the Water Resources Commission;

2! it would provide a means by which many university
research personnel from various institutions could
be assembled; and

3! it could provide a more efficient clearinghouse for
research funds from various agencies concerned with
Great Lakes shorelands and near-shore waters  e.g.,
Environmental Protection agency, Atomic Energy Com-
mission, etc.!. It would also seek industrial support.
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Its structure has not been formalized in final form; a
quasi-public lab or institute management, as part of the Michi-
gan Sea Grant Program in cooperation with the Water Resources
Commission, would involve both state and university personnel
perhaps on an appointment basis.

The Coastal Zone Laboratory concept can be carried out
within the basic objectives of the Michigan Sea Grant program--
identification of both long and short term resource management
problems in the Great Lakes; research to deal with understand-
ing of identified problems; and application of developed method-
ology towards problem solution in cooperation with the various
agencies and groups responsible for resource management.









legal-Econorric Aspects of Fisheries

Session Summary

H, Gary Knight, Session Chairman
Louisiana State University Law Center

The panel on "Legal-Economic Aspects of Fisheriett" met
Wednesday, October 13, 1971. In addition to the chairman,
the panel consisted of Professor william T. Burke, Professor
of Law at the University of Washington Law School; Dr. Francis
T. christy, Jr., Research Associate with Resources for the
Future Inc. in Washington, D.C.; and Nr. Bernard H. Oxman,
Assistant Legal Adviser for Ocean Affairs in the Department
of State. Following a brief introductory statement hy the
chairman, papers were delivered by messrs. Burke, Christy,
and Oxman, and an open question, answer, and discussion
period including audience participation followed.

The chairman observed that although the Sitea of the
greater portion of international fishery operations are
the high seas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction,
nonetheless the effects of fishery operations in coastal
states are profound, for it is there that the fishermen live,
their equipment is purchased, their product processed and
distributed, and they otherwise interact with the coastal
community. Accordingly, it is altogether appropriate that
the National Sea Grant Program be involved with the sometimes
difficult scientific, technological, legal, economic, politi-
cal, and social questions involved in international fisheries
management. The problem of international fisheries manage-
ment has taken on added urgency in the last year as a result
of the call by the United Nations General Assembly for a
Third United Nations ConferenCe On the Law of the Sea to be
held during 1973. Preparatory work for that conference is
being undertaken by the United Nations Seabed Committee and
the subject of fisheries management is one of the key items
on the agenda.

The panelists and members of the audience raised and
discussed a wide range of problems concerning management of
the living resources of the high seas. Accordingly, in this
report there will only be identified the issues discussed
without reference to the substance of that discussion, save
with regard to suggestions concerning the role which Sea
Grant support recipients might play in conducting research
aimed towards solving some of these problems.
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Among the issues considered at the meeting were the
fallowing:

�! Le al and economic as cts of the conservation of
the livin resources of t e hi h seas. T s topic nvalves
suc sauce as t e goal of max z ng productivity of the
living resources of the high seas; the object of maintaining
such productivity through the establishment of maximum
sustained yields and other controls on the harvest; the
conduct af scientific research necessary to make the
requisite determinations for effectuation of conservation
systems; the problem whether economic efficiency shauld be
part af any fisheries management criteria; and the role of
regional and international organizations in promulgating and
enforcing rules designed to conserve these resources.

�! The le al and economic as cts of the allocation of
fisheries resources. T s s 3ec va ves e ssue o
w c sta es are entitled to what resources  or revenues
derived from the explaitation of fishery resources! as a
result of fishery activities. Included are problems af
conflicts between distant vater fishing fleets and the inter-
ests of coastal states in fishery resources off their coasts;
the so-called "abstentian principle" in which economic invest-
ment in the maintenance of a fishery stock is urged as justi-
fication for exclusion af other states; the problem of nev
entrants, particularly from the developing countries, into
existing fisheries; the obsolesence of the doctrine of
"freedom of the high seas" and the need far allocatian systems
based on property concepts, including the licensing of the
privilege of fishing on the high seas or portions thereof;
the meaning of "common heritage of mankind" and its possible
reference to the sharing of fishery resaurces or revenues
derived therefrom among states not actually engaged in the
fishing effort; the possibility of affording to coastal
states certain preferential rights in the stocks aff their
coastst the problem of peaceful conflict resolution in the
case of controversies vhich cannot be resolved by the parties
to the conflict; and the question of "political acceptability"
versus efficiency of the system in reaching agreement on an
international fisheries management regime.

�! Article III. 'Article III" is the popular title
given to t~e n ~states' proposal for international
fisheries management submitted ta the July-august, 1911,
meeting of the United Nations Seabed Caaaaittee. In itS sub-
stantive provisions the proposal calls far coastal state
preferences on the basis of their ability to exploit stocks
in adjacent waters but without prejudice to existing fishing
rights possessed by distant water fishing fleets. The pros
and cons of Article III vere discussed at length by the
panelists, both in their formal presentations and in the dis-
cussion which followed. As noted above, however, this reoort
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to identification of issues, and resort to the
and the transcript of the discussion which
of which are included in these Proceedings! will be
exposure to the various substantive positions

is restricted
actual papers
fallowed  all
necessary for
taken.

�! The
United States

uestion of decision-makin rocedures in the
overnment on s er es an o er aw o t e

sea matters. T rs su 3ec nva ves t e ro e an rmpor-
t~ance c efense interests in fcrnnlatins United States
acean policy; and �! the impasitian af secrecy upon intra-
gavernmental deliberations on law af the sea policy for
reasons of  a! military security, and  b! maintenance of a
negotiating position. A conflict exists in the latter
situation, for regardless af the validity vel non of the
two security objectives mentianed abave, there unquestionably
also exists substantial value to be derived from the use of
nongovernmental experts on the United States delegation to
the international law of the sea conferences.

Throughout the discussion, the substantive issues were
related to the possible role of recipients of support from
the Office af Sea Grant Programs with a view toward assist-
ing in the solution of some of these difficult issues. Among
the suggestions made with respect to the cantinuing role of
Sea Grant in fisheries research were the following;

�! Continuation of support far research on scientific
and technical aspects of fishery explaitation.

�! Continuation of support of advisory service programs
ta transmit the results of such research to the appropriate
parties.

�! Initiation of support for research on the nature
of institutional barriers to effective national and inter-
national fisheries policies, and possible remedies therefore.

�! Initiation of support for analysis of fishery
industry interests and methods of operation from the stand-
point of the individual fisherman, as an incident to examining
over-all national fisheries policy.

�! Cantinuation and expansion of support providing
inputs ta national policy and decision-makers concerned with
United States policy on international fisheries management.
Professor Burke emphasized the importance of regional studies
on an interdisciplinary basis  such as the NORFISH project at
the University of Washington! in formulating inputs for the
national policy making apparatus.

�! Suggestion that Sea Grant reaipients review "A
Preliminary Repart on International Fisheries Management
ResearCh,"  Watianal Academy of Sciences, Report On the Work-
ing Group on International Fisheries Management of the
committee on International Marine science Affairs Policy
 IMSAP!  May, 1971! which contains numerous suggestions for
research in the field of fisheries management.



Fisheries Issues in Law of the Sea Negotiations

William Surke
University of Washington Law Scilool

The following remarks are addressed ta scmtewhat dispa-
rate subjects: U.S. Tactics and Procedures in Negotiatinq
LOS Issues; the Objectives of International Fisheries Manage-
ment and Article III, the U.S. Fisheries Proposal; and Sea
Grant's Role in Fisheries Management.

U.S. Tactics and Procedures in N otiatin IDS Issues

A main purpase af this session as I understand it is to
discuss the substantive provisions of the proposals tabled
by the United States at the latest session of the Enlarged
Seabed casstittee of the United Nations which meetinq was
part of cantinuing preparations for a general law af the
sea conference tentatively scheduled for 1973 . Before
addressing this topic, however, it may be desirable ta call
attentian to the unusual methods being employed by the U.S .
in formulating its policies and conducting neqotiatians.
It may be that sane of you are not familiar with ar aware
of the tactics now prevailing in these respects.

Par reasons that are still obscure, the U.S . suddenly,
beginning apparently sometism last spring after the March,
1971 meeting af the Seabed CatstLittee, ceased meaningful
consultation with private graups interested in the issues
now debated in the Seabed Comtittee . Prior ta this tiae
various advisory groups -- some long established, others
created ad hoc to deal with and consider sore new policy
problems � were consulted in terms of prospective positions
the U.S . might assume in future meetings . Usually these
groups were consulted on the basis of written statements.
After March, however, this pracedure terminated and sa far
as is known to me, advisory groups were na longer apprised
in any way whatsoever af the positions the U.S. might
advocate in Geneva. I made this statesent after participa-
ting in three different advisory group smetings in that
interval .  One in May, two in June.!

After the Executive Branch dropped the water curtain
over its views in this fashion, it should perhaps be na
great surprise that it was decided that the U.S delegation
to the July-August Seabed Committee meeting would be Com-
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posed solely of U.S. government officials. This was a complete
reversal of prior practice in which it was routine to name as
advisors and delegation members persons who were chosen as re-
presentatives of various interest groups whose livelihoods or
professions would be affected by the outcome of the negotia-
tions or who were knowledgeable about the issues.

The real question is what difference it makes that the
interested public  or the general public! are no longer con
suited nor permitted to participate as delegate-advisors in
negotiations. One answer to this is political, namely that
treaties negotiated in such a manner could conceivably face
obstacles to ratification by constitutional processes. This
possibility is well known, of course, to U.S. officials and
one can only conclude that they have a very considerable con-
fidence that treaties can be negotiated which are broadly
acceptable to politically powerful groups in the U.S. perhaps
it is felt that there are no politically powerful groups in-
terested in these matters, although this seems doubtful.

Another answer is that the procedures being followed may,
because they so completely isolate U.S. policies from critical
appraisal, lead to less than desirable solutions in the nego-
tiations. Mr. Christy has delivered himself of some extremely
pertinent comments in this respect, which will soon be availa-
ble in the proceedings of the 6th annual meeting of the Law of
the Sea Inatitute. While I agree wholly with the views he
there expressed, he was criticizing the fact that the public
had no access to U.S. proposals while I am now noting that
secrecy has gone even further than that. Recent practice has
shut out the advice and criticism even of outside advisory
groups which were established for the very purpose of comment-
ing on prospective U.S. positions in law of the sea negotiations.

I do not expect the U.S. to have difficulty in obtaining
ratification of LOS treaties insofar aS interested uaer groups
are concerned. For reasons that have nothing directly to do
with oil or fisheries, it is not unlikely that both the oil
industry and most of the fish harvesting industry will be
generally satisfied with treaties on these subjects. The rea-
son for this is that it suits U.S. military interests, which
are the priority interest of the U.S., to negotiate for extend-
ed coastal authority over both oil production and
exploitation as part of the price to be paid for securing rights
of transit. Both the oil and most of the fisheries people be-
lieve such extended authority is favorable to their interests.

However, if the provisions of Article III were actually
negotiated it would still be possible for there to be some
difficulty in Obtaining Senate consent tc ratification. The
reason for this is that these provisions, if they are to be
made effective in any sense, will completely transform the
fishery regulation system traditionally employed in the U.S.
That system places fishery regulation in the hands of the
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individual states with the federal government playing no role
in this respect with the exception of its role in international
fisheries. Article III, which is almost completely unworkable
in any event, would be absolutely impracticable unless the
federal government were to take over fishery management in the
U.S. or play a dominant role in this function other than by
directly assuming the function. While every informed observer
believes that this is a change long overdue and devoutly to
be wished, the fact remains that unless the way is carefully
prepared there might be some determined opposition to the
change. Such opposition must perforce oppose ratification of
the treaty.

Beyond this possibility of a federal-state conflict over
who should manage fisheries, there is the additional extremely
practical consideration that federal management and enforce-
ment would very probably require very large increases in the
federal budget for this purpose. As virtually everybody knows
this would require a complete reversal of federal budgetary
policy which for a number of years has been to reduce federal
expenditures for fisheries. In this connection it deserves
notice that Article III in its present form has no provisions
for extracting license or user fees from foreign fishing, a
provision which would perhaps alleviate the financial impli-
cations of the Article. This is one of several reasons for
believing that Article III is not really a serious propOSal.

Ob'ectives-of' International Fisheries Mana ement and
Artcc e I , e U.S. F S er eS ro sa

The major impression one gets on reading Article ZIZ of the
U.S. proposal is that it is above all a negotiating document
and that it suggests the positions to be accommodated without
explicitly stating a preference for how to do this. Paragraph
2 provides for an allocation of part  or alL! of the allowabLe
catch to the coastal state but also provides that the share
traditionally taken by noncoastal states cannot be allocated.
It is then stated that an appropriate text on traditional fish-
ing must be negotiated between coastal and distant water states.
The textual provxsion suggests one alternative, that traditional
catches must be left as is, and since this is most unfavorable
to coastal states I assume it is the intent to alter that posi-
tion, through negotiations, in favor of the coastal state in
return for concessions on other matters.

The real problem here is what the effects on fisheries
management goals are as a resuLt of providing for strong pre-
ferences or exclusive rights to coastal states. This might be
considered in terms of effects on distribution of benefits,
increased production of protein, improvements in net yield
from fishery exploitation, and maintenance of physical yields
of living marine resources. These latter are widely accepted
goals of fisheries managment.
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Wider Distribution of Benefits

To the extent Article III provides for a preferred position
for coastal states in exploitation of adjacent or other fish
stocks or species it seeks to enlarge the number of states who
realize benefits from exploitation. But, as is obvious, the
method. chosen here differs substantially from that advocated by
the U.S. fcr ncn-liVing reSOurCeS. Far theae latter reSOurCeS
the coastal state would get only a portion of the benefits of
exploitation from resources beyond the limit of national juris-
diction and the region to which this preference applied would
itself be delimited. For fisheries it is apparently anticipa-
ted that for adjacent stocks the coastal state gets, actually
or potentially, all the catch that can be taken although the
U.S. proposal does not specify exactly how the division between
coastal and distant water catch is to be made. The only limit
to the coastal preference is its capacity to exploit.

It must be reasonably obvious that these proposals suffer
serious deficiencies, although some of these are probably un-
avoidable under current conditions.

One glaring difficulty is that the U.S. draft wOuld allo-
cate stocks solely to coastal states treating each of these
formally the same. The standard for allocation is simply that
the state borders on the ocean and for various reasons commer-
cially valuable fish happen to congregate "near" there. It
does not matter at all, in this approach, whether the coastal
state has need for the resources 6r for the benefits of their
exploitation. In this view the richest countries are treated
exactly as the poorest. Countries with large numbers of pro-
tein-deficient residents, off whose coasts fish occur but
sparsely, are given a wholly theoretical preference while coun-
tries but sparsely populated by humans are given an allocation
of, potentially, all of a rich adjacent fishery. It does not
matter, either, that the "capacity" of the coastal state to
take from a fishery derives not from its own resources or capi-
tal or whether the benefits of the allocation go to that state
at all.

The U.S. proposal for allocation of living marine resources
contrasts very substantially with the U.S. view on non-living
resources. In the U.s. seabed proposal, the coastal state has
a high degree of exclusive authority, but it does not realize
all the benefits of the resources found in the trusteeship zone.
The international community would get a share of the revenues
from the resources produced in the trusteeship zone. Under the
U.S. proposal for the seabed it is not sufficient that some
coastal states might want to take all of the adjacent non-living
resources. It is not immediately obvious that living and non-
living resources are different for allocation purposes and one
wonders what and whose purposes are served by maintaining a
distinction in the situations.
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Increased Production of Protein

The question is whether adoption of the U.S. proposal would
tend to increase production or reduce it. At least for a tem-
porary, perhaps short, period the likelihood is that productio~
will be reduced. The reasons for this assertion is that coas-
tal states are more likely to overestimate their capacity to
exploit fish and thus to demand allocations that are unrealis-
tic. The effect of this, especially of course if the allocation
is L00% of the available catch but also even if it is less, will
be to reduce the level of foreign exploitation. I believe this
series of events is very possible if proposals were accepted
which give coastal states an initial unilateral decision on who
gets what share of fisheries, as does the U.s. proposals

I am aware that paragraph 7 of ArtiCle III sets out a dis-
putes settlement procedure that can be employed in the event
there is a dispute over the coastal allocation. The special
commission established in accord with this paragraph may de-
cide that the coastal allocation cannot be applied pending
settlement of the dispute. It seems to me rather unlikely that
a decision to suspend an allocation would be made unless the
coastal state's demand was outrageous. However, if it were not
suspended but the special commission found against the coastal
state I would imagine subsequently disputed allocations might
well be suspended.

However one important practiCal pcint is whether distant
water states would themselves bother to contest an allocation
they believed to be excessive in relation to the currently
effective capacity of the coastal state. If the coastal demand
were not too high, whatever that means, the distant water state
might well choose to avoid the dispute. If, at the same time,
it respects the coastal decision the consequence may well be
a reduction in the distant water catch. lt would not be sur-
prising, therefore, to see a ~tern ararat reduction of distant
water fishing of 10 � 25% over a per~o of several years. Since
most of the increases recently in total global production have
come from the activities of distant water fleets it could well
be that diminished production by such fleets will be reflected
in a drop in total production.

One other effect of providing for coastal preference might
be to diminish investment in distant water fleets. Since, as
just stated, it is these fleets that have increased productivity
recently, such discouragement to investment could, and I think
probably will, reduce the rate of increase in world fish pro-
duction. It seems to me that it will be very difficult to prove
that this effect has occurred, given the dynamics of world
fishing.

lf distant water fleets are discouraged by allocations of
stocks adjacent  whatever this means! to coastal states it may
be that future activities will turn to the high seas pelagic
stocks which are not, in the U.S. proposal, subject to a coastal
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allocation but would be subject ta international management.
Whether or not such a spur to investment in these stocks is
desirable seems questionable. FAO data estimates large pelagic
stocks have a potential yield approximately double the present
catch �.3 million tons as against 2 million in 1968!. However
most of this is skipjack tuna, the other tuna species being
nearly fully exploited. Given the continued expansion in the
catching capacity of the world tuna fleet it is not clear that
this is a fertile activity for still additional investment
arising from deterrence to investment in nearshore pelagic and
demersal stocks.

Improved Net Yield from Fisher Ex laitation

In strict terms Article III has nothing in it which is aimed
directly at improving net yields. There are no provisions far
licenses or user fees from which the coastal state might derive
revenue while providing for limiting entry into the fishery.

However, in allocating catch of a steck to the coastal state
the latter would be in a position to limit entry of its own
fishermen for taking the amount allocated. Non-coastal states
and the coastal states would still have to get together to agree
on limiting entry of their fishermen to take the amount left un-
allocated. In this sense the U.S. proposal is seriously defi-
cient since a major purpose of fishery management is not only to
make provisions for allocation of benefits among nations but to
increase the size of the benefit to be shared.

I would imagine that provisions for allocation ta a coastal
state might provide a motive for non-coastal fishermen to ar-
range for limited entry to a fishery. The reaSon is simply that
unless they do limit entry their costs will increase greatly.
If a coastal state receives an allocation of 75,000 out of I00,000
tons, a foreign fleet of 50 boats would naw be exerting effort
to catch only 25,000 instead of a larger praportion of 100,000
tons. If the boats do not have attractive alternative possi-
bilities it would make a lot of sense to reduce the number of
vessels exploiting the remaining stock. However whether or nat
this situation would frequently arise is unknown. Since most
fisheries involve multiple stacks it may be that it is better
to maintain the size of a fleet rather than reduce it because
one of the stocks is subject to a caastal allocation.

Maintenance of Ph sical Yields of I ivin
Marzne Resources

Article III seeks to get at the problem of conservation, in
the sense of avoiding impairment of the productivity of stocks,
by providing for a single management entity in those circdm-
stances where one is feasible and by drastically reducing the
requirements for data that are needed to support conservation
measures.
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Paragraph l prOVideS that regulatian Shall be by interna-
tional organizations established or to be established for such
purpose. Since regulation by such bodies is already possible,
paragraph 1 does not materially add to the existing situation
which is mainly characterized by a large number of regulatory
bodies to whom member states refuse to concede meaningful power
to regulate. However paragraph 3 provides, inter alia, that
the coastal states may unilaterally institute conservation or
allocation measures if the states concerned are unable to es-
tablish an international organization as called for in paragraph
1. The measures and principles to be applied  by an IO or by
a coastal state! are set out in paragraph 2.

There can be little doubt that Article III would make a
material contribution to regulation by providing for a speci-
fied entity to exercise regulatory authority. Furthermore it
is to be noted that the proposal manages to achieve this with-
out finally defining the resources which would be subject to
the regulatory body  whether it is international or a coastal
state!. All that appears on this subject is that allocations
to a coastal state  and presumably coastal conservation measures!
shall not apply to "a highly migratory oceanic stock" which
would be identified in an appendix. Since the term "adjacent"
is also not specifically defined the extent of coastal control
by area and by stocks is left "flexible".

Article III appears to place great emphasis on international
management and this is commendable. The provision for ultimate
coastal control could very well provide the needed spur for
conclusion of realistic and fair international arrangements.
It is to be hoped that paragraph 7's dispute settlement proce-
dures will operate successfully to encourage the coastal state
to act reasonably in negotiations for the establishment  or re-
vision! of an international organization. If Article 7 did not
so operate the effects on either fishery production or the costs
of harvesting could turn out to be drastic, at least temporarily.

Even if a fishery regulatory scheme did not provide for
international regulation as the initial and preferred option,
it is doubtful if such a method can be wholly escaped. Provi-
sion for the unilateral competence of the coastal state will
not suffice to cope with stocks which either exist in, or
migrate laterally through, waters adjacent to more than one
state. There is no doubt whatsoever that this situation occurs
and when it does there will be a need either for an international
organization or at least agreement between the states concerned
on how to conserve and to allocate stocks.

Provision for conservation and allocation control by coastal
states is, naturally, not without attendant problems. The main
difficulty that I see is that many coastal states do not have
the scientific competence upon which to base a regulatory sys-
tem nor do they now possess the wherewithal to create or buy
such competence. In such circumstances there is bound to be a
good deal of suspicion of assertions by a coastal state regard-
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ing "allowable catch", "maximum sustainable yield", and measures
proposed by the coastal state baaed on these quantities. Of
course this condition is likely to make distant water states
more amenable to reasonable bargaining for a solution. It will
also help to promote cooperation by such states in research
activities, in exchange of reliable data and statistics, and
even, perhaps, in provision of various forms of assistance to
developing coastal states. Perhaps some institutional arrange-
ments will be devised to cope with the imbalance in science and
technology relating to fishing as well as other ocean problems.
Certainly if the "common heritage" concept, now applied to non-
living marine resources, were extended to include fisheries
there would be a source of financial support for improvements
of this kind.

In one sense the problem of maldistribution of scientific
capabilities is somewhat alleviated by the provision in para-
graph 2A that "the allowable catch shall be determined, on the
basis of the best evidence available, at a level which is de-
signed to maintain the maximum sustainable yield or restore it
as soon as practicable, taking into account relevant environ-
mental and economic factors." While this statement is not a
triumph of legal draftsmanship, it does appear to lessen sub-
stantially, if not eliminate, any cumbersome problems of proof
in establishing what the MSY may be or what the allowable catch
might be. Very plainly the "best available evidence" may con-
sist of very sparse statistics or sketchy scientific inquiries
yet these would be satisfactory, apparently, as the basis for
coastal or international organisation decisions on conservation
and allocation. Whatever else this provision might accomplish
it would surely meet the demands of those who believe there is
an urgent need to speed up the management process in the face
of rapid movement and increases in fish catching ability.

The diffiCulty with this approaCh is that it appears tO
throw out any standards or criteria and leaves the coastal
state virtually complete discretion. It is true, again, that
a compulsory review procedure is established by paragraph 7
but it is hard to see how this works as a protection against
arbitrary coastal action when no standards are provided for
assessing that action.

One general point in asesssment of these proposals relates
not directly to fisheries but to the paramount interests of
the United States as they apparently are conceived by U.S.
government officials presently. The proposals tabled by the
U.S. for fisheries are inspired nOt primarily by U.S. interest
in fisheries, which is hardly of any great shakes insofar as
the U.S. harvesting sector is concerned, but by military con-
siderations. This is not unique -- the U.S. proposals for the
seabed beyond the limits of national jurisdiction are also
heavily influenced by military concerns. The effect of such
weighting the U.S. interests, so far as fisheries are concerned,
zs to produce a fisheries proposal that does not mention a
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fisheries limit or fisheries zone but attempts nonetheless to
provide favorable treatment for coastal fisheries.

The difficulty with this ordering of priorities with the
U.S. is that it may lead to less desirable arrangements for
fisheries than if the U.S. really were interested in the matter.
The arrangements the U.ST wants for fisheries are those which
contribute to our military security problem. Since these could
be inconsistent with acceptable goals of fisheries management,
it is unfortunate that the U.s. positian is as it is.

Roles for Sea Grant Institutions in Im rovin International
F s eries na ament

It seems to me probable that the major contribution reason-
ably to be expected from Sea Grant institutions are in the ad-
visory and research fields, the former being employed to dis-
seminate the results of the latter. beany types of research are
pertinent for fisheries management and it is not possible here
to give time to discussion of them. A major input that would
prove extremely beneficial would be the undertaking af studies
of important regianal fisheries using a very broad contextual,
or systems, approach that would require the contributians of
persons from a variety of disciplinary backgrounds. It is
very clear that the level of effort needed to mount and to main-
tain such inquiries is not trivial. The project at the Univer-
sity of washington which studies the fisheries of the North
Pacific is an extremely ambitious effort and one that paten-
tially involves the full-time work of an appreciable number of
faculty and graduate students. A Sea Grant institution or a
gioup of such institutions and other agencies could be an
ideal mechanism for conducting regional studies of the scope
and intensity required. Universities, other public agencies
as well as private groups can band together to provide the
cansiderable variety of skills that are essential for adequate
investigation of such complex social, political, and scienti-
fic problems as are presented by international fisheries.

One major reason for suggesting regional Studies is that
this requires emphasis on relatively specific situations. Be-
cause af the more specific facus, the investigator may be able
to escape the uncertainty which attaches to the current and
anticipated LOS negotiations. It is very difficult to fore-
cast the outcome of those negotiations for fisheries all over
the world ar on a very general basis. However it may well be
feasible to investigate particular regional settings where
patterns of supply, demand, fishing effort, organizational ef-
fort, and other factors can be projected against an array of
more or less likely alternatives. In addition, it seems more
likely than not that after LOS-73, if it reaches agreement on
fisheries issues, states will cantinue to need to negotiate
disagreements over fisheries matters in regional contexts.
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It is likely that many institutions and individuals are
not situated so as to conduct formally organized joint studies.
There are a large number of useful projects to be pursued that
are worthwhile as separate inquiries. Dr. Christy has written
a paper outlining a number of these. In addition a report of
a working group of the Committee on International Marine Science
Affairs Policy  INSAP! suggests a number of others. This re-
port, to which Dr. Christy's paper and others are appended, is
available by writing RiChard Vetter, Executive Secretary, Ocean
Affairs Board, National Academy of Sciences, 2101 Constitution
Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20418.

Theae brief remarkS have concerned international problems
of fisheries management which, it is fair to say, are at a
crisis state. There are alSO national problema that bear on
global ones. I do not believe it is an exaggeration to say
that the most critical problems plaguing fisheries in the
United. States come not from scientific and technological de-
ficiencies but from institutional and regulatory barriers that
obstruct efficiency and fail to ameliorate conflict. Accol-
dingly as valuable as Sea Grant programs are in developing
improved yields or better predictive capacities based on scien-
tific investigation and improved gear or processing equipment
based on technological advance, it is very likely that the most
startling benefits for fisheries would arise from removal of
the institutional and regulatory barriers that raise costa/
deter fisheries development and pander to political prejudices.
I believe this statement is really very conservative--in the
case of the Pacific Northwest it has been demonstrated that on
the most conservative estimate about $ 3 5 million per
year are squandered through legislated inefficiency in harvest-
ing salmon. Removal of this single institutional barrier would
produce a social surplus several times larger annually than the
entire present federal Sea Grant budget. This situation may
be unusually extreme but on different levels similar institu-
tional constraints hamper marine fisheries in other states. Re-
search advisory work that assists in remedying this situation
would be a material contribution by the National Sea Grant
program.
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I would like to make three main points. The first ia that
the principle of the freedom of the seas for fisheries is no
longer a viable principle. The second is that the world com-
munity ie now compelled to face up to the problems of distri-
buting the sea's wealth in fisheries. And the third is that
the problems are extremely complex and will require consider-
able attention by social scientists if they are to be resolved
with a minimum of damaging conflict. Some brief comments on
each of these points will be made in order to provide a back-
ground for an assessment of the recent United States "Draft
Article on Fisheries."

The Freedom of Fishin

For the past three hundred years, one of the basic prin-
ciples of the freedom of the seas has been the freedom of fish-
ing. This means that beyond the limits of national jurisdis-
tion, there is free and open access to all fishery stocks by
the fishermen of all nations. No individual state or groups
of states has a right to exclude the fishermen of other states
or to require payment for the privilege of fishing.

The condition of free and open access can be maintained
without damage to society provided that the use of the resource
by one unit does not diminish the value of use to other units'
There have been, and still are, a number of natural resources
for which these conditions hold true. The air we breathe,
sunshine, the view of the Rocky Mountains, are natural re-
sources that can generally be used by two or more persons or
units with no decrease in value. In earlier times, the same
conditions held true for the common grazing lands of the West
and for the water in rivers, streams, and lakes. But the de-
mand for the flow of services from these resources increased
beyond the supply; users interfered with each other; and soci-
ety's values were diminished.

The case of the western range lands is instructive. In
1870, it was reported that 'al.l the flocks and herds in the
world could find ample pasturage in these unoccupied plains
and the mountain slopes beyond; and the time is not far dis-
tant. when the largest flocks and herds in the world will be
found here, where the grass grows and ripens untouched from
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year to year." Such remarks about inexhaustibility are not
dissimilar to past assertions about the inexhaustibility of
the sea's fisheries.

Since the bounty of the range was believed to be limit-
less, it was assumed that use by one cattleman would not di-
minish use by others, and there was, therefore, no need to
acquire exclusive rights or to impede free and open access.
At that time, the only characteristic of private ownership
that existed was that of the brands on the cattle.

It was not many years, however, before depletion of the
range became apparent and conflicts between users of the range
became significant. This increased the incentives for the
acquisition of exclusive rights. simultaneously, the techni-
cal costs of acquiring such rights were greatly reduced by
the development of barbed wire. "Companies with headquarters
in eastern cities, and even in England, fenced in as much as
they wanted and some had the effrontery to claim in court that
a man had a right to as much land as he could fence." But
the land was in the public domain, to be used for the benefit
of citizens of the United States. In 1885, Congress passed an
act making enclosure  unilateral appropriation! a punishable
offense, thereby reinforcing the condition of free and open
access. This "meant that there was virtually no control over
the land and the first comer was entitled to the grass. No
one was responsible in a large way for overgrazing and the re-
sulting destruction of the forage." 4

The cattlemen were more immediately concerned about the
excessive competition among themselves and with other users
than they were about the depletion of the range. It might be
said that, to the cattlemen, the distribution of wealth was
more important than efficient production of wealth. This, con-
sequently, led to collusive and extra-legal devices for acquir-
ing de facto exclusive rights. In 1904, s Public Lands Com-
missxon appointed to study the problem stated that "at present
the public lands are theoretically open commons, free to all
citizens; but as a matter of fact a large proportion has been
parceled out by more or less definite compacts or agreements
among the various interests." The compacts and agreements
were not very stable, however, and the growing demands and
growing incentives for exclusive rights led to the conflicts
known as the "range wars".

Attempts to establish entry limitations and user fees were
opposed by the cattlemen for various reasons.

It is claimed by some stockmen that they cannot
afford to pay a fee, that it would mean bankruptcy.
It is feared by some that under any system of control
the large owners and corporations would secure a
monopoly in the use of pasture land, and the young
men starting in the business of stock raising would
have no opportunity to build up under a lease system.
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Other stockmen hold the view that since they have
fought out their controversies and arrived at mutual
agreement as to the use of the range, it wauld be
foolish to apen the whole question for new adjust-
ment. It is held that, although range conditions are
not entirely satisfactory, it is better to continue
the present system than to take any chance on the
application af new methods.~

However, the mood of Congress with respect to the public
domain waS SuCh, that in 1934, the Taylor Grazing ACt waS
adopted. This removed the condition of free and apen access
and established a leasing system under the authority of the
Federal government. This provided for a distributian of the
wealth among both the owners of the resource -- the general
public -- and the users of the resource in contrast to the
cattlemen's proposal which would have granted the users full
property rights and all of the wealth.

The history of common property grazing lands bears many
simi1arities to the developments taking place in fisheries.
It has aften been claimed in the past that the fish of the high
seas were so abundant that all could win and none could lose
in their enjoyment. This argument has been advanced in order
to support the principle of the freedom of the seas and ta pro-
tect the maritime powers from impediments to their free use of
the seas far other purposes. The argument, however. was of
dubious validity even during the period in which the principle
of the freedom of the seas was being formed. Scarcity of her-
ring in the North Seas has been known for centuries. And as
early as the 1600's- ia the Narthwest Atlantic, Captain John
Smith asserted that "New found land doth yearely fraught neere
800 sayle of ships with a sillie leans poore John and codfish;
which at least yearely amounts to 3 or 400,000 paund -- yet
all is so overlaide with fishers as the fishing decayeth and
many are constrained to return with a small fraught."<

Since the days of John Smith and, more spectacularly since
the days of the Second World War, the econamic scarcity of
fish has become much mOre Severe snd muCh more pervaaive. The
myth of abundance is no longer credible. Fram the Second World
War until 1968, the world catCh of fish increased at about the
rate of 6-7% per year. The catch in 1969 was less than that
of the previous year. While the 1970 catch is likely to be
larger, the past rate of increase cannot be maintained into the
future. Recently made projections indicate that the rate of
increase will only be abou! 2-4% per year until 1985, and may
even level off after that. But even though the supply of fish
is limited, the demand will continue to grow and the consequences
will become increasingly severe.

One of these consequences will be the increased amount of
depletion. There are dozens of stocks of fish that are already
being fished beyond the point of maximum sustainable yield.
And several more wi11 be added to the roster in the near future
and at an increasing pace. One observer has stated that "many
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fisheries scientists and administrators do not seem to realize
even naw that the days are gone in which years can be taken in
studying and taking action on a particular fisheries problem,
for the time is gone in which problems could take years to de-
velop. With modern vessels, gear, and techniques, it is in-
creasingly easy to create a new problem overnight, an! problems
of fisheries management must be dealt with speedily."

Depletion is the consequence of growing demand applied to
limited supplies under the conditians of free and open access.
Since the resources are available to all at no di rect cost, no
individual fishermen will voluntarily restrain his effort in
the interests of future returnS. Anything he leaves in the
sea for tomorrow will be taken by others today.

Conservation regulations can  and sometimes do! prevent
depletion . But most such regulations have, at least osten-
sibly, attempted to avoid affecting the distribution of wealth
in the language of negotiators, have attempted to be "non-
discriminatory". That is, instead of closing off free and open
access> they make all users subject to the same restraints--
such as using certain sized mesh in nets or by stopping fish-
ing when total catch reaches a certain point. Zn conservation
terms, such regulations have occasionally been successful. But
in economic terms, they have all been disastrous.

The ecenomic consequence of maintaining free and open
access is a great waste in the uses of capital and labor. In
most natural resource situations the resaurce is owned by a
single individual or econamic unit, and the right of access is
exclusive to the owner. In these situations, capital and
labor are invested only to the point where marginal revenues
equal marginal costs -- the point where there is the greatest
difference between total revenues and tatal costs. But in the
case of fisheries, where there are na controls over the amount
of capital and labor, any difference between the total revenues
fram the stock and the total costs af the fishermen will be an
excess profit shared by the fishermen. The excess profit in-
evitably attracts mare fishermen until the point is reached
where total costa equal total revenues and all excess profit
has dissipated. In Short, more fiahermen are emplaced than
are necessary to produce a certain amount of catch.

In the Pacific salman fishery of the U.S. and Canada, it
has been estimated that the same annual catch  and total reve-
nue! could be taken with about $50 million lays capital and
labor than are currently employed each year.~" For the U.S.
Georges Bank haddack fishery, an estimate made several years
ago  prior to the utilization of that stock by the Soviets!,
stated that "the point of maximum profit would be at a level
50% or less of the recent average  amount of effort! ~ "ll
In a recent publication, the FAO stated that "it has been
estimated that the total effort on some of the majar stocks of
cod and haddock in the northeast Atlantic has increased so far
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that substantially the same or possibly an even slightly
greater catch could be taken with one-half to two thirds of
the present level of fishing.">>

There is no way in which such waste can be prevented
except by removing the condition of free and open access,
Either one or the other or both conditions af access must be
changed. That is, economic waste can be prevented by keeping
access open to all comers provided they pay an appropriate
fee for the privilege of fishing. The size af the fee, ideally,
would be such that only the most efficient number of vessels
would be used and the difference between their tatal casts and
the total revenues to the stack would be at the maximum. In
this situation, this difference � the economic rent -- would
be appropriated by the collectar of the fees. The fishermen
that remained in the fishery would be no warse off than before,
but there would be fewer of them.

Economic waste can also be prevented by keeping access
free but by limiting the number of fishermen. This could be
dane by requiring licenses and limiting the number of licenses
to the appropriate amount af effort. This system has been
adopted by the Japanese for their distant-water fishermen and
by New York City for its taxicabs. In this case, the profit
accrues to the holders of the licenses and can be realized if
they are able ta sell their privileges. A combination af the
twa techniques is now being employed by the Canadians for the
salman fisheries in British Columbia.

For both economic and canservation reasons, the remaval
of free and open access is greatly to be desired. Economic
rationality in fisheries cannot be obtained unless this occurs.
But, as indicated abave, the removal of free and apen access
can only occur by directly distributing the wea1th of the seas
in fisheries. If access is open but na longer free, then the
wealth is taken by the collector af the fees who may either
keep it or distribute it to others. If access is free, but
limited by license, then the wealth is distributed among the
licenses. The adoption of an econamiCally rational system
makes wealth distributian inevitable.

Devela ments Farcin Wealth Distribution

But even if the arguments for econamic rationality did
not exist, some form of distributian of the sea's wealth in
fisheries is still inevitable. It simply cannot be avoided.
In view of the shortness of time, I can only outline the ar-
guments leading to this conclusion and make reference to
materials providing fuller treatment.

1! The effect of grawing demand on limited supplies is
ta increase the value of the supplies. It has been estimated
that, by 1985, world catch will increase by les~ than 40% while
gross revenues vill increase by more than 100%. The value
of an exclusive right ta a stock will also increase greatly
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and provide an increased incentive for acquiring a share in
the wealth.

2! There is an increasing number of fishery arrangements
whose viability depends upon their ability to exclude newcom-
ers, or, in essence, to distribute wealth among those with a
history of participation in the fishery. National quota and
other distributive arrangements, such as those for Antarctic
whales, North Pacific fur seals, the salmon abstention agree-
ment, soviet-Japanese salmon and king crab agreements, cannot
successfully accommodate new entry by non-member fishing states.
Theae arrangementS are Similar tO the "mare Or leSS definite
compacts and agreements among the various interests" in the
western grazing lands and they may have the same degree of in-
stability.

3! With diminishing opportunities fox increased catches
and with growing impediments to new entry, the value of the
option to fish at some time in the future has been greatly
decreased. In the past, some non-fishing or small fishing na-
tions may have been satisfied with the principle of the free-
dom of the seas as long as they could anticipate deriving some
value from it in the future. But this option to fish, which
can be considered an item of wealth, has become greatly deval-
ued and may lead nations to demand a more direct participation.

4! There has been a rapid and dramatic increase in the
amount and extent of distant-water fishing effort. Large,
foreign fleets of technologically advanced vessels have sud-
denly appeared off the shores of many coastal states  both
developed and developing!. By far the most significant. effort
is that of the USSR, which owns more $han 50% of all fishing
vessels over l00 gross tons in size. The sudden appearance
of such vessels  Soviet or not! understandably causes coastal
states to become concerned about the wealth off their shores.

5! Such fleets have the capacity to sweep a fishery
ground and deplete a stock in a sinqle season. They are also
highly mobile so that once having depleted a stock, they can
move off ta other distant water areas with little difficulty,
whexeas the local coastal fisherman, with small, specialized
craft have little or no alternative but continue harvesting
the depleted stock.

6! There is a considerable amount of instability in
fisheries arrangements due to the continuing increases in ex-
cess capacity, A "domino" effect might take place at any
moment. If, for example, nations reached an agreement for the
Lofoten Islands and Barents Sea that displaced fishing effort,
the displaced effort would quickly shift to the west and south.
In self defense, Iceland would probably extend its limits,
thereby displacing more effort, and Shiftinq it to the North-
west Atlantic. This might force either national quotas or uni-
lateral extensions of jurisdiction, but would, in either case,
force more vessels out. The repercussions could even be felt
in the South Atlantic if the vessels are sufficiently mobile,
Something on this order is now actually occurring with respect
to tuna.
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The tuna situation was greatly exacerbated by the adoption
of a form of conservation reguation that was known to have very
damaging economic consequences. Its adoption was due to the un-
willingness of the fishery scientists and diplomats to face up to
the problem of distributing wealth by the allocation of national
quotas or by the imposition of economic controls. It was also
due to their short-sighted approach to fishery problems and their
inability  or unwillingness! to anticipate the consequences, or
to learn fram the lesson of the North Pacific halibut arrangement39

In 1967, the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission estab-
lished a total quota on the catch of yellowfin tuna in the
region. Under this arrangement, each fisherman has an incentive
to build a larger and faster vessel in order to get a greater
share of the catch for himself before the total quota is reached
and the season closes. In the tuna situation, the incentive has
clearly been at work. Almost half of the current U.s. high seas
tuna fleet  in terms of gross tonnage! was built since the estab-
lishment of the quota -- 3,809 tons in 1967, !,032 tons in 1968,
9,185 tons in 1969, and l0,427 tons in 1970.la It is reported
that an additional 21 vessels with a capacity of about 24,000 tons
are now under construction in the U.S., and about 32,000 tons
elsewhere in the world. 17

The global repercussions from this artificial stimulus to
over-capitalization derive from the fact that the large number of
vessels is able tc catch the total quota in a short amount of
time. Prior to the control, the season was about nine months.
It now takes only about 3-4 months to reach the quota and will take
less as more vessels are added. Since the vessels are large
and highly mobile, they naturally turn to other areas of the
world after the close of the eastern tropical Pacific fishery. The
domino effect has already been felt in the Atlantic and may soon
reach the western Pacific and Indian Oceans.

7! Outside of fisheries, developments have recently taken
place that indicate the oceans to be a source of great mineral
wealth. Since some of the sources of this mineral wealth � the
manganese nodules -- lie well beyond any conceivable jurisdiction
of coastal states, the question of ownership of that wealth
has been clearly and forcefully raised. States without the
technologic or economic capacity to exploit these resources feel
that they should share in the benefits. This has produced the con-
cept that the oceans are the "ccxmmn heritage" of mankind. It
might be noted that the germs of this concept can be found in
the arguments advanced by the most vocal advocates of the principle
of the freedom of the seas. These advocates, in seeking to pro-
tect the interests of the maritime powers, have claimed that the
freedom of the seas has served all peoples of the world in the
production cf mutual benefits. It is not surprising that the non-
maritime states, having been taught this lesson, should now
attempt tc realize their benefits in more explicit terms.
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8! A final development of importance can be found in the
increasing strength of the developing states and in their grow-
ing demands to share more fully in the world's wealth.

All of these developments, most of which have taken place
since the 2nd UN Conference on the Law of the Sea in 1960, will
come into focus in the next few years, during the preparations
for, and the holding of, the 3rd UN Conference on the Law of
the Sea. They make it impossible to avoid facing up to the
task of distributing the sea's wealth in fisheries.

Who Gets What?

In a certain sense, the question of distribution of wealth
is not one that lends itself to analysis. That is, there are
no rational, objective criteria by which one can determine who
should get what from the sea. The process of distribution is
essentially a process of negotiation � � the function of diplo-
mats willing to trade off certain items of value in order to
achieve others. But social scientists can --and should -- pro-
vide a great deal of information and analysis that will facili-
tate the tasks of the diplomats and help to reach more viable
arrangements and better decisions.

Research of this kind is essential not only to the process
of distribution but also to many aspects of fisheries manage-
ment and fisheries science. It is wasteful, for example, to
invest scarce public funds in the development of new techniques
for fishing a stock that is already depleted or a stack that
may soon come under the jurisdiction of another coastal state.
It is wasteful to plan a scientific program that requires
access to the waters of a coastal state that may prohibit such
aCCeSS. Different kindS Of SCientifiC reSearCh may be required
for different kinds of international arrangements such as
national quotaS ar liCenee SChemeS. In Shart, knOWledge Of
distribution problems and alternative management techniques is
an extremely important element in making choices about the best
use of scarce public funds for research.

Although there are many kinds of problems, only three will
be described here -- chosen because of their relevance to the
U.S. Draft Article. These three deal with the meaning of
wealth, the means for its distribution, and the criteria for
distribution.

The Heanin of Wealth

Reference has already been made to one measure of wealth--
the amount of economic rent that could be captured by an eco-
nomically rational scheme of management. In the world of the
fictional economic man, this  or same similar measure of eco-
nomic contribution! would be the best possible. The value of
the fishery stock would be clear; efficient allocation of capi-
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tal aud labor to different stocks would be feasible; and dis-
tribution of wealth would be facilitated by using a common
denominator -- money.

But it doesn't take much thought to expose the weaknesses
of the fiction; weaknesses that are crippling but not fatal.
One of the weaknesses lies in the difficulty of determining
where the monetary value should be placed. One might be the
yield from the stock. Another might be the stock itself or,
perhaps, the ecosystem inhabited by the stock. These baseS
for wealth are beset by their own set of difficulties -- as is
indicated by the lengthy and abstruse arguments over yield
functions and population dynamics. monetary value might be
placed through means of license fees upon some measure of ef-
fort~ such as the length, power, or tonnage of vessel or size
of net or number of pots. These measures also have their dif-
ficulties, not the least -of which are the impediments that
they create for technological innovation.

But even knowing where to place the value does not re-
solve the difficulties, for there is still the question of the
amount of value. This raises problems because the same fish
stock might be taken by fishermen from nations with vastly dif-
ferent wage/price structures. The same fish might produce a
high net economic revenue to one nation and a low one to ano-
ther.

An even more upsetting weakness is that the fiction ignores
non-economic man. There are many values, other than monetary
ones g that nations seek f rom f isheries. Chief among these is
the use of fisheries to provide opportunities for employment.
This is particularly upsetting to an economist because employ-
ment opportunities tend to be maximized when access is free a
and open, and they are minimized under economically rational
management. Nevertheless the values are real and politically
potent, even though not readily susceptible to measurement.
other non-monetary values might be mentioned, but it is suffi-
cient to point out that they exist and that they represent items
of wealth.

Determining the meaning of wealth is obviously difficult.
There is tremendous room, however, for improving our estimates
and perceptions of wealth. It is critically important to know,
far better than we do now, what it is that we will be trading
off in the coming negotiations; and this is a task for econo-
miatS and other social scientists. parenthetically, I might
express the hope that similar analyses of values might be under-
taken for the military interests in the freedom of transit.
It is asserted that the military values are so great they are
not negotiable. But the assertion rings hollow, for the ana-
lyses  if any! have never been produced and the values are, by
no means, clear. Unless and until the military values are
clearly demonstrated to be great and long-lasting, I, for one,
will remain skeptical about the wisdom of trading off fisheries
and other items of wealth in order to achieve the freedom of
transit.
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The Means for Distribution of Wealth

Another set of problems lies in determining the best means
for the distribution of wealth. Several different alternatives
are possible. One would be to distribute wealth on the basis
of some spatial dimension, such as distance from shore or depth
of water. Distance is a conventional means and it is relatively
easy to define  once one arrives at a uniform concept of islands
and archipelagoes!. But fish are notoriously disrespectful
of such boundazies. Depth appears to have some biological ra-
tionale since many species, particularly the demersal and seden-
tary ones, are limited in depths to which they penetrate. But
because of vertical migrations and other factors, the limits
may be well beyond the edge of the continental shelf. For
certain species, such as tuna and whales, neither distance nor
depth has much relevance.

It may be possible to distribute wealth on the basis of
the resource, irrespective of its location. This, in essence,
is what the U.S. and Canada have attempted to do by making the
Japanese abstain from taking salmon east of the l75' West Meri-
dian, It is an attempt tO incarporate  and appropriate! the
entire resource. Another approach using the zesource is that
of national quotas, a modification of which is found in the U.s.
Draft Article. This requires a satisfactary estimate Of the
annual sustainable yield. Neither of these tasks is easy.

A third means foz dividing wealth that is conceivable,
although not yet attempted internationally, is through the
distribution of effort. Under this technique, licenses to fish
would be distributed. This could be done through some form of
"grandfather" technique, permitting all those currently fish-
ing to continue doing so and then letting attrition take place
on some uniform scale for all parties. The technical difficul-
ties of defining what would be licensed and how to achieve uni-
form attrition are probably so great that such a system could
not be adopted.

The final means that should be mentioned is that of dis-
tributing wealth by distributing economic rents. This is, by
far, the most sensible from an economic point of view. Zt too
has its difficulties -- the major one being the adoption of a
system that permits economic rent to be captured. But if this
can be achieved, rent offers the simplest.and most direct means
for distribution. In additio~, and this may be the critical
determinant, this is the only practical means by which the non-
fishing states can share in the distribution of fisheries
wealth. National quotas or licenses could be alloted to non-
fishing states, and they could either develop the necessary
capital and labor to use them or they could sell them. But this
would be neither efficient nor politically realistic. If the
interests of the non-fishing states must be accommodated, then
some system for capturing economic revenues will have to be
adopted. Indeed, it would be eminently desirable to adopt such
a system in any case, for it would be the most effective and
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viable over the long run. Monetary management of fisheries
has received some attention in the past, but there is still a
great need for further research.

The Criteria for Distribution

Many criteria for the distribution of wealth have been
suggested, usually in support of a nation's claim to a share
of the wealth. The criteria are poorly defined and their use
tends to be subjective in nature. It is difficult to question
their validity, but possible to question their value as guides
for decision-making.

I! "Proximity" is the most important criterion and, up to
a point, carries the greatest weight. A stock that lies close
to a coastal state clearly "should be considered as belonging
to that state. However, there is no satisfactory definition of
the extent of proximity.

2! A second criterion that has often been advanced is
that Of *need" Or "dependenCe". It is Stated that if a nation
is dependent upon fisheries as a saurce of protein, income, or
employment opportunities, then it "should" acquire a share of
the wealth. It is even more difficult to define need than dis-
tance. What percentage of incame ar protein should be derived
from fisheries in arder to qualify a state as dependent? In
addition, to which resources should the criterion apply? If
need is an acceptable criterion, why should it not apply to
resaurces far distant from its shores as well as to those that
are close?

3! A third criterion, most recently advanced by certain
Latin American states, might be called that of "natural pro-
longation"  after the criterion suggested by the International
Court of Justice for the sea-bed! . In this case, the argument
is that the naturaL environment off the coast is an indivisi-
ble part of the terrestrial environment and thus, "should"
belong to the coastal state. In Latin America, it is the Hum-
baldt Current and the deep upwellings that form the character
of both the land and the adjacent Sea. In other areas, the
cantinental shelf might be considered a natural prolongation,
sa that, for example, Georges Bank haddock "should" belong to
the United States rather than Canada.

4! An often used criterion is that of "historic xights".
One of the problems with this is the definition of the number
of years that constitutes history. This is a source of contro-
versy in the discussions of national quotas in the Worth At-
lantiC. The SOVietS, Wha are Catohing inCreaeing Shares Of the
total yield, would like ta define 'history" in terms of the
present and future, while those states with decreasing shares
would like ta choose a base period some years back.

S! A criterion similar to that of natural prolongation
is one that refers to the "management" ability of the coastal
state. It is argued that, beCause of enviranment and proxim-
ity, a coastal state is better equipped to manage and conserve
near-by stocks and therefore, "should" acquire the stocks.
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This is one of the criteria advanced by the U.S. and Canada in
their claims to exclusive rights to the Pacific salmon. How-
ever, one can question the validity of this criterion in this
instance since salmon are so poorly managed. For example, in
the last 25 years, the total catch of Alaska salmon has declined
by a third while the totaL number of fishermen has doubled.

6! Another criterion is "exploitability." This was
also used by the U.S. and Canada with respect to salmon -- the
argument being that because the stocks were being "fully uti-
lized" and managed, they "should" belong to the host state, A
more recent version of this criterion is found in the U.S.
Draft Article. This refers to potential utilization rather
than past. "The percentage of the allowable catch of a stock
in any area of the high seas adjacent to a coastal state that
can be harvested by that State shall be allocated annually to
it." Comments on this criterion will be made later.

7! Finally, I should like to mention the criterion of
"common heritage". To quote the Representative of Singapore
at the August meetings of the Sea-Bed Committee: "Zt is the
view of my delegation that every State, whether coastal or land-
locked, should be entitled to a fair share in the seabed and
in the resources of the sea, be it living or mineral. The mar-
ine environment of this earth constitutes an 'indivisable whoLe'
in which every member of the international cammunity is entitled
to an equal share." Unlike the others, this criterion has yet
to find application.

Knowing man's ingenuity, it is likely that other criteria
will be brought forth from time to time. Which criteria one
chooses will depend upon what one wants to gain. From a rela-
tively objective point of view, the mast that can be said is
that the criteria should be simple to use, clear-cut in defini-
tion, and widely acceptable.

The Zm ortance af Common Herita e

I have referred several times to common heritage, and have
done so because the accommodation of this concept may be neces-
sary and because such accommodation would create particularly
difficult problems for the management and distribution of the
sea's wealth in fisheries. Xn the absence of common heritage
interests, the struggle would remain between the interests of
the coastal states and the distant-water states. These could
continue bumbling along their rocky path, ignoring economic
factors and trading off special privileges and rights in a
primitive kind of bartering, untiL the card house collapses.

The United Statea, fOr example, iS fOremOSt amOng thOSe
avoiding the market mechanism for making decisions on fisheries.
We have negotiated several ad hoc, bilateral agreements with
the Soviets, Poles, and Japanese' These constitute an intri-
cate web of trade-offs, providing port calls ta the Soviets,
for example, in exchange for their abstention from fishing a
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particular region 100 miles or so from shore during a particu-
lar season of the year. These agreements are workable, in the
short run, and they provide employment opportunities for en-
forcement services and diplomats. But no one knows what is
being traded off and the arrangements are not very durable.

Nevertheless, such techniques are likely to continue unless
it becomes necessary to buy out the non-fishing states with
their demands for common heritage shares or until present tech-
niques fail completely. As stated above, the only way in which
this can be done is by putting fisheries on a market basis.
This would require explicit evaluation of fisheries or fishing
rights in monetary terms. It would require some means fOr ex-
tracting economic revenues from the fishermen. And it would
require the creation of some kind of regional or international
authorities to collect and disburse the revenues. From the
point of view of economic efficiency, such measures would be
highly desirable. From the point of view of common heritage
interests, they may be necessary.

The case for common heritage is weak with respect to coas-
tal state stocks and becomes stronger with respect to high seas
stocks. If, for example, some system of national quotas is
adopted for North Atlantic cod and haddock, the system would
have to allow for potential new entrants. It is proposed that
a certain proportion of the total annual yield be set aside for
this purpose. Depending upon the portion set aside, it might
accommodate one, two, or possibly three new states. But the
accommodation of a fourth state could only be achieved if the
participating states were willing to give up a portion of their
share. l8 Since this would be extremely difficult, the system
might collapse.

This might be avoided by extracting some revenues from
those who receive ~ational quotas and using the revenues to
meet, through some means or other, the interests of the non-
fishing states. The revenues might be distributed directly tc
the states, might go to a development fund, or be devoted to
some acceptable common goal. In order to succeed, the reven-
ues would have to be used in such a fashion that the potential
new entrant feels that it is better off by respecting the agree-
ment than by entering the fishery and breaking the agreement.

Aside from this particular kind of situation  admittedly
tenuous!, the meeting of common heritage interests may be
forced by the strength of these states at the next Law of the
Sea Conference. The representative of Austria, at the last
Sea-bed meeting, pointed out that "there are twenty-four member
states of the United Nations which do not have coastlines;
twenty-five, with the expected admission of Bhutan during the
twenty-sixth General Assembly . . ~ In addition to these twenty-
five countries, there are about another twenty countries which are
shelf-locked and sharp the general interests and objectives of
land-locked countries. In addition, there may be several coas-9

tal states with insignificant fishing interests that may want
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to join the land-locked states. Since there will be about 130
or so states at the Law of the Sea Conference, the ones with
predominantly common heritage interests could make up a block-
ing third, if they were to hang together.

The U.S. Draft Article

Saving presented some of the problems and background
associated with the distribution of the sea's wealth in fish-

eries, Inow turn to a few comments on the U.S. Draft Article on
Fisheries. The comments need only be brief, because it would
appear that the Article has been proposed more as a basis for
bargaining than as a real solution. In fact, when examined,
it can best be labeled as a "non-solution" because it advances
no viable principles and because it essentially leaves distri-
bution up to the same bilateral and multilateral negotiations
that have taken place in the past.

The most important paragraphs dealing with distribution
are contradictory. Paragraph 2C states that "the percentage
of the allowable catch of a stock in any area of the high seas
adjacent to a coastal State that can be harvested by that
State shall be allocated annually to it." Paragraph 2E�!
states that "the percentage of the allowable catch of a stock
traditionally taken by the fishermen of other States shall not
be allocated to the coastal State." The first so-called
principle advances the criterion of exploitability and the
second, the-.principle of historic rights.

In referring to this contradiCtiOn, the head of the U.S.
Delegation stated that "it is the view of the United States
Government that an appropriate text on the question of tra-
ditional fishing rights is a matter especially suitable for
negotiation bewween coastal and distant-water fishing states
most concerned."

In essence, this Draft Article seeks to preserve the status
duo, providing no useful guide for future decisions. It is
not particularly fruitful to comment on specific items in the
Draft, because they are not likely to endure. But some comments
can be made on the intentions that are implicit. in the Draft.

First, the Draft avoids any reference to limits, except by
use of the word, "adjacent." The reason for this comes clear
in the text of the statement made by the head of the delegation.
"we believe the subcommittee should avoid the extremes of ab-
solute freedom of fishing beyond 12 miles, and of absolute and
exclusive coastal State control over fisheries in a fixed zone
beyond 12 miles. We are particularly concerned about the im-
plications of the latter for navigation and overflight, in view
of the historical tendency to assert more and more types of
control within fixed zones of special purpose jurisdiction,"
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This clearly indicates the dominance of military interests.
But it is hard to see how the open-ended proposal could have
any effect but a temporary one on the extension af fisheries
jurisdiotian. The U.S. haS already prapOSed eXCluSiVe juriS-
diction over sy$entary fisheries out to the edge of the conti-
nental margin. The application of the exploitability cri-
terion to fish of the superjacent waters could lead to equally
 or mare! extensive Limits for particular stocks. Through our
ad hoc, bilateral agreements with the Soviets and others, we
have already claimed a form of exclusive right to certain
stocks more than 100 miles from our shores. As demand increases
and technology reduces the costs of exploitation, our ability
 and interest! in exploiting more and more stocks will become
greater. It is not difficult to see that the eventual outcome
will be exclusive fishery jurisdiction over all stocks out to
limits that may be quite extensive, perhaps even beyond 200
miles or the edge of the shelf.

It may be that the exploitability criterion is proposed
as a temporizing measure. This assumes that within a few years,
the U.S. defense interests will be less concerned about exten-
sive limits than they are at present. The future development
of ULMS -- the Underwater Long-range Missile System -- will
reduce, in part, the desirability of defense interests in oper-
ating in the superjacent waters close to the shores of foreign
states. The adoption of the exploitability criterion for fish-
eries may postpone eventual extension of exclusive fisheries
jurisdiction until ULMS comes into operation. Or it may be
that the proposal is simply an opening, bargaining position.
At some future time, we will be able to accept wide limits of
jurisdiction in exchange for freedom of transit. But whatever
the case, this element of the proposal is intended to protect
U.S. defense interests.

Secand, the Draft makes no provision for the entry of new
states into old fisheries. In fact, it would appear to exclude
such entry, in that it states that provision 2E�! "does not
apply to any new fishing or expansian of existing fishing by
other States that occurs after this Convention enters into
force for the coastal State." This appears to be an attempt
not o ly to preserve hot also to enyo oe the ~stat s ooand,
to exclude the new fishing states.

Third, there iS a marked contradiction between the U.S.
treatment of fisheries and the U,S. treatment of sea-bed min-
erals. The Sea-bed Convention would give coastal states bath
the right to exclude foreigners and the right to extract rev-
enues from exploiters. Whereas for fisheries, the opposite
holds true. According to Mr. Stevenson, "we do not coneider it
wise to give any state the right to prevent or encumber fishing
for portions of stocks that state cannot harvest itself". The
purported rationale for this is that it could reduce the pro-
duction of protein, or make protein more costly to society.
This is not necessarily true. But if this were ta be the case,
the argument might be advanced that there should alsa be free
and open access to the mineral resources that are not being
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exploited by the coastal state.

Fourth, the Draft Article makes no reference whatsoever
to common heritage interests. This might be construed as a
desite to mainta'n tne ~status uo; as an implicit. ecog it'on
of the difficulty of meeting common heritage interests; ox as
an attempt to keep something back that can be traded off at a
latex' date. It is, however, a bit peculiar to find that the
worthy sentiments for Common heritage expressed in the Draft
Convention on the Sea-Bed are totally absent from the Draft
Article on Fisheries.

A fifth and final comment is that the Draft assiduously
avoids any reference to the possibility of using economic con-
trols. The only reference to economic factors is the meaning-
less statement in paragraph 2A that "the allowable catch shall
be determined, on the basis of the best evidence available, at
a level which is designed to maintain the maximum. sustainable
yield or restore it as soon as practicable, taking into account
relevant environmentaL and economic factors." It is interest-
ing that the State Department should ignore the possible use
of taxes and licenses at the same time that the Department of
Commerce is actively exploring such devices for domestic fish-
eries. The Director of the U.S. National Marine Fisheries
Services, at a highly significant but little noted recent con-
gressional hearing, made a very forceful presentation in favor
of establishing institutions that would permit market mechan-
isms to become effective for fisheries.2L The Draft Article,
however, would continue the primitive bartering technique and
would be likely to impede, rather than facilitate, the employ-
ment of economically rational controls.

By way of summation, it can be pointed out that the U.S.
Draft Article On fisheries has little, if any, relevance to the
developments that are taking place and to the px'oblems that are
emerging in the real world of fisheries. Sadly, this can be
explained, in part, by the severe constraint dictated by the
U.S. military interests in the Sea. But even with this
constraint -- assuming for the moment that it is desirable -- a
much better draft could have been prepared.

ThiS, then, raises the question as to why the Draft is not
better than it is. The answer, I think, lies in two failures.
The first of these is the failure of the U.ST Government to
open up its process of analysis to the concerned public. Both
Mr. Burke and I have commented on this in some detail 22 The
arguments need not be repeated here except to say that by pro-
ceeding in secret, the Government is needlessly cutting itself
off from ideas, interests, and knowledge.

The other failure is mine and that of the scholars like
myself who have been unable to stimulate the social science
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research that is necessary to deal with these difficult and
important problems. I hope, in making this presentation, that
you will be able to help us overcome this failure.
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Ocean Engineering Session Summary

J, A. Ouffie, Session Chairman
University of Wisconsin-Madison

The Ocean Engineering workshop anticipated spending about
two hours on discussions. The interest in the subject was Such
that the session lasted closer to five hours. It was introduced
by four panelists: G. Savage, University of New Hampshire; J.B.
HerbiCh, TeXaS A a N UniVereity; J.P. EreSLin, SteVenS Inatitute
of Technology; and L. Slotta, Oregon State University. Subse-
quent discussion involved representatives of other universities
having Sea Grant activities.

ThiS Summary Can be prefaCed by Saying that While there may
have been a variation of degree of satisfaction with which we
viewed the position of OCean Engineering in the Sea Grant Pro-
gram, there probably was preponderant feeling that Ocean Engineer-
ing was not accomplishing what it should in this Program. We
tried throughout the discussion to examine the role of Ocean En-
gineering as a part of what we understand to be Sea Grant.

We started on the premises that Sea Grant is a problem-
oriented program, and that research, education and advisory
services in Ocean Engineerinq must be set in this problem con-
text, and thus also in an appropriate institutional contest
 i.e., in an appropriate relationship to other, non-engineering
facets of the program in a particular university!. If we see
Sea Grant as a problem-oriented program, Ocean Engineezing in
our view becomes an integral and often critical part of Sea Grant.

As an aside, we might refer to aquaculture as
a "problem." Ocean Engineering, in the sense of Sea
Grant, is a "ncnproblem." It is not a problem of
the region or nation that we serve; it is a problem
primarily to those of us in engineering colleges who
have some responsibility to develop these kinds of
activities,

We recognized two kinds of Ocean Engineere. While people
refer to these by various terms, the ones I seized on were:
those whose primary interests were in analysis or phenomena, who
dissect the elements of a problem to understand the phenomena
involved; and the synthesizers or the process-oriented people
who assemble possible alternative solutions to problems and pro-
ceed to evaluate them. It appears that it is the Latter kind
of engineer that has the larger role to play in the Sea Grant
Program as we see it. In Sea Grant, it appears that the Ocean
Enqineer's most important contribution will be to use the in-
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tegrative aspects of engineering � the engineer's knowledge
 what he has himself and what he gets from his colleagues in
other parts of the university!, knowledge of oceanography, the
natural sciences, economics, mathematics, to devise and evalu-
ate alternative solutions to problems.

There was considerable feeling in this meeting that we
should not minimize the impartance of engineeri.ng analysis or
engineering science--that this is a necessary part of the longer
term solutions to some of the kinds of problems that Sea Grant
institutions are concerned with. If we can't support some of
the more analytical phases of Ocean Engineering under Sea Grant,
we face the risk of not funding programs which will, in the long
run, be important to Sea Grant.

Those present felt rather strongly that there is need for
greater participation by Ocean Engineers in Sea Grant if this
is to be a problem-oriented research program. We discussed at
considerable length the problems and challenges in trying ta
accomnlish this. Many of these discussions have been heard be-
fofe; they relate to: university emphasis and rewards for science
rather tnan application; organizational problems in universities;
our relations with colleagues in other parts of the university;
the availability of other funding that affects the willingness
of our colleagues to participate in these activities; and many
others.

The observation was made that Sea Grant Pragram coordi-
nators and advisory committees to the coordinators should work
closely with deans of colleges of engineering and other appro-
priate administrative officers in the universities to develop
engineering participation in Sea Grant Programs particularly in
the light of the development of other related activities such
as Coastal Zone Laboratories which may in effect funnel off
some of the people who could be participating in Sea Grant. So
we saw Ocean Engineering as a vital part of Sea Grant, and we
saw the efforts to develop it into a viable part as one of the
most important activities in which we should be engaged.

Ocean Engineerinq is perhaps unique in its responsibility
to industry and government in its need to keep its focus on
what is called the "real world" problems. There was some dis-
agreement as to hew easy this was--to work with industry in
particular--with same reporting cansiderable frustrations in
trying to extract. information from industrial organizations.
Others reported an easy flow of people ard information back and
forth between industry and university. There were several spe-
cific suggestions made on engineering programs which would be
appropriate for consideration as part of Sea Grant activities:
co-op proqrams with industry  in which our students would move
back and forth between university and industry!; industrial
sabbaticals for faculty  some of our yaung faculty do not have
much industrial experience!; a cooperative research with indus-
try  particularly if industry would help to fund some of these
activities!. These activities would be particularly important
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in those problems areas where industry will be the vehicle by
which the solutions to the problems may be achieved.

There were rather strong feelings that Ocean Engineering's
role is sufficiently unique and different in Sea Grant that the
group wanted a mechanism for getting together again, without
waiting for another year and a half for the next Association
meeting. Those present this morning were unanimous in recommend-
ing to the Association that there be formed an ad hoc Ocean
Engineering committee of the Association to serve as a vehicle
for further consideration of these problems, and specifically
to assume responsibility for planning a plenary session on Ocean
Engineering at the next Association meeting, on the basis that
the relation of Ocean Engineering to Sea Grant is a subject
that should be of interest to tall those concerned with Sea Grant.

 Conference Sessions on Ocean Engineering ~ere pz imarilp
unrecorded open diecseeion eeeeione. Ae a result, only
one ocean engineering paper ie included in theee
pr oceedi nge. !



Ocean Engineering

John Herbich
Texas A&M University

"Ocean En ineerin ": A Viable Field In Itself?

Only the oceans can meet the increasing demands for pro-
tein, power generation, minerals and fresh water. Anyone of
these requirements would require a major and accelerated ef-
fort and each will require engineering in the ocean or ocean
engineering.

In an earlier presentation it was concluded that a con-1

siderable amount of ocean engineering activity falls within
the purview of existing branches of engineering; however sev-
eral identifiable areas of engineering will not fall within
any of the traditional engineering areas unless they are modi-
fied considerably to meet the demands of the new environment.
 Figure 1!.

Demands for engineering talent in ocean environment re-
quire outputs different fram those that are known, and we have
been confronted with an area of engineering practice that has
its own characteristics and which demands new recognition. Zt
is believed that the profession has now recognized that a new
specie~ of engineer, an ocean engineer, has appeared on the
scene. Although the term ocean engineering has been coined
in the United States, it has also been accepted overseas>. The
importance of ocean engineering was recognized by engineers
and scientists as may be evidenced by formation of new socie-
ties, or of new conferences. In the United States, the Marine
Technology Society, the Offshore Technology Conference, Civil
Engineering in the Ocean Conferences, World Dredging Confer-
ences, Underwater Technology Conferences were all formed and
organized within the last 5 to 7 years to join the Coastal
Engineering conferences which started almost three decades ago.
In the United Kingdom the Society of Underwater Technology was
formed and several international meetings in Ocean Technology
have been held during the past four years.

The "Marine Resources and Engineering Development Act" of
1966 outlined a national policy for intensified study of the
sea for the benefit of all. Research and educatio~ programs
existed prior to 1966, but have no doubt been accelerated by
the sea grant program and by the general interest in development

of ocean resources. As professor Bishop writes:
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FIGURE l REPRESENTATION OF PROBABLE FURTHER EXPANSION

OF EXISTING ENGINEERING DISCIPLINES INTO

OCEAN ENGINEERING PROBLENS.
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"American industry has entered the field of ocean engineering
with a vengeance and American firms are not noted for their
altruism" �!

Let us consider, as an example, an offshore platform de-
sign. An engineer can design the structural members of the
platform based on information regarding the wave forces given
to him by a physical oceanographer; however, in order to inter-
pret the information given to him, he should know something
'about the wave hindcasting methods, the significant, or I/lo
maximum waves concept, also he should know about the probabil-
ity of a 50 year storm occurinq the following year, or during
the next five years, etc. He ought to know something about
corrosion in the ocean, etc. In other words, the engineer who
anticipates working in the ocean environment ought to know
something about this hostile environment and be trained as an
ocean engineer.

A recent survey pointed out that a large percentage �4%!
of those working in ocean engineering possessed a graduate
degree. The major fields of study of the respondents are shown
in Figure 2, and the subfields of ocean engineering in which
they are currently working are shown in Figure 3, while the
product of their work is shown in Figure 4.

How Does Ocean En ineerin Relate tc Other As ects of the
Sea Grant Research and Educational Actxvztzes?

The objectives of the Sea Grant Program cover activities
in research, educational and extension areas. Ocean Engineer-
ing may be a part of all the above areas. Research in ocean
engineering will certainly play an important part in develop-
ment nf marine resources; ocean engineering educational programs
whichwill prepare and provide the necessary manpower and ocean
engineers can also assist in all extension activities. In a
Sea Grant College all activities should include ocean engineer-
ing as part of an overall program. Zn other colleges and uni-
versities ocean engineering could be included in whatever mar-
ine activities are underway.

What Kinds of Research Activities are Included in Your Ocean
En zneerxn Pro ram?

Types of research needed in ocean engineering were listed
in the Proceedings of the Third Sea Grant Conference. Some
fourteen categories were listed and included the following:

a. Wave action in the coastal zone
b, Shore processes
c. Tides and surges
d. Inlet studies
e. Estuary studies
f. Structure design
g. Effects of actions by man
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Submerged structures, underwater habitats, underwater
pipelines
Perfecting of improvement methods
Oil spill containment and recovery of oil
Knowledge about the interaction of humans with the
ocean environment
Knowledge about the tranafer and communication Char-
acteristics of the ocean
Knowledge about operational, instrumentation, and
other hardware capabilities within the ocean and,
Knowledge about the behavior of materials within
ocean environment.

k.

n.
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Education Session Summary

Netson Marshall, Session Chairman
University of Rhode Island

To open this session three very brief presentations were
offered, representing educational interests and concerns of
three Sea Grant groups. The chairman, Professor Nelson Mar-
shall of the University of Rhode Island, discussed educational
efforts, such as the Master of Marine Affairs program, gradu-
ate study in Ocean Engineering, the two year program Fisher-
ies and Marine Technolagy, the doctorate in Marine ReSource
Economics and an interdieciplinary estuary-coastal zone course
at his University, all bearing on the Sea Grant effart. Pro-
fessor Donald S. Squires, the Director of the Marine Sciences
Research Center at the State University of New York, discussed
a program to assess the need in his state for vocational-
educational offerings in the marine fields that might be incor-
porated, either under Sea Grant auspices or other auspices
with the State University system. Profeasor Stanley R. Murphy,
the DireCtor of the Diviaion of Marine Research at the Uni"
versity of Washington, discussed programs whereby two year
colleges within his state are caoperating in the Sea Grant ef-
fort, offering technical programs appzopriate to community
college efforts and not within the usual range of coverage at
the University.

The discussion which followed included recitatians from
many of the groups present as to their unique Sea Grant offer-
ings. Several asked for a clarification as to what the Sea
Grant Program itself will sponsor in the way of educatianal
efforts. Arthur G. Alexiou, Program Director of the National
Sea Grant Proqram Office, pointed out that support to education
is derived through the support of research and other endeavors,
including funds for graduate assistantships. He pointed out
that Sea Grant also giveS some direct support far educational
programs where the offerings are truly unique to the Sea Grant
mission and such worthy programs would not otherwise be sup-
poz ted. His estimate of the amount of funds that are directly
designated in support of curricula was about ten percent of
the total.

At the conclusion of the meeting the chairman, noting the
spontaneous interest in the subject of education, said he would
recommend to the business meeting of the Association that ef-
fective on-going provisions be made foz considering educational
matters. We should avoid a repetition of the present situation
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which, for lack of an effective committee or planning group,
education had been neglected in the program of annual meeting
and was not covered until those concerned more or less spon-
taneously rose to the occasion and offered a program. The
suggestion further takes cognizance of the need for a focus on
educational interests in the work of the Association.







Second Annual Business Meeting

Dr. Herbert Frolander, director of the Sea Grant Program
at Oregon State University, was elected Association president
for 1972, succeeding Dr. John A. Knauss, provOSt for marine
affairs at the University of Rhode Island. Dr. Robert A.
Ragotzkie, director of the University of WiscOnain's Sea Grant
Program, was elected president-elect.

Two new members of the executive board were elected.
They are Dr. Stanley R. Murphy of the University of Washington
and Dr. William J. Hargis Jr. of the Virginia Institute of
Marine Science. At a separate executive board meeting Dr.
Knauss was appointed secretary-treasurer of the Association
for 1972.

Reports were received from session chairmen {these are
included as session summaries in these proceedings! and finan-
cial and membership reports were distributed. It was announced
that the executive board had accepted the invitation of Texas
A S M UniVeraity tO hOSt the 1972 COnferenCe and annual meeting.
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THE ASSOCIATION OF SEA GRANT PROGRN INSTITUTIONS

The Association of Sea Grant Program Institutions was
formed on November l9, 1970 in Washington, D.C. as an organ-
ization of colleges, universities and other institutions con-
cerned with the broad objectives of the National Sea Grant
Program.

There are presently 48 members, including 14 members
with major institutional grants for diverse programs in marine
research, education and public service, 30 regular members
who are degree-granting institutions and 4 associate members.
Pour of the group were recently named Sea Grant Colleges by
the Secretary of Commerce. This special designation to denote
excellence in marine programs was awarded to the University of
Washington, The University of Rhode Island, Texaa A a M Uni-
versity and Oregon State University.

The Association's objectives are:
1. To further the optimal development, use and conser-

vation of marine and coastal resources  including those of
the Great Lakes!, and to encourage increased accomplishment
and initiative in related areas.

2. To increase the effectiveness of member institutions
in their work on marine and coastal resources  including those
of the Great Lakes!.

3. To stimulate cooperation and unity of effort among
members.

The Association publishes a monthly newsletter for its
members and co-sponsors the annual National Sea Grant Confer-
ence. This year, for the first time, the AsSOciation SpOnSOred
a National Sea Grant Award at the Wisconsin conference  Lauren
Donaldson was this year's recipient, see Special Addresses!.
This award goes to an individual who has made an outstanding
contribution to mankind's utilization of the oceans and carries
with it a stipend of $500,
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